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FOREWORD

Small errors in liquid propellant metering can result in extremely
costly penalties in rocket and missile development programs. To carry out a
successfil mission, the residual fuel mass of an aerospace vehicle during
flight or when parked in a coasting or rendezvous orbit, must be continually
known with extreme precision. Propellant consumption errors can lead to
failure of the mission. Accurate airborne flow nietrs will diminish this er-
ror better than level gaging, because the latter is inapplicable to zero-G flight
where the propellant interfaces in the tank are discontinuous.

Of equal inrportance is propellant loading accuracy, both to provide a
lift-off total liquid mass, and to verify density/mass computations when voluzne
tanking to fixed liquid-level probes. Thus, both airborne and ground support
flow metering are involved.

The importance of accurately measuring mass quantities of liquids into
space vehicles ranks in imnportance with thrust and guidance capability.

It was startling, therefore, during this study to discover that a paucity
of dependable flow meter calibration correlation data existed. Almost without
exception, mete .-s for storable propellants are calibrated with water and 'ti-

lized on the propellants withnut corrections. While facilities for correlating
water calibrations against cryogenic propellants are operated by NASA, indus-
trial laboratories and aerospace corporations, only extremely limited data and
correlation facilities are available for storable propellants.

The accuracies obtained by storable propellant flu meters are then a
matter of opinion and are not actually known. Even based on expert opinion,
these accuracies are far from sufficient to meet current aerospace needs.

Thi; report outlines current practice in the aerospace and turbine flow
meter industries and discusses a new concept recently introduced by the petro-
leuzn pipeline transmission industries which incorporates on-stream calibration
and could reduce flow measuring errors by a full order of magnitude.
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ABSTRACT

Turbine meter theory and practice are reviewed. Current
practices in calibrating turbine-type flow meters using water or a
standard hydrocarbon to determine K factors for application to stor-
able propellants are examined and found unsuitable for accurate
work. Correlation data in literature and private files are inade-
quate. Criteria are provided for the design of calibration facilities
to provide direct calibration on propellants.

An unusual technique recently developed in the petroleum
industry nay greatly increase both accuracy anC reliability.
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I..DEFINITION OF TERMS AND- ABBREVIATYONS (Ref. ISA RP31. I
and RP17. 1)

Readout. The instrument which snonitors (displays or records) the
"iflow rate" and/or "total flow.-"

Examples: Pulse counter
Digital voltmreter
EPtIT -meter

Flow Transducer: The FLOW METER. "A turbine-type flow trans-
ducer with an electrical. output is a measuring device in
which the action of the entire fluid stream turns a bladed
rotur at a speed nomninally proportional to the volume rate
of flow, and which generates or modilates an output sig-
nal with a frequency proportional to the rotor speed."
(ISA Recommended Practice RP3l. 1)t In this report, the flow transducer may be referred to as
the "meter" and, "flow meter.,"

Ciounter: An electronic~ frequency (cyclealsec. or total cycles) read-
out arranged decade-wise. A common form of frequency
counter for reading-out flow is the EPUT-meter (Events-
per-,Unit- Time).

L~ohd Cell: An electronic force or weight- measuring transducer,
usually employing 2L strain-gaged tension or compression
member hermetically encased in a scaled capsule.

iPropellant: In this report, a liquid burned as a "fuel" or "'Oxidizer"'
to provide propulsive force to a missile or other aerospace
vehicle.
Examples: RP-l1, liquid hydrogen, pentahorane, etc.

Storable: A propellant which is easily stored without excessive evapo-
rative loss such -as occurs with cryogenic fluids,
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Cryogenic: Pertaining to liquefied gases, particularly oxygen, nitro-
gen, hydrogen, helium, and fluorine.

Pulse: Synonymous with cycle, Li2, count.

Fuel: In this report the fuels are:

Hydrazine (NZH 4 - Monopropellant)

Unsymmetrical Dimethyl Hydrazine (UDMH)
50-50 Blend (Mixture of 50%6 NZH 4 and 50/ UDMH

Pentaborane (B5H 9 )

RP- 1 (Refined Kerosene)
Liquid Hydrogen (LH2 ) a cryogenic liquid

Oxidizer: In this report the oxidizers are:

Nitrogen Tetroxide (N204)
Chlorine Trifluoride (C IF 3 )
Liquid Oxygen (1,02)
Liquid Fluorine (LF 2 )

Cycle: The preferred term, a "cycle" is one of a series of elec-
trical waves which constitute the output signal of a turbine-
type flow transducer. Each cycle represents a discreet
unit volume (or "mass" in some cases) of the fluid being
measured, and is usually generated by each blade of the
rotor.

Frequency: The repetition-rate of the transducer output signal, usu-
ally expressed in cycles per second.
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Abbreviations

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

DOD Department of Defense

MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center

AEC Atomic Energy Commission
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III. DISCUSSION

A. History of Turbine Flow Meters

The use of a bladed rotor, turned by the force of fluid flow, is
not in itself a very recent development. Known as the "anemometer, " a deli-
cately-balanced windmill-type velocity meter has been in popular usage for
many years to measure low-velocity, low-pressure air streams such as found
in fan and blower performance studies, ventilation ducts, air-conditioning sys-
tems, etc.

Cup-shaped, as well as flat-bladed, velocity-sensing devices
have also been used for gaging open-channel flows as seen in irrigation works,
and for logging ship speed.

In closed conduits under pressure: - pipes, there have been used
(and still are found) many thousands of what are called "propeller" meters.
These are usually combined with a "positive-displacement" element which
measures main flow, while the propeller or turbine measures the smaller
bypass or shunt flow.

As a result of the widespreed acceptance of the term "propeller-
meter," it has often been applied to any flow meter which has a vaned rotor.
Lately, the term "turbine-meter" or "turbine flow meter" has come to be as-
sociated more and more with those earlier models which actually metered only
a fraction of the total stream.

In order to clarify the ternis, the Instrument Society of America
in its Recommended Practice RP3I. 1 establisheA the definition of a turbine-
type flow transducer (flow meter) as one which measures the entire fluid stream,
not just part of it. This definition eliminates from this report any consideration
of "propeller" types operating on only a portion of the total flow.
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It may be pertinent to also point out that the word "turbine" is
always associated in engineering circles with a fluid-driven member, where-
as "propeller" connotes a fluid-driving member. The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, in "Fluid Meters - Their Theory and Application" is
not in accord with this interpretation, but the aerospace industry has gener-
ally aligned itself with it. Therefore, we will use the generic word "turbine"
in this report.

The aerospace industry has almost universally adopted the turbine-
type flow transducer for flow-rate, as well as total flow measurements of all
types of fluids -- liquids and gases, used in airborne or in ground systems.

Probably the salient feature of the turbine transducer, compared
with other flow meter types, is its distinctly advantageous form of output sig-
nal: AC frequency. Frequency in turn is proportional to volume flow-rate.
Although the signal amplitude (voltage) drops off at low flows, along with fre-
quency, this disadvantage is of minor importance to most users.

Another strong advantage of the turbine meter over other types
lies in its inherent long-term precision and repeatability coupled with fast re-
sponsc, relatively low cost, low weight and size, as well as low pressure-drop.
Thinking in terms of P/D (positive-displacement) meters, all of these factors
favor the turbine-type in addition to its preferred output signal mentioned above.

The P /D meter manufacturers, in order to combat the swelling
sales of turbine meters, have been adding pulse-generators to their meters.
Thus, one revolution of the P/D register drive-shaft can stand for 100 or any
.iesired number of electrical pulses pe±" unit volume. With the addition of pulse
generators, the P/D-type meters have overcome only one of the advantages of
the turbine-type; i.e., frequency proportional to flow, but the P/D meters still
are bulkier and offer more flow resistance than turbine-types.

However, authorities agree that the limitations of the turbine
meter in respect to pressure!oss, sensitivity to upstream disturbance, and
inability to endure over-speeding with gas, will soon bring into more frequent
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use several smooth-bore flow meters. With no parts in the flow stream, this
new generation of meters will in time be more common than any other type.
However, their development has been slow and they are far from practical in
their present state.

It is not hard to visualize the dynanic forces that produce, in a
turbine meter, a rotational speed nominally proportional to volume flow. The
torque producing a change in rotor speed is, according to Dr. Jerry Grey: 14

T - I C Z

dt
2

Where: T hydrodynamic torque on rotor blades
I axial moment of inertia of rotor
G = angular displacement of rotor
t = elapsed time

This relationship merely shows that the hydrodynamic torque T
acts on each blade through some discreet swept angle 0, and that the heavier
the rotor (higher I values), the longer time t it will take to accomplish the
change in speed.

If, then, we start off with zero flow (with rotor at rest) and gradu-
ally increase flow, the rotor speed will increase in proportion to the moment of
inerti. if we neglect frictional losses. In practice, this is not possible. There-
fore, rotor acceleration occurs until a state of equilibrium is reached where
the driving torque exactly equals resistive torque, and the rotor then travels
at the speed where this state of equilibrium exists.

Due to the complex relationship between rotor geometry, and vis-
cous forces of the fluid acting on the blades and hub of rotor, and as this com-
plex relationship varies from one make of meter to another (and between meters
of the same make), it becomes only of academic interest to allebraically ex-
press the-equation for rotor speed.. Dr. Grey, 1 4 Hochreiter, 3 and others
have developed such an expression. Suffice to say, the K-factor (cycles per
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gallon) of each individual transducer is the means by which we relate rotor
speed to linear velocity. Since the output frequency f is the same as rotor
speed (by an even factor), and linear velocity is equated to volume flow, we
see that:

K - rotor speed _ f(cycles/sec) . cycleb

volume flow Q(gals/sec) gala

A closet analytical study would bring out the logical deduction
that at enly one point in each blade is there exactly the same relative velocity
between the blade and a particle of fluid at that spot. At other points on the
blade the fluid is either being driven by the rotor or the rotor is being driven
by the fluid. This is true because the flow is turbulent in the plane of the rotor,
and velocity distribution along the length of the blade is not ideal. Research in
blade shapes by each manufacturer has resulted in some preferring flat blades
and some preferring twisted blades; the ideal shape is governed to a large ex-
tent by the geometry of the flow passage. The end result toward which all have
strived is, of course, a compromise between linear range, pressure loss, and
viscosity immunity.

One of the earliest aircraft models to be used was one developed
by Mr. David M. Potter while employed by the Navy during World War II. It
was first manufactured about 1945 by the Breeze Company, later by Potter
Aeronautical Corporation. Other early models similar to Potter's were later
produced by such firms as Cox, Fischer & Porter, and Waugh. Today the
aerospace industry has the choice of eight U.S.A. sources of turbine-type
flow transducers and at least one foreign brand. These are:

1. Cox Instruments, Detroit, Michigan
2. Fischer & Porter Company, Warminster, Pennsylvania
3. Hlydropoise, Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona (a Division of

Brooks Instrument Corporation, Philadelphia)
4. Potter Aeronautical Corporation, Union, New Jersey
5. Quantomics Inc., Tarzana, California
6. Revere Corporation of America, Wallingford, Connecticut
7. Space Instrumentation Company, Santa Monica, California
8. Waugh Engineering Division, Van Nuys, California
9. Meterflow Ltd., 606 N. Feltham Trading Estate, Feltham,

Middlesex, England (Represented in U.S.A. by Communi-
cation Control Corporation, Van Nuys, California)
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With no exception, these transducers all me sure flow rate and
total flow by generating or modulating an electrical signai proportional to the
volume of flow passing through it. In some cases it is also possible to infer
gravimetric or mass units (pounds or kilograms) by compensating for the
known or inferred specific weight of the fluid. Some types of mass flow meters
can even measure directly in gravimetric units by proper design.

In the majority today are those designs which generate one elec-
trical cycle with each blade that sweeps through the magnetic field present in
the fluid passage. A permanent magnet stationed within the windings of the
pickoff coil produces the field. This principle of transduction is called "re-
luctance, " and the coil is known as an active coil. Alternately, some designs
feature a perforated or serrated shroud ring su.rrounding the blades and re-
volving with them. Each hole or "tooth" generates a cycle, making it possible
to generate relatively high signal frequencies with just a few blades, or at low
rotary speeds.

In the earlier models a cylindrical permanent rnagnul was em-
bedded in the rotor hub; or, in large-size meters, magnets were emplaced in
the blade tips. In either case, the riagnet swept past a stationary "passive"
pickoff coil on the exterior of the met-r housing, inducing a pulse for each
pole-piece that swept under the winding. These are known as "inductance"
types.
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To avoid severe weight and response pcnaities the reluctive type
element with active coil is used almost exclusively today. The transducer
housing must be made of a non-conductor to eliminate eddy currents that other-
wise would vitiate the signal.

It is equally important to so design the flow meter that the torque
driving the rotor is strong enough at low velocities to overcome bearing and
viscous drag, as well as the electrical drag of the magnet. To do this and yet
avoid excessive pressure drop through the unit requires a judicious balance be-
tween rotor design and signal strength.

Future turbine flow meter designs are expected which will im-
prove perfo:rmance in these ways:

a. Lessen the unit's sensitivity to viscous effects.

b. Increase the unit's linear range.

c. Enhance reliability and long-life through better craftsman-
ship and materials, as well as through design improvements.

d. Lower first cost by closer quality control, resulting in a
diminishing need to individually flow-test or calibrate each transducer.

e. Permit sensing mass-flow directly rather than inferentially.

It is generally felt throughout the aerospace industry that the ul-
timate in flow measurement is a transducer which has no moving parts in the
stream, or better than this, one with no internal parts. Several "smooth-bore"
designs are now in the development stage but are not ready for widespread use.
Typical of these smooth-bore types are:

a. Decker's gyroscopic-loop mass flow meter

b. Gulton's ultrasonic mass flow meter

c. Dr. John Laub's boundary-layer thermal or electro-caloric
mass flow meter, licensed to several companies.
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These are not recommended at this time as a replacement for
turbine-type flow meters.

To, help overcones the problem of rotor overspeed resulting from
gas purging or cryogenic (boil-off) gassing, turbine flow meters are some-
times equipped with an electromagnetic brake. Potter and Waugh offer these
models complete with a small transistorized frequency switch, which, sens-
ing the rotor speed, energizes the externally-mounted brake coils at aome
preselected value. The rotor can then be arrested or held to a safe speed.

B. An Analysis of Volumetric Turbine Flow Meter Differences

The essential construction and generic differences, easily recog-
nizable, to help distinguish between various makes of volumetric turbine-type
flow transducers, are these:

I. Electrical. - There is no readily distinguishable or charac-
teristic difference between the pickoff-coil on various makes. Except that the
threads may be different, or the method of locking or safety-wiring the pick-
off may vary, any of the flow meters may have a connector containing from
one pin to four pins. This much is almost uniform: they all have the pin-half
of the connector on the flow meter. This practice is common to most elec-
tronic transducers: the pin-half being on the transducer and the socket-half
on the cable or leads.

Potter's original flow meter design (circa 1948) used a one-
pin connector, the winding being grounded at one end to the flow meter which
in turn was grounded to earth or vehicle-frame (airplane) through the piping
system. However, in time, Potter's customers! found it much preferable to
"'float" the coil. This calls for two pins, and today most of the connectors
have at least two-pins, or, a two-screw terminal in commercial models.

Some users have gone to three-pin and four-pin pickcffs. The
Instrument Society of America's standard RP3,1. 1 recommends three pins ar-
ranged thus:
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Figure 3. lickoff Wiring

A+ A

C C

Type I Type II

it can be seen from above figures that in the Type I coil the
winding "floats, " while the "C"' pin can be used to ground the circuit or the
cable shield as desired. In the Type II three-pin connector there is no ground
to the: flow meter, the "C" pin being used to carry the center-tap uf the wind-
ing. This technique helps to reduce noise pickup and is preferred by some
users.,

In the four-pin pickoff A, B, and C pins are used as in a
three-pin arrangement, while the "D" pin is "'dead." The only reason for
four pins is to facilitate standardization of connectors between flow trans-
ducers and other transducer types like pressure, force, etc. which employ
four active conductors.

Other electrical differences between makes are found in the
nature of the output signal. These differences, not always visually apparent,
are:

a. Quantomics employs a photocell pilckoff principle rather
than the electromagnetic (self-generating) principle, to avoid low-flow non-
linearity.

b. Potter, Waugh, and Fischer & Porter can furnish trans-
ducers which, instead of generating a frequency signal, modulate an FM-carrier
signal supplied to the transducer by an external oscillaLor. This technique im-
proves flow meter performance by extending low flow linearity, because of
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lessened elcctromagnetic drag. The reason for this is that generating electri-
cal energy in the flow meter takes work out of the liquid in order to turn the
rotor. If no work is performed, there is no electromagnetic drag and hence,
the rotor spins with less drag. Thus, at low flcw rates, the speed (hence K-
factor) is higher.

c. Cox has traditionally favored high-frequency output sig.-
nals, accomplished by a combination of more blades and/or high rotor speeds.
Higher rotor speeds, of course, come from sharper blade angles, but this
creates more pressure-drop.

d. To develop greater signal strength (volts instead of rnil-
livolts) Potter has used special "high-mu" magnetic straps on some of their
transducers. This is not done, however, without considerable sacrifice in
linear range, because at lower flows, the added work load performed by the
rotor in generating more electricity can only result in fewer cycles per gal-
lon (K is smaller).

Z. Mechanical. - To better explain major mechanical differences
in transducers, it may help to briefly chronicle the lineage or ancestry of the
various makers.

It has been stated that the Pottermeter was among the first,
if not the first, to make a start in the field. At about this same time (World
War II), with the upsurge in aircraft engine development and testing, there
was a booming market for test flow meters for use in engine run-in cells. The
variable-area flow meter (known as a "rotameter") had become very popular
for precisely measuring fuel consumption rates.

But the glass-tube rotameter -- glass so that the operator
could read the float position by eye -- was unsafe. If the glass cracked or
broke, fuel spillage would create an extreme hazard. (In fact, at least one
catastrophic explosion and fire at a large eastern aircraft engine plant was
traced to a glass-tubL. rotameter failure. )
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So, the rotameter people -- mainly Fischer & Porter, Cox,
and Schutte-Koerting -- developed all-metal rotameters. In this type, float
position was sensed electronically for indicated or recorded readout. Going
to higher and higher working pressures, these all-metal rotameters became
bulky, heavy, and expensive. The natural evolution was to use a turbine meter.
This brought two rotameter firms: Cox and Fischer & Porter, into the turbine
flow meter field in the early 1950's.

About 1953, a former Rocketdyne engineering supervisor,
Mr. Charles C. Waugh, decided to bring out a new turbine meter based on a
radical design innovation: his rotor would be cantilever-supported from the
inlet straightening vanes. Result: elimination of downstream bearing sup-
ports, longer inlet vanes, a shorter meter. Rotor end-thrust would be ab-
sorbed on a small "washer." (Cox and Spaco now use this construction, also.)

About this same time, Revere's turbine flow meter appeared.
Revere's, like Cox and Fischer & Porter, were initially longer than the Potter
and Waugh units due to bearing supports at both inlet and outlet ends.

Two more turbine flow meter firms were recently brought
into existence by former Potter enginee s: the "SPACO" transducer, built
by Space Instrumentation Corporation, and the "HYDROPOISE" unit designed
by Mr. Edward Francisco. Generally, in external appearance the Spaco and
Hydropoise flow meters look pretty much like the Potter. Principally, Inter-
nal construction differs in that the conventional Potter rotor has the charac-
teristic conical shape, while Space and Hydropoise use rotors with small hubs
(see Figure 1).

One other geometric design feature distinguishing Potter trans-
ducers from others is their use of a three-lobe rotor support. Until recently, all
Potter meters had this distinctive geometry; now Potter offers optional construc-
tion with flat-shaped straightening vanes.

Various methods of locking the "internals" in the housing are
employed. From a reliability standpoint it is felt that those designs are safer
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which feature retention of the internal assembly by means of an integral step-
diameter machined in the housing bore. This design appears to be preferable
to the use of locking rings set in machined grooves. In the stepped-bore design,
the entire rotor-and-vane assembly is "loaded" into the housing from the inlet
end (see Figure 2).

Generally, each manufacturer would naturally claim design
novelty for the sake of improved performance and reliability. This report
makes no distinction between makes as to these important factors. Our recom-
mendations are based on the probability that any and all of the various design
types will be calibrated. The analysis of available NzO 4 correlation data, while
based on only one vendor source, Potter (because it just happened to be the one
used), does not infer that this make is preferred. In this report all makes are
considered acceptable for correlation studies.

C. An Analysis of Commercial Calibrators

The fol'.owing tabulation shows the type of liquid calibrator nor-
mally used by each manufacturer. With few exceptions, these calibrators are
also offered for sale by the flow meter manufacturer:

Volumetric Gravimetric

Flow Prover Standpipe Static Dynamic
Meter (Ball Static Dynamic and Weigh WeighMf r. or

r. Piston) Manom'r. System System

Cox X
F & P X X
Hydropoise X
Mete rf] o Not known
Potter X
Quant......s I

Revere X X
Spaco X
Waugh X X X X
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Meter provers are available from several non-flow meter manu-
facturers. Two suggested sources are:

1. J. A. Halpine & Son, Inc., P. 0. Box 6147, Tulsa 17,
Oklahoma, Telephone: LU /-4173

Represented in Los Angeles area by:

Vernon Tool Co., Ltd., 1101 Meridian Avenue
Alhambra, California, Telephone: CU 3-1206

2. F. H. Maloney Co., P. 0. Box 1777, Houston 1, Texas
Telephone: FA 3-3161

Represented in Los Angeles area by:

Frost Engineering Service Co., P. 0. Box 767
Huntington Park, California, Telephone: LU 7-1133

1). Factors Affecting Accuracy and Calibration

1. Geometric Factors

a. Meter Size. - Small-size turbine flow meters are more
difficult to calibrate than large ones. Since this report deals more with the
smaller sizes 1/2-inch through 2-1/2 inches), it is appropriate to discuss at
some length the reasons why this is so, and how to minimize the effects.

(1) Weight or Volume Measurements. - Theoretically,
it could be said, a czrtain per cent error yields the same degree of precision
regardless of batch size. Thus, with large meters, an 0.01 per cent weighing
error on a 1, 000-pound batch is 0. 1 pound. With small meters, the same per
cent weighing error on a 100-pound batch is, of course, 0.01 pound. However,
certain extraneous errors are constant regardless of batch size. Exampies
are:
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(a) Human error in reading or recording data. This
can be minimized by automating the data acquisition system.

(b) Effect of dirt, rust, wind, etc. on weigh scales.
Minimize by such precautionary measures as maintenance and wind-break.

(c) Vertical restraint vector force on weigh scales
due to connecting pipes. Minimize by proper piping design (horizontal loops,
flexible connections).

(d) Density measurement, used to convert data
from gravimetric to volumetric (or vice versa). A discreet error in looking
up handbook figures, or in the temperature measurement, results in a larger
per cent error on smaiall batches than large ones. Minimize by exercising care
on part of operator(s).

(2) Batch Size. - It is fundamental that at low flow rates
on a large-size calibrator, the batch-LAze should be proportionatel/ larger to
attain the same degree of precision as with high flow rates. Often there is a
sense of urgency in calibrating a flow meter, and there is a tendency on the
part of the operator to cut the batch size to too small an amount.

(3) Hydrokinetic Effects. - In this area of error there
can be pronounced effects depending on the flow-passage geometry of the par-
ticular transducer under test. The more experienced designers have mini-
mized these potential errors by observing these basic tenets:

(a) Boundary-layer flow. - In smaller-size flow
meters, particularly with the more viscous liquids, the velocity profile across
the flow passage is more parabolic than flat because the boundary-layer flow
is larger (percentage-wise) than in large meters. This effect will be treated
later under "Viscosity."

(b) Rotor Drag. - In a rotor, blade ap ratio,
number of blades, blade L/D ratio, thickness and sharpness of blade effects
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are mod'e pronounced in small-size flow meters because viscous and electro-
magnetic drag can be a higher percentage of available driving torque. Of
course, the linear range of the meter suffers and the operator sees the effect
in low-flow K factor. The point here is that more care must be exercised in
calibrating small meters than large ones, merely because the particular make
of meter could have been improperly designed, or, the meter could have been
designed for another liquid or another flow range.

(c) Rotor-supportstraighte anes. - In smaller
meters it could happen that the area of free passage through the vanes is a
smaller per cent of pipe area, due to structura) strength requirements. The
main effect of smaller area is higher velocity, with a side effect of altering
velocity diptribution. Thus, the flow pattern approaching the rotor is more
apt to vary from one make to another, making correlation between water and
other liquids more difficult.

b. Manufacturing Tolerances. - If a certain manuifacturer's
shop quality control is substandard, correlation between water and propellants
will suffer from meter to meter of like size and geometry. The fit of the bear-
ings, and particularly the imprecise machining or hand-filing of the critical
blade-edges, will govern the calibration parameters.

c. Transducer Location in Usage Configuration. - It is gen-
erally recognized that the turbine-type flow transducer is as sensitive to flow
phenomena as are other generic classes of flow meters, such as orifice meters.
Two-phase flow (as encountered in cryogenic applications), transient flow (sud-
den rate changes), swirl or helicity due to adjacent elbows, valves and other
components, all tend to bias the flow meter data. There are two approaches
to a solution or at least a lessening of the severity of the effect:

(1) The best and simplest solution, but one not always
feasible, is to install straightening vanes and/or to provide a sufficient straight
inlet run. Under the "CRITERIA" section of this; report recommendations are
made as to the minimum length of straight run and the straightening vanes for
the calibrator. These same criteria, if followed for the transducer's instal-
lation in usage configuration, will help to assure best accuracy.

(2) An alternate plan, if vanes are not used or if insuf-
ficient straight runs are impractical, is to actually calibrate using the identical
piping configuration. The design criteria for the calibrators provides for clear-
ances in the test meter area to permit installing all but the most complicated
metering sections.
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2. Physical Propertie

a. Viscosity. - The literature is relatively lean in contem-
porary correlation data between water and quasi-viscous liquids. Private data
are available from only two or three flow meter manufacturers; Fischer & Por-
ter leads in this field, Cox and Potter also have data. In the bibliography, ref-
erences No. 9 (Shafer), No. 21 (Lee and Karlby), No. Z2 (Yard) and No. 23
({Hochreiter) are cited, with special emphasis on the postdelivery comments
printed at the close of Shafer's paper. The concensus of expert opinion is
that when K-factor is plotted against a Reynolds-Number-type parameter ex-
pressed as f/v (frequency divided by kinematic viscosity), the calibrations of
not only one specific flow meter in various liquids, but also, correlations from
onz size to another, become meaningful.

Considered judgment prior to this present USAF study was
that the propellants discussed in this report are of sufficiently low viscosity
as to permit using water calibrations. (The propellant viscosities of interest
are all less than 2 centistokes.) Wyle Labormories' data (see Chart Nos. 1
and 2, Section IIl) indicate good correlations between water and N204. With
only these few 1its of data, however, one cannot make generalized conclusions
concerning other sizes and makes of transduc r-rs or other propellants.

Viscosity will change almost every time that density
changes, and temperature is the governing factor in this whole relationship.
It matters little if viscosity decreases, if density also decreaseb by the came
order of magnitude. That this is true can be appreciated by considering that
viscous drag slows the rotor speed, while low-density liquids also slow it down.

Unfortunately, liquid viscosity variations almost always
outweigh density changes. The manner in which viscous flow slows the rotor
speed is three-fold: (1) the blades have to sweep through an almost stationary
boundary-layer film at the pipe-wall; (2) bearing friction is higher: and (3) vis-
cous flow produces a velocity profile not ideally suited to the shape of the blade.
(The manufacturer can only shape the blade for one specific velocity-profile;
this is why some use a plain paddle-shaped blade.) This non-ideal blade then
finds itself having to push some liquid aside in turning, except at onc exact
combination of viscosity and velocity.

A complete study of this problem is probably be.Qt fomnd
in Hochreiter's paper (No. 23). ISA Recommended Practice RP31.2 also
treats the subject adequately.
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b . Density. - Density (also called "specific weight") affects
the usage accuracy and the calibration of a volumetric turbine flow meter in two
ways: (1) the power or torque available to spin the rotor can be mathematically
shown to be linearly proportional to the liquid density. In several papers men-
tioned in the bibliography (notably Head's comments on No. 9), density "rho" (P)
of the liquid is included in the parametric relationship T/jYrD 5 , where T is the
non-fluid friction torque. Essentially, this says that low-density liquids have
less driving torque to overcome retarding bearing-friction, as well as viscous-
drag forces. It is sufficient to point out, as Head has done, that "the general
problem of water versus liquid hydrogen has loomed large in many informal
discussions." Liquid hydrogen is an extreme exanple of a low-density liquid.

The other manner in which density affects the conven-
tional volumetric turbine flow meter is in accurately knowing its exact numeri-
cal value when converting from volume to gravimetric units. If the calibrator
is a true volumetric device (meter prover, stand-pipe, or other known volume)
and the calibration constant K is desired in cycles per pound instead of cycles
per gallon, a high order of precision is necessary. Because the propellant's
density can vary even from batch to batch of the same manufacture, it is al-
ways prudent to run a representative sample through the laboratory for each
specific lot of propellant. The temperature/density gradient can then be es-
tablished without question, and used to convert temperature readings of the
stream into densities. As an alternate, it is strongly recommended than an
in-line densimeter be built into the calibrator. Precise in-line densimeters
are presently available from Cox and Potter. as well as from non-flow meter
manufacturers.

Laboratory-type densimeters of the pycnometer or
Westphal type are recommended for batch sampling.

A word of precaution regarding liquid samples: it is
quite possible that in draining the system to change from one propellant to
another, the new liquid may become adulterated by small amounts of flushing
liquid (water) or by the previous propellant. This possibility further empha-
sizes the desirability of continuous measurement of density by an in-line den-
simeter. The allowable error in density measurement must be in the fourth
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significant figure if total calibration error is to be minimized. For example,
the density of pentaborane (B 5 149 ) which is the lightest of any of the propellants
studied, should be accurate to 39.004- . 0Z (at 70'F) to be within 0.05 per cent.
It is mandatory that this order of precision be assured if overall system accu-
racy on a gravimetric basis is to attain the desired level.

c. Temperature and Pressure. - The ISA Recommended
Practice (RP31. 2) on "Installation and Operation of Turbine-Type Flow Trans-
ducers -- Volumetric" covers the effects of temperature and pressure. Ab-
stracting from that document, pressure chaitgez the density uf a liquid very
slightly, and can also have a very small effect on the diameter of the flow
meter housing. These effects are felt only at extremely high operating pres-
sures (usually above 1000 psig), and are negligible at orJinary calibrating
pressures.

Temperature, however, has two pronounced effects:
(1) mechanical shrinkage or expansion of the transducer housing, and (Z) changes
to the physical properties of the ".ieasured liquid. The latter include its vis-
cosity, density and vapor pressure. The first two property changes were cov-
ered earlier in this report, while the effect of vapor pressure is explained in
RP3 1.2 (Addendum I).

E. Error Analysis

As an introduction to the treatment of error analysis, it is appro-
priate to review the philosophies underlying this subject. We should want to
consider these questions concerning flow meter errors:

1. What is the difference between accuracy, precision, error,
repeatability, and linearity?

2. How accurate is a new meter?

3. When does a meter start to lose accuracy, and how does one
detect this 7
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4. How often should a flow meter be recalibrated?

5. What are the sources of error in calibrating?

6. What are the statistical approaches to error analysis?

7. What are the errors in converting volume flow to mass
flow?

Taking up the above questions one at a time*

1. The lnstrument Society of America, in its forthcoming Recom-
mended Practice No. RP37. 1, gives the following definitions for all aerospace
test transducers except flow meters:

"Accuracy - The ratio of the ERROR to the FULL-SCALE
OUTPUT (expressed as "within + prr cent of FULL-SCALE OUT-
PUT), or the ratio of the ERROR to the OUTPUT, expressed in per cent. "

"Error - The algebraic difference between the indicated
value and the true value of the MEASURAND, usually expressed in per cent
of the FULL-SCALE OUTPUT, sometimes expressed in per cent of the OUT-
PUT reading of the TRANSDUCER."

To all errors which apply to the meter must be
added the errors of the calibrating stand, and these do vary because of the
complication added by the variable calibration stand error.

The ISA's Recommended Practice on flow transducer termi-
nology (RP31. 1) does not attempt to define the precision of a turbine-type flow
transducer as its "accuracy" or "error"; but assesses its performance instead
in terms of its "repeatability" and "linearity, " which are more meaningful.

The ISA definitions of "repeatability" and "linearity" as
found in RP31. I (see Addendum 1) are already in accord, generally, with
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industry usage. (In the next section of this report, "Data Presentation Methods,"
typical graphs are presented to illustrate these definitions.) A cursory review
of several flow meter catalogs reveals these guaranteed performances:

Repeatability Linearity

Manufacturer A + 0. 1% + 0.3%
Manufacturer B + 0. 5% + 1.0%
Manufacturer C* + 0. 02% + 0. 5%
Manufacturer D* ,  + 0. 1% + 0. 29%

*NOTE: Manufacturer C says:

"ULTIMATE ACCURACY -- The precision of the meter equals or sur-
passes the current state-of-the-art in calibration equipment. The abso-
lute precision can only be guessed until the ability to measure this is
developed. It is probably on the order of . OZ per cent, or better."

'*NOTE: Manufacturer D says:

"Precision equipment design and continuous quality control permit cali-
bration to an accuracy within 0. 2 per cent of the true flow and repeata-
bility within + 0. 1 per cent. "

Observe, from above excerpts, a difference of opinion among
four manufacturers on definitions; i.e., saying "precision" and "accuracy"
for "linearity" or "repeatability." However, there seems to be a general
pattern of quoting a linearity figure of about twice the repeatability. In other
words, the flow meters are twice as good in repeatability as in linearity.

2. How accurate is a new meter? This question was answered
in the foregoing discussion on the meaning of accuracy, error, etc. Recall,
too, the catalog statements of Manufacturer "C" and Manufacturer "D" to the
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effect that their flow meters are accurate only to the extent that the calibration
facility is accurate. Manufacturer "C" even infers that his product is more
accurate than his own calibration equipment affords. It can be categorically
stated, then, that: "a new flow meter is as accurate as the manufacturer's
calibration." They are all better than+ 1.0 per cent linear and repeatable.

3. When does a meter start to lose accuracy? The factors af-
fecting loss precision are mechanical (bearings, rotor) and electromagnetic
(coil). Deterioration of either of these effects, other than causes external to
the flow meter, can lead to gross errors. Usually, the result of bearing and/or
rotor wear are manifest in an oscilloscope display of the output signal. Com-
paring the waveshape with that of a new mreter can reveal, to a trained eye,
loose bearings or a rotor rubbing the internal housing wall or other mechani-
cal symtoms. A weak coil (loss of magnetism) can also be recognized on the
grid of an oscilloscope by knowing the new meter's true signal strength. Of
course, anyone familiar with the program or project in which the flow meter
is used can detect malfunction through knowledge of what the true flow data
should be.

4. How often should a flow meter be recalibrated? One phil-
osophy is that the flow meter can be used until it is suspected of being in er-
ror by more than a preselected amount. A more sophisticated approach is
to keep recycling freshly recalibrated or new meters into usage on a periodic
basis. A suggested interval is six months or 100 tests, whichever occurs
first. Of course, this will vary depending on the amount of abusive use (i.e.,
overspeeding, excessive temperature shocks, etc.). A flow meter with tef-
lon or other type of plastic sleeve bearing can deteriorate "on the shelf,
and these should be recycled on about a lZ-month basis.

If the built-in meter prover described in Section V below is
used, hiwever, there will be no need to recalibrate. The flow meter would
actually be recalibrated each time it is used.

5. What error sources occur in calibrating? Aside from human
error, the equipment errors are either of a mechanical nature (tank dimensions
changing), or instrumentation in character. These can bo.h be periodically
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verified against established NBS-certified standards as set forth in ISA-RP31, 3.
Only the: owner's long experience with the idiosyncrasies of his particular cali-
brator can guide in the! selection of a safe rechecking interval. It is safe to
say that this period should never exceed one year. In fact, most state laws
require annual resealing of a volume or weight measuring device,

6. What are the statistical approaches to error analysis!? Prob-
ably the most erudite treatise specifically written on turbine flow meter cali-
brating errors is ASME Paper #57-A70 by Shafer and Ruegg of the NBS:
"Liquid-Flowrmeter Calibration Techniques." (No 24 in the bibliography.)
Rather than quote from that paper, for an expanded study of the statistical
methods in use today, it is preferable that textbooks on this subject be con-
sulted.

In ISA-RIP3 1. 1, the definition of repeatability is:

............. ability to reproduce its calibration factor under the same
conditions. Statistically, it is the product of the coefficient of variation
of a number of calibration data, at nominally the same flow rate, and a
statistical factor accounting for sample size at a stated confidence level."

,If a flow meter is repeatedly calibrated without changing a
single condition, one can compute by well-known methods the standard devia-
tion. If, then, this standard deviation (sigma, or dr) is divided by the average
calibration factor (Kay) for all these runs, this is known as the coefficient of
variation (Cv), expressed as a per cent:

Cv = r x 100
Kay

Thus, for example, suppose the: average K for a certain flow meter calibrated
(without changing a single condition) one hundred times, is 105. 7 cycles per
gallon, and the standard deviation for these i00 runs is computed as 0. i39.
The coefficient of variation, then, is:

Cv= 0. 139 x 100 = 0. 131 per cent105, 7
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If the coefficient of variation is based on a large sample size,
68 per cent of all calibration factors will deviate from the mean by an amount
less than, the coefficient of variation. The confidence level (probability) that any
one calibration factor will be within this tolerance is said to be: 68 per c-at.
Higher confidence levels may be established by multiplying the coefficient by a
mathematically determined probability factor larger than 1. Likewise, com-
pensation for small sample size may be made b increasing this factor. Tables
of this factor, called "'t, " have been prepared for various confidence levels
over a range of sample sizes down to Z. This provides the, basis for a statis-
tical expression of the repeatability characteristic of a me.suring system
called prciion. It is the product of the factor "'t" and the coefficient of
variation.

Precision (at a stated or implied confidence level) = tCv

The accuracy of a measuring system may bie expressed in
terms of its precision with respect to a calibration standard and the accuracy
of that standard (A.). The accuracy of the standard is usually combined with
the coefficient of variation in a square-root-of the sum-of -the-squares man-
ner before the "t"' factor is applied.

Accracy - t IA 2 t

The foregoing discussion of one statistical approach, upon
which the ISA definition for "repeatability" is founded, helps to explain how
an ideal comparison of flow meter .and calibration stand precision may be
made. A typical error analysis of a specific flow meter being calibrated on
a specific stand might be performed as follows:

Assume, as an example, that we are calibrating a 2-1/2 inch
flow mneter with a capacity of 400, gpm at a frequency of 500 cps. 'The K-factor
will then 'be about 75 cycles per gallon, if we divide the (5001 x 60) cycles per
minute by 400 gpm. Let us assume that at the maximum flow rate of 4100 gpm
we are limited by our 300-gallon tank to a 30-second run, and our IeL "'batch"
is therefore 200 gallons.
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Error in measuring volume by meter prover:

Minimum detectable increment:

At beginning of measured volume = + 0. 02 gallons
IAt end of measured volume = + 0. 02 gallons

Possible error in volume - 200 x 100 +0.02 per cent
200

Error in counting flow meter pulses:

Least count error at beginning = 1 count
Least count error at end of run = 1 count

Possible counting error = x 100 - + .013 per cent(500 x 30)cts

Total calibration error:

(Volume error) 4 (counting error)
+ .02% + + .013% = + .033 per cent

7. What are the errors in converting volume flow to mass flow?

One pitfall concerning mass flow determination is failure to
measure directly the density of the liquid being processed. While temperature-
density conversions obtained from literature are relatively accurate for pure
chemicals (such as N2 0 4 ), they are not accurate for most organic fuels. The
latter are composed of a great many chemical variations which differ from
batch to batch. In the manufacturing and storage of these liquids, they occa-
sionally stratify into layers of differing densities. It is also possible that in-
sufficient blending of fuel mixtures such as UDMH and hydrazine will result in
density variations.

The military specifications are not sufficiently specific to
allow accurate temperature-density conversions as illustrated by the following:
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I

Mil Spec. Liquid Density GM/cc % Variation
Max. Min. (Max. -Min/min) 100

MIL-R-25576B RP-1 0.815 0.80 1.75
MIL-D-25604B UDMH 0.786 0.783 0.38
MIL-P-26536A Hydrazine 1.006 1.002 0.20
MIL-P-2740Z 50% NjH 4 - 0.903 0.894 1.08

U 50% UDMH

!
For accurate volume-mass conversion, density should be de-

termined from weJl-mixed batches or from continuous indicating density meters.

F. Data Presentation Methods

It is considered more meaningful, in the flow meter industry, to
judge performance by the ability of the flow meter to repeat; that is, always
tn produce X cycles for Y gallons at one specific flow rate. The number of
cycles produced by a flow meter for each gallon that passed through it is
called the "calibration factor" -- represented by "K." A graph of K-values
over the flow range is generally regarded as the most meaningful picture of a
flow meter's performance. The straightness of this plot is the transducer's
"linearity, " while the dispersion of test points above and below this straight
line is its "repeatability. " (See curve on following page.)

A well-designed flow meter in good condition, when calibrated
with water, will result in a linear flow range of about ten-to-one and a repeata-
bility of + 0. 1 per cent. In addition, if it is properly calibrated on a high-
precision flow-stand, its "accuracy" can be expected to be about + 0. 25 per
cent. As discussed above, however, this "accuracy" depends on so many
other factors that it must be quoted with due caution.

Another manner of presenting a flow meter's calibration data,
preferred by some, is shown on Page 111-28.
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Not( that the preceding curve does not intercept at 0/0, because
at very low flow -ates the rotor will not be turning (due to bearing friction
and/or electromagnetic drag). Also, because the output signal at low rotor
speed is sometimes too weak to trigger a pulse counter, so the output fre-
quency often reads zero with low flow rates.

G. Instrumentation

It hardly seems necessary to point out the obvious, that no flow
meter is any better (any more accurate) than the instruments used to monitor
its performance. So it follows, that any and all instruments used for "reading-
out" or "displaying" the discreet measurements sought after during calibration
runs of a flow meter, must be of a higher order of accuracy than the flow meter
itself.

Regardless of the type of volume or weight system used on the
calibration-stand, no doubt the most important instrument is that which detects
the flow meter's pulses :jnd displays a digital number representing the total
cycles, counts, or pulses generated by the flow meter for each gallon of liquid
passing through the line. It is variously described as a "counter, " "timer,
"EPUT-meter," or simply "EPUT2' and contains a decade-type of readout
that electronically converts a chain of pulses into a digital display of decimal
numbers.

"EPUT" is a familiar term meaning "E:vents Per Unit Time."
There are several firma making EPUT-meters. A few are: Berkeley,
Hewlett- Packard, General Radio, NLS, etc. This type of instrument receives
a train of pulses and counts them. In a preselected time interval (usually ten
seconds), it will count the total number of pulse: which it receives, Thus, if
it receives a 60-cycle ac power signal, it will count for ten seconds
and read 600. 00; then after displaying this figure for an instant, it automati-
cally clears itself and reads it again as 599.99 or 600.01 cycles (or 60 cps).

A more useful form of the "EPUT-meter" for flow meters is
perhaps the "counter." A "counter" is a first cousin of the EPUT-mneter.
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Instead of merely a..iing the total pulses it receives in a 'unit-of-time" (1 sec-
ond, 1 minute, etc. ), it just keeps on counting until switched off manually or
automatically. The "gate" which opens to start the count and closes to stop
the count, in flow meter calibration work, is usually a contact activated by a
liquid-level switch, a scale-beam, or the "position" of a displacement mem-
ber as in a meter prover.

In calibrating a flow meter we desire to equate a certain volume
or weight of liquid to a certain total number of pulses. It is very convenient to
select a pulse-counter whose "gate" can be remotely and electrically turned
ON and OFF by any type of switch actuated by the initial and final attainment
of desired "batch" of liquid.

Some calibrators utilize a delicate magnetically-operated reed-
switch on the balance-beam of a weigh scale. Others employ liquid-level
switches to actuate the counter. Still others, whose calibration facility de-
pends on the displacement of a measured volume (as in a "Meter Prover"),
use a linear movement of "position" switch to trigger the counting process.

Some emphasis should be placed on the ability of the pulse-counter
to faithfully count only true flow meter pulses, and to reject fraudulent pulses.
What is a "fraudulent" pulse? This is any reversal of polarity not actually rep-
resenting a flow meter-measured chunk of liquid. It may be more easily under-
stood by an illustration:

Figure 6. Natural Flow Meter Pulses:

A "sine-wave" nor-
mally generated by a
flow meter with a mag-

netic, bi-polar rotor
On e, 3 4 and a passive (non-

C - Cycles magnetic) coil.

A "saw-ooth" wave normally
generated by a flow meter with
an active magnetic coil, and a
rotor made of highly permeable
material. Each blade of the
rotor generates one pulse; one

Orevolution of a 6.-bladed rotor
generates six pulses.

---- 5 Cycles-.----
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Figure 7. Fraudulent Pulues

Unusual bearing wear results
- in "canicl-hump" waves that

often double the count; always
cause sporadic counting.

A double-count depends on
Y ( -- /'j| trigger (threshold) level of

One Cycle d 4 counter, voltage-wise.
ISometimes doubled, "Camel humps"
tripled or quadrupled)

If, then, we are satisfied with the purity of the flow meter signal
(by watching it on an oscilloscope), we may rest assured that two pulse counters
will agree to within four counts. (One count possible error at the beginning and
one at end of counting period, times 2. ) That is, we will if the counters them-
velves are in good condition and are properly shielded and grounded, for other-
wise they may also count spurious signals (such as 60-cycle from the power
supply). Most counters have a built-in self-check, usually a l-kc crystal source.

Individual preference dictates choice of decade display: the verti-
cal or the circular zero-through-nine lighted readout. Flow meter manufac-
turers themselves use (and sell) both types; they are equally accurate.

If the time period (elapsed time) of a run is desired, for accurate
flow-rate measurement, a seconds timer may be used. This instrument is
very similar to the EPUT-type counter.

It is always prudent to view the wave-form of the flow meter on
an oscilloscope throughout the calibration to insure that a reliable wave ib al-
ways present.

The pulse-counters should have a minimum threshold, or should
"trigger, " at a voltage-level below that corresponding to the weakest signal
expected. Most counters ctart counting when the voltage-level reaches 100 my.
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Therefore, if the flow meter to be calibrated has a peak-to-peak output of 1.0
volt at maximum flow, and a proportionate strength of 0. 10 volt at 10 per cent

*flow, this 100-mv minimum signal should be ample to assure accurate counting.
Otherwise, a preamplifier must be used.

The meter-prover (described later) provides "start" and "stop"

impulses to open and close the gate on the EPUT or pulse-counter. Likewise,
any scale-beam or liquid-level contact can do the same.

It is very important to observe these basic recommendations:

1. R-edundancy in pulse-counting is cheap insurance; always use
two counters connected in parallel to the flow meter under test; if they always
agree within four pulses, you may rest assured that the count is accurate.

2. It is almost as important to keep a "reterence" or "back-up"
flow meter in the line in series with the flow meter under test. This second
flow meter can be switched to the counters to verify the other flow meter's
readings.

3. Have an oscilloscope (with camera attachment) on constant
duty, and use it to verify the wave-form. If the "camel-humps" start show-
ing up, you know you will have inaccuracies. Take a "picture" of the wave-
form produced by a-new flow meter. File this with the calibration data as a
check on the wave-form produced by the same flow meter with worn bearings.

4. To provide a history for future flow meter calibration corre-
lation, it is quite appropriate to maintain, as a minimum requirement, a log of
the density and viscosity of the media (test-liquids) used. In-line densimeters
and viscosimeters are available from the flow meter manufacturers, or can be
recommended by any of them. Alternatively, a sample of the test medium can
be analyzed in the laboratory.

5. Have an accurate resistance-type or thermocouple-type temp-
erature probe in the test line four diameters downstream from the flow muter
(see ISA - RP31. 1, 31.2, 31.3). Abourdon-spring pressure gauge with remote
dial on the operator's console is also desirable, to monitor line pressure.
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H. Correlations

1. Generalized Correlations. - Generalized correlations which
predict turbine meter behavior based on fluid properties and meter size have
been presented in the literature by Shafer, Lee and Karlby, Yard, Hochreiter,
and others (bibliography A-9, 21, 22, 23). In one correlation the ratio of fre-
quency divided by kinematic viscosity is plotted as a function of pulses per unit
volume of flow. Thus, famiJies of curves can be developed for fluids of differ-
ing voscosities. One manufacturer designs all its meters, regardless of size,
to fall on a single curve. Shafer analyzed many, makes of' meters at the National
Bureau of Standards and states, "... a curve is exactly true only for the par-
ticular meter calibrated as manufacturing 'tolerances are not sufficiently accu-
rate to predict the exact performance of any turbine meter .... Summarizing
the viscosity-rate testi it has been observed that the lower rates, smaller
meter sizes and higher viscosities all tend to decrease the range of linear
operation .,. for meters of the same nominal flow range, the linear range
differs considerably among the various makes, sometimes from a minimnum
of 5 to 1 to a maximum of 50 to 1. " (See bibliography No. A-9.)

2. Storable Propellants. - With the exception of RP-l fuel, cor-
relations between water and storable propellants are nearly non-existent. The
only calibration facility located with capability of utilizing storable propellants
is that of Wyle Laboratories at Norco, California. Wyl-'s data, though, has
been limited to only a few runs on N204 and 50-:50 UDMIH/Hydrazine: on 2-inch
and 2-1/2 inch size flow transducers. Kerosene (RP - I fuel) correlation data
are available in the literature (bibliography reference A-23), and in private
files of meter manufacturers.
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N 2 0 4 - WATER FLOW

CALIBRATION CORRELATIONS

Source: Telecon, Lee Mortenson of
Wyle Laboratories on June 7, 1962

Potter 2-1/2 A 2061 (See Figure 8)

gpm
N 2 0 4 (0.01103 ft 3 /# KN2 0 4  Water water
Flow at 58°F) Cycles/gal. g Cycles/gal.

167 149.657 220 149.84
226 148.373 220 149.96
144 148.433 200 149.96
98 148.276 180 150.28

182 148.458 160 150.09
78 148. 142 140 149.75
50 148.446 IZ0 149.8a

112 148.276 100 149.96
49 148.033 80 149.83
59 148.058 80 149.88

140 148.215 60 149.90
210 148.373 50 149.91

40 150.46
30 150.92

Potter 2" Ser. No. 68 (See Figure 9) Potter 2" Ser. No. 69
KN 2 04 Kwate r KN 2O Kwate r

gpm cycles/gal. cycles/gal, cycles/gal. cycles/gal.

sp.gr. 1.457 sp.gr. 1.457

50 243.05 245.88 243.20 244.36
80 244.97 246.10 243.54 243.86
120 244.82 246.10 243.51 243.90
150 244.90 Z45.80 241.90 243.76
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3. Cryogenic Propellants. - The users of turbine-type flow trans-
ducers for measuring cryogenic liquids, specifically liquid oxygen, nitrogen,
and hydrogen, have developed a lack of confidence over the past decade in the
predictable relationship between a water-calibrated K-factor and its cryogenic
equivalent. In the aerospace industry this water-to-cryogenic correlation has
been receiving muLh attention, and deservedly so, because it is particularly
difficult to accurately calibrate a flow transducer with a cryogenic liquid. The
reason for this is that both volume and weight determinations are precisely
made only by the most careful attention to special techniques. However, pulse-
counting is not a difficult measurement in cryogenic applications. Among the
measurement problems peculiar to cryogenic volumes and weights are:

a. Boil-off losses, which have to be either minimized by
maintaining high system pressure, or actually determined by differential level
or weight measurement of the supply or receiving vessel, or by metering the gas.

b. True density values are almost always questionable. A
temperature measurement immediately downstream (ISA recommends four
pipe diameters) is usually used as the basis for assuming a density or specific
weight. Some users actually determine both the volume and weight of liquid
passed through the meter, thus avoid the inaccuracy of an assumed density.

c, Cavitation or two-phase flow must be avoided at all costs.
This phenomenon easily occurs in a cryogenic system if too low a pressure is
maintained at the flow meter. A turbine-type flow meter is especially prone
to cavitation error by virtue of the tendency of the rotor blades to produce local
incipient cavitation through their very shape; they are hydraulically inefficient.

d. Dimensional changes in the transducer parts due to ther-
mal shrinkage can produce incalculable errors if uneven geometry results. The
bearings can also become sluggish, adding to the low-flow friction unbalance.
The rotor and housing geometry can change disproportionately if differentially
contracting materials are used. And they almost always are: the housing if
of a non-magnetic metal, the rotor ie rragnetic, and they usually have differ-
ent coefficients of thermal expansion. Therefo:re, a calculated difference be-
tween a water K and a cryogenic K, using a thermal coefficient of expansion
(contraction) is not usually sufficient. (See Addendum I, ISA Recommended
Practice RP31.2.)
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e. Liquid hydrogen, more than liquid oxygen and nitrogen,
presents a special problem not only because it is much colder (over 100'F
colder), but because its viscosity and density are so low. Users of LH 2 flow
meters, therefore, have found it impossible to correlate by inferential tech-
niques and always have had to rely on an actual LH 2 calibration.

As a practical necessity, most cryogenic flow meters have
traditionally been flow-calibrated in the actual cryogenic liquid, and in the
using configuraticn. For, the great majority of cryogenic flow metering in-
stallations in the aerospace industry have not been free from error-producing
inlet conditions, nor has it always been possible to eliminate these errors by
using straightening vanes ahead of the meter.

There are, of course, two approaches to the "in-use" cali-
bration problem: one is to calibrate during actual filling or draining of a tank
through the flow meter during a regular system test or engine run. The dewar
tank, equipped with liquid-level and/or weight transducers, serves as a volune
or weight standard by appropriate density translation as may be necessary.
The other approach is to deliberately seL up a flow meter test facility. The
latter solution to the cryogenic calibration problem is preferred by most
users because it is possible to instrument to a higher degree of perfection,
and it is usually easier to schedule series of runs at varying flow rates.

However, it is noteworthy to observe at this point that there
are in this country no more than half-a-dozen or so cryogenic flow meter cali-
bration facilities especially designed for this purpose. It is a known fact that
the Wyle Laboratories facility at Norco, California has the only commercial
cryogenic flow meter test stands. Some valuable mass flow meter compari-
son studies for NASA are presently underway at Norco. The other cryogenic
flow meter calibration facilities, strangely enough, are not owned by flow
meter manufacturers, but are jointly owned and operated by DOD contractors
and the Federal Government. In this category we find:

a. NASA's Lewis Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio
b. NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.
c. Ae rojet- General, Sacramento, California
d. Rocketdyne Division, Canoga Park, California
e. Pratt & Whitney, West Palm Beach, Florida
f. Air Products & Chemicals, Inc., West Palm Beach, Fla.
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From the above has come a wealth of cryogenic flow meter
calibration information, among which we find in our bibliography these ex-
amples:

2) Minkin & Hobart "LH 2 Calibration Facility"
11) Bucknell "LH2 Flow Measurement & Calibration"
12) Dow "The Cost of Instrumentation Error"
13) Grey "The Turbine Flowmeter for Cryogenic Liquids"
16) Smith "Accuracies & Calibration Techniques of Turbine-

Type Flowmeters"
17) McElroy "Measuring Accuracies of the JUP1TER Missile

Flowmeters"
18) Minkin & Hobart "LH 2 Flowmeter Calibration Facility;

Preliminary Calibration on Some Head-Type and
Turbine-Type Flowmeters"

19) Favero, Mandell, arid Yoder "Hydrogen Mass Flowmeter
Development"

20) Wyle Laboratories "LH2 Mass Flowmeter Evaluation
and Development"

However, not all of the abovc-listed works treat water-to-
cryogenic correlation. From those that do, we find these specific data of
interest:

11) "........ up to Z per cent non-predictability of (liquid)

hydrogen calibration from water calibration." Sizes to 3-inch.

12) "One would assume that the calibration factor of a turbine-
type flow meter would vary about 0. 5 per cent from water to liquid oxygen. The
Aerojet-General Corporation ........ has established that the actual variation
from water calibration will vary from 0. 2 per cent to 2.0 per cent ....... thus
establishing the requirement to calibrate flow meters intended for cryogenic
service in a cryogenic fluid if data inaccuracies below I per cent are anticipated."
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13) "The only errors introduced uniquely by cryogenic -
liquid operation of turbine flow meters are those of cavitation, dimensional
change due to temperature, and viscosity. The latter two result from the ap-
plication of calibratians utilizing a different fluid (usually water). " "It is es -
sential to point out that the composite error lies within a + 1/4 per cent repeat-
ability band without an correction whatsoever for all meter pipeline sizes greater
than two inches. For better accuracies than + 1/4 per cent, or smaller pipeline
sizes than two inches, corrections similar to those indicated by Figure 14 must
be made." (See Page 111-45.)

16) "In order to meter LOX (LO2) flow accurately using a
flow meter that has been calibrated with water, it has been found necessary
at ABMA* to correct for the following:

"1) Shrinkage of flow meter housing caused by extreme
low temperature of LOX.

2) Viscosity difference between LOX and water.

"The two above factors, shrinkage and viscosity, cause
errors of opposite polarity, with the shrinkage error predominating in large
meters. A correction factor of one-half of one per cent is applied to all LOX
meters at ABMA. * That is, the water calibration constant is multiplied by
0. 995 to arrive at the correct calibration constant to be used for the LOX flow
meters. " (Seven-inch size.)

17) "Conversion factors, to be applied when flow metcrs
are calibrated with water and used with other flow media, are determined by
the size and material of the flow meter, and by temperature and viscosity of
the flow media. For the JUPITER flow meters, with the calibration constant
expressed in gal/cy, constants determined with water should be multiplied by
a factor of 0. 995 for LOX use ........

*ABMA, Army Balli-itic Missile Agency; is now MSFC.

(NOTE: References 16 and 17 were based on the same test program
at Marshall Space Flight Center.)
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18) "Preliminary tests of several commercially amailable
turbine-type meters show that the calibration constant (pulses per unit vol-
ume) for liquid hydrogen will differ, on the average, about 1. 0 per cent from
the value for water; the difference is not of the same sign for different meters.

From the foregoing referenced quotations, it is seen that the
authors differ as to the degree of predictability of water-to-cryogenic corre-
lation factors, but generally agree on the causes of this non-predictability, viz:
thermal shrinkage and viscosity. They also agree on the influence of pipe-size,
in that the larger size meters are more predictable (as one would expect).

As a result of this study, it is recommended that water cali-
bration factors not be used for cryogenic turbine flow meters.

FOOTNOTE:

The formula for thermal shrinkage of a turbine flow meter, as found
in ISA Recommended Practice RP31. 2, is:

Kc
K° 0  1 1 3-(To - To)

Where: K O = calibration constant (cy/gal) at operative temperature
Kc = calibration constant (cy/ga]) at calibration temperature
To = operating temperature
Tc = calibrating temperature

= thermal linear coefficient of expansion

Note that K o increases as operating temperature decreases, and that
the correction applies only when housing and -otor have the same therm-l co-
efficient c (alpha).
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IV. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS AND CORRESPONDENCE WITH
SPECIALISTS IN THE MANUFACTURE, DESIGN, APPLICATION
AND CALIBRATION OF TURBINE FLOW METER SYSTEMS

A. Specialist Opinions*

Specialists in the field of turbine flow meter design, manufacture,
and calibration were interviewed to determine the potential accuracy of turbine
meters for volumetric flow n-easurement of RP-l, N2 H4 , UDMH, 50-50 N2H 4 /
UDMH, B 5 H9 , N 2 0 4 and ClF 3 . They were asked to discuss design parameters
of a propellant flow calibration stand and to present data on tests for propellants.
To provide a common denominator in discussion, all the specialists were asked
the question, "Is it possible to calibrate turbine meters on water and expect
+ 1/2 per cent accuracy when used on propellants?"

Answers to this question were all negative or uncertain with a few
minor exceptions (for certain meter sizes where the manufacturer had limited
experience on one of the propellants).

Specialists all agreed that correction K factors for converting flow
calibration data based on water or other standards to propellant fluids cannot
be calculated accurately from theoretical considerations alone.

B. Conclusions

Opinions of attainable accuracies for ' factors based on water cali-
bration and applied to propellants vary between 0. 25 per cent to 2. 0 per cent,
depending on transducer size and application. Most thought it advisable to cali-
brate flow meters on the propellant rather than rely on water or standard or-
ganic oil calibrations.

With the exceptions of RP- 1 and N2 0 4 , no correlation data was
found available for flow meters in the size range 1/2 inch to 2-1/2 inches.

*Interviews with specialists were by Bernard Basse. Opinions ex-
pressea were those of the individual interviewed -- not necessarily those of his
employer.
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Data on RP-1 indicates that water calibrations will result in
errors of less than + 0. 5% for some types of meters. Since the physical
configurations devef'oped by various meter manufacturers affect the cali-
bration, one must qualify this by stating the limits of flow ratios over which
the calibrations hold.

Lack of data on other propellants precludes more thanan intelli-
gent guess of attainable accuracy.

Most specialists favored their own pet method of calibration.
These methods included standard balance arm weigh scales and calibrated
volumetric tanks, used either 1) dynamically (measuring weight or volume
while liquid flows into or out of tank), 2) statically (measurement before
and after flow), and 3) calibrated volume tubes. Interest was also shown
for the volumetric flow prover used in the petroleum industry.

C. Interview No. I

Waugh Engineering Division April 17, 1962
The Foxboro Company
Van Nuys, California

E. W. Miller - Chief Engineer

Waugh Engineering manufactures turbine flow meters and auxil-
iary readout equipment.

Mr. Miller has writen for the literature (Refer to Bibliography
Item 26) and is an authority on turbine meter design and application. He
recommended calibration using the actual propellants, and emphasized
the importance of this for small meters less than 1 inch in size. Mr. Miller
discussed the turbine meter applications and made the following observations.

1. High density fluids extend low end calibration linearity.

2. Water calibration of turbine meters can be assured under
special circumstances (i.e., 50-50 UDMH/N 2H 4 accuracy in 2 inch meter),
but cannot be generalized for all sizes and fluids.
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3. Meters are sized by equivalentfV 2 factur; i.e., use smaller
meter and higher velocity for LH 2 than for water ( is density, V velocity).

4. Correlation accuracy of metering various propellants based
on water calibrations may have errors in excess of I per cent added to the
water calibration error. The correlation error is larger for small meters.

5. Bearing life for continuous service in petroleum is about two
years. The ball bearings are manufactured from 400 series steel. Useful
life in water for continuous duty is less, probably six months to one year.

6. Effects of Meter Geometry

Figure 15

The same make, model

K Cycles and size can vary in flow
gal. characteristics because

of differences in bearings
and manufacturing toler-

ances (turbine clearance

gpm -- and blade surfaces)

7. Effects of Fluid Properties

f
Plot K vs f since laiter is proportional to the Reynolds Number.

Figure 16 Transition region from viscous

,'flow to turbulent flow

K, Cycles Region of low flow where magnetic
gal. and bearing drag (due to friction)

become majo). factor in rotor

spin rate

f f = Frequency

= Viscosity in centistokes
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8. Factors affecting shape of curve at low end:

a. Viscosity

Fluid Property Effects
b. Lubricity

c. Bearing Drag

Geometric Properties
d. Shape of Rotor Blades

e. Electromagnetic Load

D. Interview No. 2

Fluid Flow Calibration Facilities April 25, 1962
Wyle Laboratories
Norco, California

Roland Clark

Wyle Laboratories has two cryogenic liquid flow test stands in
operable condition, and one N 2 C4 system partially disassembled. One
cryogenic system is designed to handle L0 2 and LN 2 and the other handles
LH 2 . All systems are designed to calibrate turbine flow meters against
a balanced beam scale utilizing calibrated weights. The N 2 0 4 calibration
is statically determined, while the others are dynamically determined.

1. The Liquid Oxygen System coneists of a 500 gallon calibration
tank and a helium pressurization system mounted on a weigh platform,
calibrated weights, a receiving tank and interconnecting piping, valves
and fittings. In operation, the helium pressurizes the oxygen in the weigh
tank and initiates transfer. Equilibrium conditions are attained after
approximately ten seconds of flow. As the balance beam moves through
its initial balance point, a capacitance switch which senses beam movement
actuates a synchronous clock which furnishes a time base. Simultaneously,
recording inst rumentation is energized.
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Calibrated weights which correspond to the selected weight of
fluid to be transferred are then lowered to the weigh platform by pneumatic
cylinders. The run is terminated when the capacitance switch again senses
beam movement.

Maximum flow rate is approximately 50 pps.

The maximum gravimetric system error is calculated to be
+ 0.1I7 per 7ent rms, and the maximum volumetric system error is calcu-
ated to be + 0.213 per cent rms.

2. The Liquid Hydrogen System is similar to the oxygen system
except for .apacity, 8 pps, and details ofsystem design (vacuum-jacketed
lines and redundant recording equipment). Its rms errors for gravirnetric
and volumetric measurements are + 0.140 per cent and + 0. 244 per cent
respectively.

3. The Nitrogen Tetroxide flow calibration system has not been
used for approximately six months, and is in a state of disrepair. The
system appears to be i-iiiiulr than the crvogenic systems. Pressurizing
gas is stored off the weigh platform and corrected for by calculations based
on the temperature and pressure in the ullage space before and after
transfer. The weigh system is static (measures initial and final weight
and is not initiated under dynamic equilibrium conditions).

Mr. Roland Clark estimated that Wyle could rebuild the N 2 0 4
system for use on either Rtorab'.e oxidizers or fuels within one week. He
thought the system could be used for calibrating with N2 H4 , UDMH, 50-50
N 2 H4 /UDMH, N2 0 4 or RP-l, but could not be sure of compatibility with

B 5 H9 or ClF 3 without further study.

Mr. Clark provided error analyses of the cryogenic systems
Basic elements considered were:

a. Fundamental accuracy of weigh scale

b Extraneous loading on scale (mass of piping)
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c. Dynamic lag (inertia of balance arm weigh system)

d. Repeatability of the capacitance triggering switch

e. Accuracy of calibrated drop weights

f. Precision of fluid temperature measurement

E. Interview No. 3

Colorado State University April 30, 1962
Fort Collins, Colorado

S. Karaki

Mr. Karaki, who is now studying for his Doctorate, supervises
special studies in the area of hydrodynamics. He recently completed eleven
research and test studies for The Martin Company on characteristics of
turbine meters, determined from water and oil calibrations.

Unlike most other specialists interviewed, Mr. Karaki believes
that long term turbine transducer reliability is limited to minimum errors
of + 1 per cent regardless of the liquid being handled. Errors less than
+ 0. 5 per cent are readily obtained for a meter on a particular calibration
run. When calibrations were repeated at intervals of one month or greater,
however, almost invariably one or two data points would fall outside the
+ 1 per cent error curve. This was characteristic of all the many makes
and sizes of transducers tested.

Figure 17

+ I per cent
Typical Curve

K, Cycles_- - I per cent
gal. d

Flow Rate
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Mr. Karaki is of the opinion that calibration with propellants
is preferable, but not mandatory. He feels that, for low viscosity liquids,
errors arising from rust deposits on turbine blades, evaporation deposits
on bearings, and other random errors intrinsic to the turbine transducer
operation and readout systems are large enough in magnitude so that added
correlation errors (from calibration based on a different liquid) do not sub-
stantially change the overall accuracy. (The propellants under consideration
have low viscosities, all less than 2 centistokes.

Over the linear operating range of the flow meter, specific
gravity variations in the range of interest, 0. 6 to 2, have little effect on
meter K factors.

Mr. Karaki found only minor effects resulting from bearing wear
when transducers were re-calibrated after each 100 hour's use.

For calibration of small transducers, 2-1/2 inch size and less,
Colorado State University utilizes a static weight system. Density is
corrected for by temperature measurement

to r

Figure 18. Static Weigh System i
and calibration runs are monitored by an oscilloscope trace to assure con-
stant flow.

F. Interview No. 4

Cox Instrument Division May 1, 1962
George L. Nankcrvis Co.
Detroit, Michigan

E. J. Dahn Sales Manager
A. W. Brueckner Chief Engineer

Cox instrument manufactures turbine type flow transducers,
digital and analog indicators, other instruments, flow meter calibration
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stands, and load cell weigh systems.

For correlation errors less than I per cent, they believe it is
mandatory that the transducer be calibrated on the use liquid and not on
a reference liquid. When this is done, system errors of less than + 0.Z5
per cent are commonplace and easily obtainable, both for digital and analog
readout.

Meters I inch and larger have relatively large maximum to mini-
mum flow ratios in which the K factor is constant. Below 1 inch in size,
viscosity and density effects result in decreased linear range.

Figure 19. High _Density -Low Viscosity

K

S .- High Viscosity

Flow Rate

It was suggested that if non-toxic fluids with viscosities, lubri-
cities and densities similar to the propellants could be found, they might
be substituted for them during calibration. Cox has the following flow
calibration capability for gases and liquids.

I Gas: Air 1. 5 cc/min - 2000 cc/min

2. 0-3000 scfm, (up to 1750 scfm traceable to
the National Bureau of Standards)

II Liquids: Water and Hydrocarbons

0.4 pph - 12,000 gpm
50 pps - 0; 000 pph, traceable to NBS
Counters are accurate to 3 counts in 7500 (0. 04%)
1000 lb. weights are accurate to 0.003 per cent
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Cox Calibrators use the dynamic balance arm system. Initial
movement of the balance arm is picked up by a proximity switch (+ . 001
inch). To refine the proximity switch drift error, a photoelectric-cell
pickup will soon be substituted.

Cox flow calibrators feature course and fine flow control valves,
liquid temperature controls, and readout for a digital timer, pulse counter,
oscilloscope monitor, pump pressure and back pressure.

G. Interview No. 5 May 2, 1962

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C.

M. R. Shafer

Mr. Shafer is a nationally recognized authority in the field of
turbine type flow transducers and calibration iacilities. He supervises
flow calibrations at NBS and has written extensively on this subject.

Mr. Shafer pointed out that in tests on a large variety of smaller
turbine transducers, the effect of mechanical drag may cause differences
of I to 2 per cent between calibrations on the use liquid, although all the
meters might agree on the test liquid.

Where + I per cent accuracy is satisfactory, water calibration
is reliable for meters 1 inch and larger in size provided the K (cycles/gal)
constant is within + 0.5 per cent over the range of interest and the use
viscosity is less thn 3 centistokes.

An equation which describes the relative magnitude of parameters
affecting meter operation was analyzed:

-f (_LP D T"

Q = Flow Rate e = Fluid Density (rho)
N = Rotor Speed - = Absolute Viscosity (mu)
D = Diameter T = Mechanical and Magnetic Drag

(above expressed in consistent units)
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The function NPD 2 is dependent on the fluid properties. The

larger this factor, the more turbulent the flow and the greater the range of

flow over which the K-factor is constant. . £ is dependent on the
N 2 0 D5

geometry of the meter, mechanical and magnetic drag factors, and the

momentum of the fluid. Obviously, low values of T result in low
N Z D 5

drag and constant K-factors. This function varies inversely with D 5 arid
becomes small for transducers I inch in size and larger.

K, y c e SZE "1 e /

gal. / Figirc 20.
e(.. " /

NPD
2

Mr. Shafer noted that some meters (particularly small sizes) are

sensitive to pickoff coil location and should be installed with their pickoff coil
in the same orientation as when calibrated.

In discussing the design of a propellant fluid flow calibration facility,

Mr. Shafer suggested that the test stand be designed for at least 4-5 times
the accuracy of the transducers or + 0. 1 to 0. 15 per cent. He favors the bal-
ance arm static weigh system over the dynamic system and either of these
over a load cell system. He feels that the static system is far easier to
troubleshoot. Depending on the diligence of the operators, dynamic systems
take from a few months to a few years to eliminate errors from inertia,
switching, etc. He also cautioned that flexible connections to the weigh tank
must be placed in a h-irizontal plane to reduce weigh effects and that these are

liable to be the weakest point in a design.

The National Bureau of Standards uses a modified Cox flow stand
for its calibrations. For meters with low amplitude signal outputs, amplifiers
(decade amplifier), Ballantine Laboratories in Boonton, New Jersey. and

Kin-Tel, San Diego, California are used.

Mr. Shafer thought that meter provers of the type used in the petro-
leum industry might be quite practical for calibrating with toxic propellants.
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H. Interview No. 6

Fischer & Porter Company May 3, 1962
Warminster, Pennsylvania

John Kopp Sales Engineer
A. W. Hernandez Supervisor, Calibration Facilities

Fischer & Porter manufactures turbine type flow transducers,
digital indicators, flow rate indicators and controllers, variable area flow
meters, and flow calibration facilities.

Their personnel have written excellent flow meter articles for the
Instrument Society of America and the Atnerican Society of Mechanical
Engineers.

Regarding accuracy, they estimated + 0. 25 per cent maximum
error using RP-1, and a similar accuracy for the other propellants if a sub-
stitute fluid which could simulate the viscosity, lubricity, and density could be
used for calibration. For liquids with low viscosity (such as the propellants),
they felt that 1/2 per cent e r r o r could be obtained using water calibration
so long as the meter ranges were limited to linear portions of the flow vs
K-factor curve. Their relative confidence in water calibration systems for
F & P meters used on propellants is indicated below.

Relative Confidence
Flow Ratio in Obtaining + 1/2

Meter Size Max. Flow (gpm) Max. Flow - Min. Flow per cent Error

3" 500 15-1 10 (Max.

1-1/2" 100 15-1 7
10-1 10

3/4" Z0 15-1 5
10-1 7
5-1 10

1/2' 4 15-1 0
10-1 1
5-1 7
3-1 10
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if the use of the meters were limited to linear flow ranges in
smaller sizes, and the maximum allowable error was + 0. 5 per cent, then a
propellant calibration facility would not be needed for Fischer & Porter meters.

Fischer & Porter manufactures fluid flow calibration facilities for
high flow rates based on precision bored volume cylinders and manometer
column head indicators.

Mr. Hernandez emphasized the importance of operator training
and maintenance of the calibration equipment, and thought that these were the
most important factors in obtaining accurate calibrations. He noted that it

takes the experts at Fischer & Porter from several a-.znths t in excess of one
year to work the "bugs" out of a new calibration stand and constant attention
is required to maintain accuracy.

In some circumstances more accuracy is obtained by calibrating
one turbine meter against another standard meter rather than against the test
stand. The reasoning behind this is that because of digital readout, repeata-
bility of the turbine meter is greater than that of the calibration stand. The
standard meter would be calibrated a great many times and a statistical curve.
obtained which averaged out the repeatability errors cf the test stand. He then
reasoned that for a single curve calibration check on a production meter the
greate. repeatability of the standard meter results in less than the random
errors in the test stand. In practice, Fischer & Porter calibrated simulta-
neously against a test stand and a test meter.

He pointed out that neglect of air entrainment when calibrating at
high flow rates, using pressurized gas, is a common error.

Fischer & Porter manufactures most designs with ball bearings,
but also makes sleeve bearings for some applications. Ball bearings are
440C material which is compatible with N 2 0 4 for short periods so long as
the water content is less than 0. 1 per cent.
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I. Interview No. 7 May 3, 1962

Brooks Instrument Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Seymour Blechrnan Vice President

Brooks Instrument Company manufactures turbine meters in
Scottsdale, Arizona and variable area meters in Philadelphia. Calibrations
utilize water and standard hydrocarbons in methods similar to those of
Fischer & Porter.

Mr. Blechman recommended that calibrations be performed uti-
lizing the propellants rather than rely on water calibrations. Like Mr. Shafer,
Mr. Blechman thought that meter provers of the type used in the petroleum in-
dustry could be economically utilized for direct calibration of propellant meters.

J. Interview No. 8 May 4, 1962

Potter Aeronautica). Corporation
Union, New Jersey

W. F. Smith

The Potter Aeronautical Company pioneered the modern turbine
meter utilizing inagnetic pickup and digital counting. In addition to turbine
meters, they manufacture a digital readout density recorder (Potter Densi-
meter) and a line of electronic flow recording and controlling devices.

Like most specialists, Mr. Smith recommended calibration with
the actual propellant. He noted that in calibration of a Potter 3-inch meter
on water, the linearity fell off rapidly at flows of less than 25 gpm. When
calibrated with liquid hydrogen, the linearity fell rapidly below 75 gpm.
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Mr. Smith provided curves showing comparison calibrations on
gasoline, jet fuel and well-water for meters ranging from 1/2 inch, 5/8 inch,
1-1/4 inches, 1-1/2 inches, and 2 inches in size. In all these, the gasoline
and jet fuel calibrations agreed with the water calibration within 1/2 per cent.
(See Pages 111-37 to 111-40.)

Potter performs its calibrations using water or hydrocarbon liquids.
Calibrations are carried out on dynamic balance arm weigh systemz using mag-
netic proximity switches mounted on the balance arm to trigger timing and pule
counting equipment. In discussing flow calibration stands for toxic propellant.",
Mr. Smith suggested investigation of petroleum type meter provers.

K. Interview No. 9 May 16, 1962

Quantum Dynamics
Tarzana, California

Dr. F. F. Liu

According to Dr. Liu, Quantum Dynamics is primarily a rvsearch
organization. The company specializes in measurement of transient phenomena.

Dr. Liu's turbine meter has several unique features. Each meter
has two turbine rotors. The downstream rotor, called the slave turbine, is at-
tached to the shaft and is driven by the fluid. The upstream rotor is the rnea -

suring turbine and rides "piggy-back" on a bearing mounted on the shaft. By
this means the relative motion between the measuring turbine and its bearing
becomes small, and frictional resistance, which tends to control the rpm at
low flows, becomes very small. In addition to eliminating low flow friction.

Dr. Liu claims that the use of two rotors at fixed distances produces a stand-
ing wave over the measuring turbine during transient flow (he described this as
analogous to an electrical impedance match), providing accurate and instanta-
neous response. The pickoff is also unique and works from turbine blade--
effected modulation of a 4 megacycle carrier, thus climinating mnagnetic drag.
Special light-beam consideration to the hydrodynamic lift and drag effects of
the fluid on the blade reduce pressure drop and increase response. The over-
all effect, he claims, is a more accurate, high response meter with an ex--
tended linear flow range.
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In some applications, transient (millisecond) responses are m-ore
important than long-term calibrations. Dr. Liu suggested a research project
to study transient effects on signal strength and on accuracy during response.

Quantum Dynamics manufactures its turbine meters (other thnn pro
totypes) through subcontracts.

L. Interview No. 10 June 11, 1962

Calnev Pipe Line Company
Colton, California

C. 1). Murphy and Ivan Ricketts

Calnev utilizes positive displacement meters (and not turbine rnvtrs}

in its liquid transmission lines. This interview is included here, however, b.

cause Calnev calibrates its meters volumetrically with a "meter prove '" whic:h
has an error of less than 0.02 per cent. The meters are calibrated while on.

stream under hormal operating conditions to provide an on-stream flow mea-

surernent error of 0.05 per cent by volume. While modifications are re-quir.d
to revise the materials of construction suitable for propellant handling, the

meter prover system appears to have the potential to greatly diminish flow
measurement errors if applied in the aerospace industries.

The Calnev meter prover is installed in its Colton, California pump
station. It is manually valved onto the main line for meter calibration appr. : -

mately once a week as illustrated on the following page.
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Figure 24. Meter Prover

,C,,,,Prover
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By closing valve (1) the flow can be made to go through the prover
either left to right (valves (2) and (3) open) or from right to left (valves (4)

and (5) open). A spherical ball (shaded) starts and stops the meter counting
mechanism as it passes the mechanical switches (6) and (7). The meter is
not considered satisfactory unless the error on 10 double runs (one run from
left to right and one right to left) is within 0. 05 per cent of the prover.

The meter prover is superior to previous calibrators used in the
petroleum industry (i.e., volumetric tanks). Because it requires essentially
no operator skill it is readily adaptable to remote control and can calibrate
without interfering with on-stream flow conditions.

M. Interview No. 11 June 11, 1962

Southern Pacific Pipe Lines, Inc.

Los Angeles, California

M. J. Hogan

Mr. Hogan stated the meter prover is the first major advancement
in flow measurement in pipe transmission in 30 years. Southern Pacific is
placing them in all new lines and will eventually replace all existing volume
tanks. The meters, spread over hundreds of miles distance, can be cali-
brated locally or remotely at the Los Angeles central office.

N. Telephone Consultations

1. Aerojet-General April 20, 1962

Sacramento, California

Mr. Jim McWilliams

Mr. John Close

Water-to-propellant correlation (except for cryogencis) is of
negligible magnitude. Water-to.cryogenics correlation factors are of
considerable magnitude. Storable propellant calibrations are not performed
by Ae rojet- Gene ral.
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2. Rocketdyne Division April 20, 1962
Canoga Park, California

Lawrence H. Groeper

Rceketdyne does not calibrate turbine meters using storable
propellants. Use of strain gage load cells for flow meter calibrating in water
is a reasonable approach. Rocketdyne measures engine thrust by strain gages
and the manufacturer's claim of errors of about 0. 15 per cent are fair when
used in conjunction with techniques which electrically balance the readout in-
strurnentation for each run.
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V. METER PROVERS

A. Discussion

With only minor modifications for aerospace usage, meter provers
appear to have potential to reduce flow mieasurement errors by an order of
magnitude of ten.

Meter provers are a relatively new development in the petroleum
transmission pipeline industries. They have proven very accurate (+ .02 per
cent error magnitude) and reliable in use; and a tentative draft of a design
standard for the American Petroleum Institute (see Addenda) has been prc-
pared.

Simple in operation, the prover consists of a precision-bored tubc
and a fluid-driven piston which forms a leak-tight seal against the tube wall.
Liquid flow forces the piston to travel between two contacts which are sepa-
rated by an accurately known volume. Electronic measurement of time for
the known volume displacement provides volumetric flow rate. In actual
operation the piston is a plastic ball, cr a cylinder with end seals (called a
pig). These are illustrated in the API Standard.

In current practice, turbine-type flow meters are calibrated on
water to determine the K factor (in cycles/gal.) and this factor is applied to
the meters in use on propellants. Such a technique results in a probable error
of approximately + 1 pcr cnet in propellant to-water correlation, Lu which must
be added the imprecision of the flow meter itself: another + . 2 to 1 . 0 per cent.

If, instead, the meters were calibrated on the propellants, this
error might be reduced to, say, + 0. 5 per cent. (The residual error is due
to physical changes in the bearings, to temperature variations, to variations
in piping configuration between calibration and usage, and to physical and
chemical variations allowable within military specification for propellants.)
This would be true whether the meter were calibrated on a weigh scale or
volumetric meter prover.
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Quoting from the API Standard iitruduction: "The chief advantage of
most of these mechanical displacement type provers is that during proving,
the flow of the liquid through the nmeter being proved is not interrupted. This
permits the meter to be proved on a continuous flow without starting or stop-
ping the meter." Thiq principle could be applied as propellant is transferred
to a missile in a manner shown in the following sketch.

Figure 22. Meter Prover Applied to Propellant Loading System

raik

positiontnb Bail~lor ) _Prover

motionSJ

Propellant

Meter
In operation, the prover ball woul I be retained in a standby position

(dotted) until a calibration is initiated. By opening the bottom valve, the ball
is injected into the stream, passes between the two pickups, thereby cali-
brating the meter. It then returns by gravity to its standby position between
the valves (bottom closed and top open).

Since variations in piping configuration, temperature, an I liquid prop-
erties between a calibration run and loading run no longer exist, thu only re-
maining errors are the repeatability of the meter and the absolut, acihra'y of
the prover. These are of an order of magnituide of 0. 05 per cent an~i 0. 02
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per cent respectively. If a continuous recording densimeter with azi error of
less than 0.05 per cent is used in conjunction with the prover, then it would
be possible to determine absolute mass flow with an error of less than 0.15
per cent (prover 0.02 + meter repeatability .05 + densimeter . 05 = .12 per
cent, and r. m. s. value is .07 per cent). Such a system could prove very
effective in the notoriously difficult-to-calibrate" small meters under I-
inch size.

Summarizing, the approximate magnitudes of errors of the v. ious
systems are:

Calibration System Magnitude of Volumetric Error

Water Calibration (applied to propellant) + 1. 0 per cent',

Propellant Calibration + 0. 5 per cent*

Meter Prover (in operating line) + 0.07 per cent

9'Errors can be mu.. larger for meters under I inch in :3ize for these
two systems.

The meter prover also has potential use as an airborne component.
For long duration flights in which the propellants are fed at slow rates, meter
provers could be installed in series with the turbine meter to provide in-ilight
calibration and greatly improved reliability.

Details of design and operation are described in the attached Tentative

API Standard 1101.

Whether installed directly in the operating line or used only as a cali-
brating device, the meter prover appears to have several advantages over

other types.
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a. It has a smaller absolute error than other commercial systems.

b. It calibrates directly in terms of volume, eliminating the
necessity for density, viscosity and other corrections.

c. Except for extremes in temperature, it is not affected by
ambient conditions.

d. It is likely to be less costly to purchase and install than other
systems.

e. It is simple in design and concept.

f. It eliminates operator error, is easy to operate, and lends
itself most readily to remote control.

g. It is more versatile and can be used over a greater maximum-
to-minimum flow range.

h. It is easy to clean, flush, dry and maintain.

i. It is rugged and can be inexpensively designed with a wide
safety margin.

Meter provers have a possible disadvantage in that it may be more
dfifficult to make the seals leak-free on storable propellants than on hydro-
carbons. The velocity between sealing surfaces is relatively slow, however,
and the seals are readily replaced (since leaks are easily detected). The
problem, if it should develop, could be confidently handled by a seal develop-
ment study and by scheduled maintenance and seal replacement. The Martin
Company at Denver, Colorado is currently performing compatability tests
on meter prover seals with Titan II propellants (nitrogen tetroxide and
50-50 UDMH/hydrazine).

By addition of vacuum insulation, meter provers may also pL'ove
adaptable to use for cryogenic liquid calibrations. In this case, the advan-
tages outlined above are amplified as is the potential problem of seal leakage.
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VI. COMMERCIAL CALIBRATION FACILITIES

In order to determine where facilities are available in private industry,
The Marquardt Corporation addressed the followirg letter to the companies
listed below.

"Gentlemen:

The Marquardt Corporation is currently performing a study for a mis-
sile propellant fluid flow calibration facility for the United States Air Forcc.
One of the objectives of th. study is the determination of available calibration
facilities in private industry which can utilize one or more of the propellants
listed below for direct calibration of turbine type flow meters in the size range
1/2 inch to ?.-1/2 inches. Desired flow rates range from I to 450 gpm.

We would appreciate information regarding which of the propellants
you can handle, a description of your system(s), (weight, volumetric, etc.
includi'g accuracy, capacity and other pertinent data.

Thi-i information will be utilized to determine where and to what extent
the Air Force can supplement its existing water calibration equipment without
construction of new facilities.

Cryogenic Liquids

Oxygen Hydrogen
Nitrogen Fluorine

Storable Propellant Liquids

Nitrogen Tetroxide
Unsymmetrical Dimethyl Hydrazine

Hydrazine
50-50 Blend (N 2 H 4 and UDMH)
Pentabirane
RP- 1
Chlorine Trifluoride

Water

Very truly yours,
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Letters were sent to:

Douglas Aircraft Company, Sacramento Missile Field Station,
Sacramento, California

United Technology Corporation, Development and Test Site,
Coyote, California

Aerojet-General Corporation
Sacramento, California

General Dynamics/Convair, Electro-Mechanical Standard Lab
San Diego, California

General Dynamics/Ft. Worth, Fluid Dynamics Test Lab
Ft. Worth, Texas

Rocketdyne Division of North American Aviation
Canoga Park, California

Aerojet-General Corporation
Azusa, California

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
Burbank, California

Wyle Laboratories
El Segundo, California

Air Products Company
Trexlertown, Pennsylvania

General Electric Company, Evendale Plant, Flight Propul-;ion Lab Dept.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Foxboro Company
Foxboro, Massachusetts
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Bailey Meter Company
Wickliffe, Ohio

Taylor Instrument Companies
Rochester, New York

Brown Instruments Division
Philadephia, Pennsylvania

National Bureau of Standards, Cryogenic Engineering Lab
Boulder, Colorado

National Bureau of Standards
Washington 25, D. C.

9tellardyne Laboratories
El Cajon, California

Potter Aeronautical Corporation
Union, New Jersey

Waugh Engineering Division
Van Nuys, California

Cox Instruments
Detroit, Micl-igan

Brooks Instrument Company
Hatfield, Penns ylvania

Revere Corporation of America
Wallingford, Conaecticut

Space Instrumentation Company
.an . Monitor, Califarnig
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Plantation Pipe Line Company
Atlanta, Georgia

Fischer & Porter Company
Warminster, Pennsylvania

Aro, Inc., AEDC

Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee

Hamilton Standard
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

East Hartford, Connecticut

Hydropoise, Inc.

Scottsdale, Arizona

Sixteen replies were received. Only one company (Wyle Laboratories)
reported facilities for calibrating with storable propellants. Four reported
facilities for calibrating with cryogenics (Aerojet-General Corporation, Roc-
ketdyne, Wyle Laboratories, and Air Products for AEC), and many reported
the capability to calibrate with hydrocarbons and water. (Rocketdyne performs
storable propellant calibrations during loading at test stands, but these would
not be applicable to this study.

A. Summary of Replies to Letter of Inquiry Regarding Liquid Flow

Calibration Capability

Source Capability

Aerojet-General Liquid oxygen, liquid nitrogen and water
Water Capacity -- 1000 lb/sec.

Storage Capacity -- 300 ft 3 plus startup

and after flow tank
Pressurization -- 150 psi
Line Diameter -- 10 inches

Repeatability --- + 0. 05 per cent
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Source Capability

Rocketdyne In-place calibration of propellants dc',rng
transfer operations; water-oil and water-
glycerine mixtures.

Potter Aeronautical Water, hydrocarbons and freon.

Air Products & Chemicals, None . Described LH Z system in West Palm
Inc. Beach constructed and operated for AEC.

1000 gpm Gilmore load cell weigh system.

Taylor Instrument Companies Water only.

National Buireau of Standards None
Boulder, Colorado

Minneapolis-Honeywell No facilities for propellants.

Foxboro Co., Massachusetts Water and other non-volatile fluids; too small

for commercial test work.

Fixcher & Porter Company Watei and hydrocarbons.

Bailey Meter Company No facilities for propellants.

Hamilton Standard No facilities for propellants.

Stellardyne Laboratories 10, 000 gpm water system designed to cali-

brate gas flow by volumetric water dis-
placement.

Cox Instruments Hydrocarbons and water.

Aro, Inc. Arnold Air Force No facilities for propellants.
Station, Tennessee

Wyle Laboratories See chart on following page.
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VII. CRITERIA FOR TURBINE FLOW TRANSDUCER

CALIBRATION FACILITIES

The calibration facilities will be operated by the United States Air
Force at Edwards Air Force Base, California. They should be suitable
for the calibration of up to four various-size transducers in an eight-hour
day, based on thirteen point calibrations. Facilities shall be designed for

fixed outdoor installation on a concrete pad provided by others. (Refer to
Figure 28, Page VII-17.)

A. Operating Conditions

Two independent systems shall be provided, one for calibration

utilizing storable oxidizer propellants N 2 0 4 and CIF 3 and the other for
calibration utilizing storable fuels, RP-1, hydrazine, Unsymmetrical
DiMethyl Hydrazine, 50-50 blend of hydrazine and Unsymmetrical DiMethyl
Hydrazine and pentaborane. (For properties and recommended handling
practices refer to attached charts and to references in Section B of the

Bibliography.) The facilities shall be designed to handle any combination
of the following transducer sizes and flowing conditions.

Oxidizers Fuels

Transducer Sizes (in.) 1/2 to 2-1/2 1/2 to 2-1/2

Flow Rate (gpM) I to 500 1 to 500

Pressure (psig) 0 to 100 0 to 50

Provisions shall be made to control the liquid temperature
between 60°F and 100OF by hot water heating, using electrical energy for
water-heating. (Cooling is not required for conditions when the liquid

temperature is in excess of 60PF.
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B. Ambient Conditions

The facilities shall be suitable for operation in ambient conditions
which vary from 0°F to 120 0 F, wind 50 mph, dust, sand and freezing rain.

The local altitude at the site is 2,635 feet, and local gravity), is 3_ 15 ft/sec2

C. Operability

Due to the hazard, the systems shall be capable of remote opera-
tion and instrumentation readout for multiple point calibrations of a trans-
ducer from the control panel without operator attendance to propellant
handling equipment or instruments. Minimum readout instrumentation shall
provide digital transducer pulse counts, digital millisecond timing, pro-
pellant density and temperature and weight or volume of liquid transferred.

D. Minimum Acceptable Standards of Measurement

1. Reference to National Bureau of Standards. - Digital counting
and timing equipment shall be traceable to standards which have been cali-
brated against Bureau of Standards Station WWV.

Scale counterpoise weights for the gravimetric calibrators
shall conform to the tolerances for Class C Commercial Test Weights as
stated in Circular 3 appearing in Volume III, Handbook 77 of the National
Bureau of Standards, the acceptance tolerances (applicable to new or newly
adjusted weights) being one-half the tabular tolerances. Calibration of
counterpoise weights shall be by comparison at regular intervals with
laboratory reference standards traceable to the National Bureau of
Standards.

The weights shall be made of a non-magnetic, free-turning,
stainless steel similar to AISI Type 303, shall be of one-piece construction
and suitably slotted, when necessary, to permit centering of the weights
about the cuunterpoise hanger; they shall not be plated or lacqu cred and
the only adj ustment permitted will be by removal of material. Surfaces
of the weights, including those exposed by adjustment operations, shall be
smooth and all corners and edges obviously rounded Each weight larger

:',The value of local gravity may be useful in Lhe near future if and when the

aerospace industry converts to absolute gravity units or if a force weigh
system (load cell) is used.
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than 0. 1 pound shall be engraved with its nominal weight and its counterpoise
value when used in connection with a scale of proper ratio; die-impressed
figures are not acceptable.

Systems based on precision bored volumetric containe; s shall
also be calibrated against Class C Commercial Test Weights, by measurement
against distilled or de-ionized water, at known temperature or against NBS
volumetric standards.

2. Other Measurements. - Density measuring devices shall be

accurate to + 0. 0005 specific gravity.

Temperature indicators shall have a maximum error of + 10 F.

E. Flushing and Drying

The system shall be designed for convenient and safe filling and
draining of the propellants. Provisions shall be made for water or solvcnt
flushing all surfaces which contact propellant liquids and all surfaces on which
propellant vapor condensate may collect. Drains with manual valves shall be
placed at all low points where liquids cannot be readily drained.

Provisions shall be made for vacuum drying the flushed system
without disassembling it.

F. Overspeed Protection

For systems in which liquid transfer is accomplished by pressur-
ized gas, provisions must be made which will assure that the gas will not
enter the transducers and cause overspeed.

G. Errors

The systems, including instrumentation, shall have a maximum
calibration error of 4 0. l5 per cent of actual flow and a maximum repeat-
ability error of + 0.F'per cent of actual flow for all test fluid conditions and
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rateb of flow, and run times of between one and ten minutes. These errors

shall be demonstrated mathematically taking into consideration as a minimum
those errors outlined in Section VII. 0, "Special Requirements for Calibration
Systems." It is likely that to attain these accuracies, a minimum of two
systems each for the oxidizer and fuel calibrations will be necessary.

H. Materials of Co.struction

All metal surfaces which might contact the propellants shall be

austenitic stainless steel, Type 304, 304L, 316, 316L, 321 or 346. Gaskets
shall be 1/8 inch thick teflon. Gas, water or solvent handling equipment on
the downstream side of filters shall be constructed of copper or austenitic
stainless steel.

Thread lubricants shall be compatible with the fluids contained

(see Bibliography - Safety and Propellant Handling Guides).

I. Valve Leaks

A method of leak detection shall be included at all valves where
liquid can bypass the weight or volume measuring equipment. An acceptable
method of leak checking is to provide double valves with a leak test point
located between them. With both valves closed and pressurized, any leak-

age will flow out the test point.

Figure 26. LEAK CHECK

Pres surizing Test Point Pres surizing

v / k

Valves being leak checked
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J. Safety

With only one exception (RP-1), the propellants are extremely
toxic and will result in serious harm if allowed to contact the eyes or skin.

The facility shall be provided with suitable leak detectors and
audible and v~sible alarm systems. Care shall be exercised to exclude from
the design all low point enclosures where toxic fumes may collect.

Exhaust gases containing propellants and/or propellant vapors
shall flow to fume scrubbers and be vented in a manner that will prevent
accumulation of the stack gases in the operating area.

All lines and equipment carrying fuels shall be electrically
grounded.

Lines containing propellants or with pressures in excess of 200
ps. shall not be piped into the control building.

In addition, the facilities shall comply with the recommendations
of technical manual T. 0. 11C-1-6, "General Safety Precautions for Missile
Liquid Propellants." Other recommended reference guides are listed in
the Bibliography, Section X. B.

The control panel shall be located in a control building equipped
with safety view glass and constructed in accordance with Group G of the
Uniform Building Code.

K. Weather Protection

Weigh system components which may be affected shall be protected
from wind or drafts. This includes, as a minimum, weigh tanks, connecting
pipe and scale beams. Balance pivots and other critical components shall
be protected from weather erosion and corrosion, as well as from spillages.
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L. Applicable Codes and Standards

Equipment shall be designed and constructed in accordance with
the latest editions of the following codes.

1. Vessels. - American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Section VIII.

2. Pipe. - American Standards Association B 31.1.

3. Welding. - American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Section IX.

4. Electrical. - National Electrical Manufacturer's' Association

5. National Board of Fire Underwriters, National Electrical Code

6. Joint Industry Conference
Hydraulic Standards for Industrial Equipment
Pneumatic Standards for Industrial Equipment

7. Instrument Society of America RP31. 1, RP31.2, RP31.3

8. American Petroleum Institute, Standard 1101, Part I,
Mechanical Displacement Meter Provers.

M. Scope of Work

This criteria applies to weight or volume measuring systems
consisting of tanks, interconnecting piping, valves and fittings, pump (and
motor) or gas transfer and storage systems, solvent storage and flushing
equipment, vacuum drying equipment, safety devices such as gas analysis
and relief valves, instruments, remote control consoles and interconnecting
pipes and transmission lines.
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N. Piping Configurations (Refer to Figu'e 2.9)

Straight piping runs on the inlets and - utlets of transducers shall
be a minimum of ten pipe diameters on the upstream side and five pipe diam-

eters on the downstream side. Straightening vanes consisting of thin-wall
tubes a maximum of one-third the diameter of the containing pipe and five pipe
diameters long shall be assembled, welded and placed ten pipe diameters up-

stream of transducer locations. Transducer connection shall provide leak-
tight seals, provide smooth inside surfaces without diameter steps and shall
have no breaks along the wall in excess of 1/lb inch.

The test section shall be horizontal, and arranged to accept both

a test transducer and a standard reference transducer in series, with straight-
ening vanes between.

Readout equipment shall be capable of counting pulses from both
transducers simultaneously.

The test transducer and its straightening vareLs shall be readily
removable. The space remaining shall be large enough so that a section
duplicating the actual use configuration (maximum size 2-1/2 inches) can
be substituted.

All non-propellant lines, except vacuum lines, which enter a pro-
pellant line or propellant tank shall be protected by double check valves; i.e.,
two check valves in series.

0. Special Reqiuirements for Calibration Systems

!. Weigh Systems. - Weigh sy.t,,ms shall be balance arm sys-
tems, or load cell systems and shall be static or lynamic systems. (Refer

to Figures 30 and 31. )

a. Static System. - In the static weigh system, the liquid

shall be recirculated in a closed loop and diverted to the weigh tank by means
of a fast-acting diverter valve. The weight of the storage vessel shall be de-
termined before and after the run, under static conditions.
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Error analysis shall include minimum of following:

Scale Load Cell(s)

(1) Accuracy of weights (1) Accuracy

Sensibility of scale Sensibility

Repeatability of scale Repeatability

Readout error

Drift effect

Temperature compensation

Scale & Load Cell(s)

(2) Extraneous loads from
connecting lines and
liquid retained in lines

Effect of scale displace-
ment on extraneous loads

(3) Dynamic lag
(Lag in diverter valve;
time in opening and
closing)

(4) Density measurement error

(5) Timer and pulse-counter errors

(Errors shall be reported as + the sum of the individual
errors (and not as rms).)
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b. Dynamic Weigh System. - In the dynamic weigh system,
the initial and final weights are measured at a precisely determined time
increment while liquid is flowing out of (or into) the weigh tank. After
initiation of the calibration time cycle, calibrated weights are added to
(or removed from) a platform on the weigh scale, and the run is terminated
when the final weight is the same as the initial weight (i.e. , the weight of
liquid transferred equals the calibrated weights). A load-cell weigh system
may be substituted for the scale. In this case, the timing devise is
initiated by a pushbutton and electronically terminated when the final load
cell signal is equal to the initial signal.

Error Aialysis

Scale Load Cell(s)

(1) Accuracy of weights (1) Accuracy
) on increasing

Sensibility of scale Sensibility ) weight and
on decreasing

Repeatability of scale Repeatability) weight

Readout error

Drift effect

Temperature compensation

(Z) Extraneous loads from connecting lines and liquid
retained in lines

(3)Effect of scale displacement on extraneous loads

(4) Inertia error by the method of Shafer and Ruegg
(ASME paper 57-A-70, 1957, "Liquid Flow Meter
Calibration Techniques")

(5)Density Measurement error
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(6) Timer and pulse counter error

(7) Photo-cell or magnetic pickup repeatability and lag

errors

(8) The correction due to a varying amount of liquid in

the falling column within the weigh tank by the chang-
ing level in the tank, and kinetic effects of the falling
column

(9) Time for acceleration of scale and indicating mecha-
nism to constant velocity prior to starting timer

2. Volumetric Systems. - The volumetric flow calibration sys.
tem measures liquid displacement in a precision-bore tube. In a vertical tube
(or "standpipe"), the displacement is commonly measured by a mercury IIIII -
ometer; in a horizontal prover by a ball or piston in the tube which is rnoved
by the liquid. Timer stop and start are initiated by an instrument which prc-
cisely measures the height of the mercury column, or the position of the dis-.
placer ball or piston.

Mercury is commonly used as the manometer liquid because
of its excellent electrical conductivity, high specific weight, and stability.

It is not compatible with the propellants, however, and another manometric
liquid would have to be found. The propellant itself might he satisfactory
for fuel calibrations, in which case the manometer would become a liquid
level gage. Unless both legs of the manometer are pressurized, thc high
vapor pressure of the oxidizers makes them unsuitable for manometer liquids.

If a volumetric calibrator of the type commonly referre:d to
as a meter prover in the petroleum industry is provided, it shall be bidire'c -
tional and means shall be provided for determining leaks across the ball or
piston seals. (Refer to Figure 32.)
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Error Analysis

a. Static Systems

(I) Repeatability of volumetric measurement

(2) Precision of tube dimension. and effects of
temperature and pressure

(3) Lag in divezter

(4) Density measurement error

(5) Timer and pulse counter errors

(6) Precision in readout of manometer

b. Dynamic Systems

(1) Repeatability of volumetric measurement

(2) Precision of tube dimensions and effects of
temperature and pressure

(3) Lag, precision and repeatability of mechanical or
proximity counter and timer start and stop switches

(4) Density measurement em ror

(5) Timer and pulse counter errors

(6) Precision in readout of manomneter

(7) Incomplete drainage of walls

(8) Assurance that the pressure measuring device has

completed its acceleration prior to starting timer
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P. Instrumcnt Society of Anierica

The Instrument Society of America is about to publish Recommended
Practice RP31. 2 covering the proper installatioi and operation of a turbine-
type flow transducer. This so thoroughly treats the subject of influential
inaccuracy factors that it is attached in its preliminary form as an addendum.

Q. Preliminary Estimate

With only criteria upon which to base an estimate, it is, of course,
impossible to provide accurate figures for the cost of the calibration facilities.
This is especially true since the criteria. allows a wide selection of gravi-
metric and volumetric calibrators.

As a rough guide, however, and based on a volumetric type cali-
brator and support equipment, the cost should be in the range of $120, 000
to $140, 000.

These figures include costs for supply and installation of two cali-
brator systems, one oxidizer and one fuel, each similar to that shown in
the following illustration and complete with vessels, valves, piping, exhaust
stacks, calibrators, vacuum drying systems, vapor leak detectors, instru-
mentation, and a small control building.

They do not include Contractor fees and markup, and design costs;
and they assume that all utilities, electricity, water and gaseous nitrogen
are available at the site.

If a more elaborate facility were provided, with individual storage
for each propellant, the cost may be expected to be in the range of $170, 000
to $200, 000. Individual storage, of course, reduces the amount of flushing
and drying to be performed when changing propellants and facilitates fluid
handling and simplifies logistics problems.
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SYMBOLS

MANUAL VALVE

CYLINDER OR SOLENOID OPERATED VALVE

[1 CONTROL VALVE DIAPHRAGM OR MOTOR OPERATED

CHECK VALVE (ARROW SHOWS DIRECTION OF FLOW)

~ SAFETY VALVE

DENSITY INDICATOR

Q LIQUID LEVEL TRANSMITTER

OLIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR

TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER

0 PRESSURE TRANSMITTER

a PRESSURE INDICATOR

O TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

Figu- 2?
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TYPICAL PROPELLANT STORAGE VESSEL

-SAFETY VALVE

- / PRESSURE GUAGE

TOVENT4 FT. DIA. x 12 FT. HIGH
TYPICAL 304 L S. S.

TTRANSMITTER
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

With the exception of RP-l fuel, empirical data illustrating flow correla-
tions between water and storable propellants is very nearly non-existent.

Correlations developed in theory and proven in practice on hydrocarbon
liquids (such as RP-I) indicate that for transducers above I inch in size and
water, calibrations are accurate to within approximately * 0. 5. The probable
magnitude of error with these sizes, when water calibrations are applied to
transducers for use on nther propellants, is about + I per cent.

Further generalizations about turbine transducer accuracies cannot be
made because of radical differences in geometries between manufacturers,
model differences of one manufacturer, and quality controls and maintenance
differences between -nmodels of a given make and size.

An on-stream meter prover of the type used in the petroleum industry
could reduce metering errors to about + 0. 1%.

Despite extensive correspondence and interviews with experts in the
field, only one location was found which could calibrate turbine transducers
with propellants: Wyle Laboratories at Norco (Los Angeles area), California.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. It is recommended that on stream calibrations as performed by use
of meter provers in the petroleum indutry be adapted to aerospace test stands
to reduce the probable error of + I per cent of current water calibration
practice to a demonstratable error of + 0.1 per cent To accomplish this,
it would be prudent to establish a development program to assure that compo-
nents of t prover can be made leak tight against storable propellants. (The
Martin Company is now running such tests on N 2 0 4 and 50-50 N 2 H4 ,/UDMH).

B. It is recommended that the prover be adapted to use on cryogenic
liquids.

C. It is recommended that a storable propellant calibration facility of
the caliber of the National Bureau of Standards be established at Edwards Air
Force Base or elsewhere to increase the reliability of calibrations and fill the
void on water-propellant correlation data.

D. It is recommended that the existing Potter-Pacific water flow cali-
brator at Edwards Air Force Base, Laboratory Service Building #8451, be
retained in its present configuration, and not converted to use on storable
propellants. The reason for this is that it is highly desirable to maintain a
"referee" or water-standard calibrator to provide a local facility for water-
to-propellant correlations. Then, if our previous recommendation is followed,
the flow meter (preferably assembled in its usage pipe-section) can be first
water-calibrated on the existing Potter-Pacific rig in Building 8451 and then

propcllant- calibrated in the new calibrator. The resulting correlation errors
can then be statistically accumulated to build a case history that will also aid
others in this field.
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FOREWORD Robert B. London - Revere Corporation of America

This Tentative Recommended Practice has been pre- R. A. Armstrong - Southern California Meter Associa-

paredas a part of the serviceof the Instrument Society tion

of America toward a goal of uniformity in the field of Charles J. Uase- Space Instrumentation Corp.
instrumentation. To be of real value this report should J. W. Profota - Union Carbide Oiefins Co.
not be static, but should be subject to periodic re- Montgomery R. Shafer - U. S. Department of Commerce

view. Toward this end the Society welcomes all corn- (NBS)
ments and criticism, and asks that they be addressed Charles C. Waugh - Waugh Engineering Co,

to the Standards & Practices Board Secretary, Instru-
ment Society of America, Pern Sheraton Hotel, 53 Approved for Tentative Publication by the Standards
Wm. Penn Place, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. and Practices Board on June 19, 1961.

This report was prepared by the 8A-RP31 Committee E. A. Adler - United Engineers and Constructors, Inc.,

on Flow Measurement in the Aero-Space Industry. Standards & Piactices Department Vice President
F. E. Bryan - Douglas Aircraft Company

Robert L. Galley - Chairman, General Dynamics/Astro- Aero-Space Standards Division Director
nautics R. E. Clarridge - General Electric Company

Henry F. Eichenberger - Vice Chairman, General Dy- Intersoclety Standards Division Director
namics/Convair W. ]. Ladniak - Minneapolis-Honeywell Reg. Co.

Clifford R. Benzel - Recorder, General Dynamics/ Nuclear Standards Division Director

Astronautics F. H. Winterkamp - E. I. du Pont de Nemoura & Co.

Keith C. Campbell - Douglas Alrerraft Company, Inc. Production Processes Standards Division Director

Lawrence It. Groeper - North American Aviation Corp./ E. .1. Minnar. ISA Headquaters Staff

Rocketdyne Standards & Practices Board Secretary

Frank Larango - Marquardt Corp.
Frank G. Klock, Jr. - Bureau of Naval Weapons
Robert Siev - General Tire and Rubber Company/Aero- CONTENTS

jet General
Francis J. Stockemer - Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 1. PURPOSE

The assistance of those who aided in the preparation 1.1 This Recommended Practice establishes:
of this Recommended Practice by answering question-
naires, offering suggestions, and in other ways is 1.1.1 Uniform terminology for components and
gratefully acknowledged. performance characteristics.

The following have reviewed the Report and served as 1.1.2 Uniform installation dimensions.
a Board of Review:

1.1.3 Uniform electrical output.

Thurlow M. Morrow - General Metrics Co., (formerly
with Aeroscience, Inc.) 2. SCOPE,

C. C. Miesse - Armour Research Foundation
Jnel Ferrell, Jr. - Am, Inc., 2.1 Thi5 Recommended Practice covers volumetric
Raymond E. Sprenkle - Bailey Meter Co. turbine-type flow transducers having an elec-
Claude B. Nolte - Barton Instrument Corp. trical output. They are used for either rate
Howard S. Bean - Consultant measurement or totalization, and are either
James S. Schmidt - Bowser, Inc. self-generating or modulating.
Stanley R. Harrison - Consolidated Electrodynamics

Corp. 3. TER.MINOLOGY
Robert L. Yung - Cox Instruments
Bert Schwarzschild - The Decker Corp. 3.1 A turbine-type flow transducer with an elec-
Charles A. Prior - Diamond Alkali Co. trical output is a measuring device in which
Edward M. Muhleisen - Fischer & Porter Co. the action of the entire fluid stream turns a
Robert Coel - The Fluor Corporation Ltd. bladed rotor at a speed nominally proportional
Clifford B. llaughton, Jr. - General Electric Co. to the volume rate of flow, and which gener-
Lowell A. Holcomb - Consultant ates or modulates an output signal with a
J. R. Martin - Humble Oil & Refining Co. frequency proportional to the rotor speed.
Harry M. Sims - The Martin Co.
Julius Brick - The W. L. Masxson Corp. 3.2 Rotor, rotor support(s), housing, and pick-off
M. H. November - Potter Aeronautical Corp. are the preferred names for the major parts of
Robert E. Gorton - Pratt & Whitney Aircraft a turbine-type flow transducer.
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RP31.1 Terminology and SpecificaLions for Turbine-Type Flow Transducers

4
3.3 The drawing symbol for a turbine-type flow of variation" of a number of calibration data,

transducer is a hexagon with a major diagonal at nominally the same flow rate, and a "sta-
of X dimension centered on, and coincident ti-stica! factor" a-counting for sample size at
with, the indicated major axis of an X by ?X a stated confidence leve,.
rectangle.

2 X -3.7 The linearity of a turbine-type t. , transducer
is the maximum percentage devidon from a
,tated calibration fartor, of a number of mean

_ _calibration factors appruximately equally
-- _ spaced over a flow range.

3.8 The linear range of a turbine-type flow trans-
ducer is the flow range upon which the evalu-I ation of linearity is based.

A letter "V" Is inserted in the hexagon to

designate "volumetric", and a flow-direction
arrow (one head for uni-direction-il, two heads
for bi-directional) is inserted as shown. 4. SPE.CIFICA'lONS

3.4 The pressure drop of a turbine-type flow trans-
ducer is the differential pressure in psi at 4.1 Housing Dimensions
maximum linear flow measured between pointsfour diameters upstream and four diameters 4.1.1 For flared tubing (MS 33656) the stand-downstream from its ends, using water at 600F. ard turbine-type flow transducer lengths

3.5 The calibration factor of a turbine-type flow tre:

transducer is designated by the letter "K" __......

and is expressed in cycles per gallon (U.S.) Nominal Tube Transducer Length E iuvalent
or cycles per cubic foot, under the following Diam (Inches) (Inches) Fitting
specified conditions:---

3/8 2.219(2 7/32) AN 832-6
3.5.1 Calibration fluid. 1/2 2.453(2 29/64) AN 832-8

3.5.1.1 Specific weight (lbs/gal or lbs/ 3/4 3.250(3 1/4) AN 824-12
cu ft) 1 3.563(3 9/16) AN 824-16

1-1/2 4.594(4 19/32) AN 824-2,

3.5.1.2 Viscosity (centistokes) 2 6.063(6 1/16) AN 824-32

3.5.1.3 Downstream temperature (OF)

3.5.1.4 Downstream pressure (psia) 4.1.2 For flanged pipe (all flange types and
3.5.1.5 Flow rate (gal/min or cu ft/min) all pressure ratings) the standard tur-

bine-type flow transducer lengths are:

3 .5 .2 L in e c o n fig u ra t io n . T r a n s d u c er- - L nI
Nominal Pipe Diam Transducer Length

3.5.2.1 Length of straight line upstream (Inches) (Inches)

3.5.2.2 Length of straight line down- 1 8
stream 1 1/2 9

3.5.2.3 Type of flow straightner 2 9
3 10

4 12
3.6 The repeatability of a turbine-type flow trans- 6 14

ducer is its ability to reproduce its calibra- 8 16
tion factor under the same conditions. Statis- 10 20
tically, it is the product of the "coefficient 12 24

Page 2



Instrument Society of America

4.1.3 For male-end threaded transducers the 4.3.1.2 Frequency at maximum linear
lengths are the same as for flanged flow shall be nominally 250,
transducers. 500, 1000, or 2000 cycles per

second.
4.2 Electrical Connector

4.3.1.3 Impedance at maximum linear I
4.2.1 For self-generating turbine-type flow flow shall not exceed 10,000

transducers the standard connector is ohms.
a 3-pin MS 3102A-lOSL-3P. The "A"
pin is positive. 4.4 Identification Symbols

4.2.k For those installations requiring ex-
plosion-proof or ruggedized connector, The following information shall be permanently
use an approv d sctew-type terminal, marked on the transducer housing. I

4.3 Electrical Output 4.4.1 Manufacturer

4.3.1 For all turbine-type flow transducers 4.4.2 Part or Model No.
the standard output characteristics are: I

4.4.3 Serial No.
4.3.1.1 Voltage into a 10,000 ohm load

at minimum linear flow shall be 4.4.4 Flow Direction
not less than 30 millivolts,
peak-to-peak. 4.4.5 Nominal Tube or Pipe Size

A>A

International Ileadquatters
INSTRUMENT SOCIETY of AMERICA

Penn Sheraton Hotel, 530 Win. Penn Place
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
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FOREWORD

This Tentative Recommended Practice has been prepared as a part of
the service of the Instrument Society of America toward a goal of uniformity
in the field of instrumentation. To be of real value this report should not be
static, but should be subject to periodic review. Toward this end the Society
welcomes all comments and criticism, and asks that they be addressed to the
Standards and Practice Board Secretary, Instrument Society of America,
Penn-Sheraton Hotel, 530 Win. Penn Place, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

Robert L. Galley - Chairman, General Dynamics/Astronautics, San Diego,
California

Henry F. Eichenberger - Vice Chairman, General Dynamics/Convair,
San Diego, California

Keith C. Campbell - Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica, California

Edgar L. Zwieback- Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach, California

Lawrence H. Groeper - Rocketdyne, A Division of North American Aviation
Corporation, Canoga Park, California

Walter L. Sterling - Marquardt Corporation, Van Nuys, California

Robert Siev - Aerojet General, A Division of General Tire and Rubber Com-
pany, Azusa, California

Francis J. Stockemer - Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, California Division,
Burbank, California
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1. PURPOSE

1.1 This Recommended Practice establishes:

1. 1. 1 Installation (Section 3)

1. 1. 2 Check-Out (Section 4)

1. 1. 3 Data Acquisition (Section 5)

1. 1. 4 Data Interpretation (Section 6)

2. SCOPE

2. I This Recommended Practice covers installation and operation of
volumetric turbine-type flow transducers as described in RP31. 1

3. INSTALLATION

3. 1 Environmental Considerations

A number of environmental conditions may affect the operation of
a turbine-type flow transducer. Of these, moisture is the most
common cause for malfunction. Electrical pick-off and connector
must be waterproof to eliminate trouble from this source. Temp-
erature of the transducer is la:'gely determined by the temperature
of the flowing fluid. However, the temperature of the pick-off and
connector may be influenced by the environment. Low temperatures
do not usually cause malfunction, but high temperature may result
in failure of the insulation. Mechanical vibration will shorten the
service life of a transducer and may also bias the data obtained.
Magnetic fields in the proximnity of the transducer or transmission
cable may introduce spurious signals, or may attenuate the output
if the circuit is not adequately shielded. The possibility of such
signals vitiating data is greater when automatic frequency counting
equipnent is used.

I
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3.2 Line Configuration

The turbine-type flow transducer is affected by upstream and down-
stream line configuration. The condition which produces this effect
is primarily swirl of the flowing fluid and therefore upstream con-
figuration is much more influential than downstream. Rules speci-
fying a certain number of diameters of straight line up. tream and
downstream, which have been determined for orifice type flowmeters,
are not applicable to the turbine type. A flow straightener is effective
in eliminating swirl, and the upstream rotor support of a turbine type
transducer acts to some extent as a straightener. However, because
of differences in the effectiveness of the various rotor supports as
straightener s, it is not pussible to generalize on minimum length of
upstream and downstream line. Suffice to say that the turbine-type
flow transducer should be located with most of the available straight
line upstream. Unusual downstream disturbances, such as a pump
inlet may require a reduction in this ratio or in extreme cases a
downstream straightener may be necessary.

Care should be taken not to allow piping to impose excessive stresses
on the transducer housing.

3.3 Flow Straighteners

When it is not practical to provide .3 long straight flow path upstream
of a turbine-type flow transducer or when maxinuiz, accuracy is de-
sired, a flow straighter r should be installed. Various designs of
straighteners have been proposed. Tube bundles and sectione of
honeycomb have been found effective. In addition to effectiveness,
the pressure drop and durability should be considered. For nmaxi-
mum accuracy, the transducer should be calibrated with the straight-
ener installed upstream in the same manner as during operation.
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3.4 Attitude of Transducer

Turbine-type flow transducers are usually calibrated on a flow bench
in a horizontal position. In a majority of cases they are installed in
the same attitude. However, when installed in a position other than
horizontal, a difference in axial thrust balance may cause a change in
the calibration factor. For maximum accuracy this effect should be
known to be negligible for the design of transducer being used or the
unit should be calibrated in the attitude in which it will be installed.
For small transducers the angular position of the pick-off should be
similarly considered.

3.5 Minimum Operating Pressure (Absolute)

A minimum operating pressure for any particular flow transducer in-
stallation should be maintained to preclude a change in the calibration
factor due to various types of two-phase phenomena. The minimum
operating pressure is a function of the vapor pressure of the fluid and
the presence of other dissolved gases. The minimum operating pres-
sure must be experimentally determined under actual test conditions
and is defined as the line pressure at ''hich the calibration factor at
125 per cent of the nominal maximum f]ow rate increases 1/2 per
cent over the corresponding calibration factor obtained at the same
flow rate but with a 10 psi higher pressure. The minimum operat-
ing pressure shall be measured four diameters downstream of the
flow transducer.

3.6 Prevention of Overspeeding

A number of conditio:ns may cause the rotor of a turhine-type flow
transducer to turn at a speed higher than its rated value. Whether
such overspeeding causes damage to the transducer depends upon
the degree and duration. Improper selection of the transducer or
excessive flow rate due to failure of some other component of the
system can both cause overspeeding. Depletion of the metered
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liquid in a pressurized feed system will usually cause ruinous over-
speeding as the gas passes through the turbine-type flow transducer.
Perhaps the most frequent cause of severe overspeeding of a liquid
turbine-type flow transducer is gas in the line. Gas may be intro-
duced during assembly of the system or may result from a change of
state of the metered liquid under certain conditions of temperature
and pressure. Overspeeding can be prevented by care in design and
operation of the system. Careful assessment of the applicability of
the above possible causes of overspeed to a given system is the first
step. Proper location of the transducer with respect to valves can
minimize risk. Finally, provision and u-e of a means for limiting
flow or bleeding gas from a liquid system is c. sential. Different
types of overspeed protection devices arc available for specific ap-
plication. including mechanical and electromagnetic brakes.

3.7 Filtration

For proper transducer operation the measured fluid should not con-
tain solid particles having a maximum dimension more than half the
clearance between rotor blade tip and bore of the housing. The ser-
vice life of the transduc~er will be extended by filtering the measured
fluid.

As a guide, the following U. S. standard sieve mesh sizes are recom-
mended:

Transducer 'Mesh Particle
Size Size Size

3/8-inch 170 88 microns
1/2-inch 120 125 microns
3/4-inch 45 350 microns

I-inch 45 350 microns
1-1/2-inch and up 18 1000 microns
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3.8 Flow Direction

When installing a turbine-type flow transducer in a system, observe
the flow direction arrow, or wording, marked on the transducer, re-
garding inlet and outlet ends.

3.9 Electrical Installation

3.9.1 A two-conductor or three-conductor shielded cable should
be used for the electrical output. Wire size should be based
on allowable signal attentuation. Avoid installation in a con-
duit containing power cables. (See Section 5.2. 1)

3.9.2 The positive lead of the cable is connected to the "A" pin
of the transducer connector.

3.9.3 For grounded piping, cable shield is to be ungrounded at
the transducer end. It should be grounded at the instru-
ment end only.

4. CHECKOUT

4. 1 System Check

The type of checkout procedure will depend largely upon the flow
transducer application. In some inatances it may be possible and
most expedient to establish test flow to functionally check the com-
plete measuring eystem, with no serious consequences if proper
operation is not obtained on first attempt. In other instances it
may be of paramount importance that propcr operation is obtained
each and every time test flow is established, so that one or more
of the following pre-test checks may be justified.
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4.2 Rotor Spin Check

The most comprehensive check that may be made of a turbine-type
flow transducer, associated circuitry and readout equipment, short
of actually establishing flow, is to spin the rotor by tangential im-
pingement of a jet of fluid. When such a check is desired, a pres-
sure connection for this purpose must be provided on the housing.
Any fluid that will not contaminate the system may be used. Ex-
treine care must be exercised in making a spin check to avoid
over-speeding. Even if excessive speeds are avoided, bearing lu-
brication may be inadequate so that prolonged chccks should be
avoided.

4.3 Induced Signal Check

The pick-off, associated circuitry and readout equipment of a self-
generating flow transducer may be checked by an induced signal. A
small coil, connected to an A. C. power source, is held in the prox-
imity of the pick-off so as to effect an energy transfer. This func-
tionally checks the circuit without breaking any connections and can
be used to facilitate proper attentuation adjustment.

4.4 Applied Signal Check

The associated circuitry and readout equipment of a self-generating
flow transducer may also be checked by applying the signal directly.
Provision is made for connecting an oscillator in parallel with the
pick-off to accomplish a check similar to that of Para. 4.3. Note,
however, that the pick-off is not checked by this method. Care must
be exercised to make sure that circuit characteristics are not altered
or continuity disturbed by connection and disconnection of the oscil-
lator.
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4.5 Component Check

If any of the above checks indicate some malfunction, the circuit
should be separated into two parts for additional checks.

4.5.1 Pick-Off Check

The resistance of the pick-off and resistance to ground
should conform to the manufacturer's values plus allow-
ance for any additional lead that may be included.

4.5.2 Readout Equipment Check

The readout equipmetnt and associated circuitry should be
checked by applying an oscillator signal of approximately
30 my, peak-to-peak, at a frequency corresponding to that
of the transducer at minimum linear flow.

5. DATA ACQUISITION

"Data acquisition" as used herein includes any treatment of the transducer
output signal necessary for converting it into a form convenient for inter-
pretation.

The data signal is transferred and converted in the following general man-
ner. The electrical output from the flow transducer is sent to the signal
conditioning equipment by means of a signal transmission system. After
the signal has been properly conditioned, it is sent to a data presentation
system, which consists of a monitor display or recording system. The
display and recording can be a combination of analog and digital readouts.

The various recording systems shown below are meant only as a guide
since there are many possible variations and combinations.
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5. 1 Signal Transmission

The common methods of transmitting electrical signals generated
by the flow transducer to the signal coaiditioning equipmenit are as
follows:

Most common

Single - Ended Inpii%
B High Impedance;

C Voltage Sensiing

Signal Conditioni-i, Input

Used when noise is a very set ious problem.

11 B, Differential -Input;

C. Nois-Pickup-Gancellatio 1

Signal Conditioning Input
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U~sed for ungrounded transducer.

B Single -Ended- Input;

Low -Impedance;
Cur rent- Measuring.

Used when high accuracy is the most iimportant cowi: ido ration.

B ~' Single -Ended-Input;

Curen -Measung.
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5. 2 Signal Conditioning

In addition to the basic operations of amplification or attenuation,
certain signal conditioning may be done to obtain data in a different
form.

5. 2. 1 A rate-type signal conditioner counts, for repetitive short
tinie intervals, the number of cycles of transducer signal
produced in each of those time intervals. By the choice of
a suitable time interval, desired units of volumetric flow
rate may be indicated. Flow rate may be indicated even in
gravimetric units if specific weight is constant.

5.2. 2 A "totalization-type" signal conditioner is the process of
accumulating the number of cycles proportional to the total
volumetric flew which has passed through the transducer
during any preselected time interval.

5.2.3 An integration-type signal conditioner provides a dc volt-
age level proportional to the signal frequency.

5.2.4 A "scaling-type" signal conditioner multiplies or divides
the transducer output frequency by some selected factor.
It ib generally used tu facilit-tte presentatiun and reduc-
tion of data.

5.3 Data Presentation

5. 3. 1 Monitor Display

Display is divided into two general categories. digital and
analog. Both rate and totalization data are easily displayed
digitally, while rate can also be displayed in analog form.
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5.3.2 Recorded Data

To obtain a permanent record of the data, it is usually re-
corded by means of an electric typewriter, counter printer,
graphic recorder, oscillograph or magnetic tape system.
There are numerous combinations of recording systems,
the detailed discussion of which would be beyond the scope
of this Recommended Practice.

5.4 Supplemental Data

In many applications, the measurement of one or more additional
variables may be necessary for complete interpretation of the flow
data. Such supplemental data are generally limited to the following:

5.4.1 Temperature

Temperature of the measured fluid often has an effect on
the performance of a turbine-type flow transducer. Any
one or more of the following effects may produce errors
and must be considered. There is a mechanical effect
caused 1,y thermal expansion or contraction of the trans-
ducer housing and rotor when the operating temperature
naterialli differs from calibration temperature. (See
Paragraph 6. 1. 1) An elevated or depressed operating
temperature changes the physical propcrties of the fluid
being measured, specifically, its vapor pressure, vis-
cosity and specific weight. (See Paragraphs 3.5, 5.4.2
and 5.4.3)

5.4.2 Viscosity

Kinematic viscvoity measurement is desirabie when operat-
ing over a wide temperature rangc or near the low end of
the transducer's flow range, and when high accuracy is
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important. Fluid viscosity is usually determined indirectly
by measuring the fluid temperature at a point four diameters
downstream of the flow transducer. The measured tempera-
ture information is used to obtain the fluid's viscosity from
known temperature vs viscosity data for the particular fluid
being measured. Available data on the viscosity-temperature
relationship of the fluid being measured may be supplemented
by analysis of samples from the actual batch to determine the
viscosity at operating temperature. Alternatively, a viscosi-
meter can be used for direct measurement.

5.4.3 Specific Weight

It is necessary to know the specific weight of the fluid at the
flow transducer when gravimetric flow data are desired.
This may be determined from a temperature measurement
in the same manner as is described for viscosity. Alter-
natively, a densitometer may be used. In some systems
the densitometer is arranged to compensate automatically
the volumetric flow measurement - that flow rate and flow
totalization are presented in gravimetric units. This ap-
proach often entails some loss of accuracy.

5.4.4 Pressure

Where compressibility is an important factor, fluid pres-
sure is measured. The pressure should be measured four
diameters downstream of the flow transducer (see Para-
graph 3.5).

6. DATA INTERPRETATION

This section deals only with the analytical factors which affect the flow data
acquired. It is presumed that factors such as two-phase flow, pulsation
and electrical interference have been minimized to a degree consistent with
the accuracy desired.
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6. 1 Volumetric Flow Measurement

Regardless of whether the signal conditioning equipment provides
a measurement of flow rate or total flow, the readings must be
divided by the calibration factor, "K" (defined in paragraph 3. 5
of RP31. 1), to obtain volumetric data. As noted in that paragraph.
the factor is a function of several independent variables for which
corrections may be applied according to au .uracy requirements.
For totalization, a mean 'ffective calibration factor must be deter-
mined based on representative values of these variables. If the
signal conditioning equipment introduces a scaling factor, it must
also be applied to the data at this time. The flow through a turbine-
type flow transducer is torsionally deflected by the rotor due to
bearing friction and signal generation torque.- In a properly func-
tioning transducer this effect is small and is incorporated in the
calibration factor. The magnitude of the effect, however, varies
inversely with the specific weight of thc flowing fluid, and size of
transducer. Consecquently, if the .'pL, Ji. w.-ight .,f th,, operating
fluid differs from that of the calibrating fluid, an error is intro-
duced. Even a change in specific weight, due to temperature or
pressure variation, affects the fac tor. Becaus, the rnagnitud, of
this error is rvIat:.d t > tha transducer design, ni ge tieralized c )r-
rection -an be gox. n. Furinahtly, L[ .. error i, .mall. but even so

it is desirable to calibrate ,vith a fi Jd of apprximat.ly the -,tme
specific weight as the operating fluid, an at the sam- temperature
and pressure in the case of a gas or compres.ible liquid.

Corrections, if applied at all, are usually for one or more of the
following:

6. 1. 1 Temperature

Transducer temperature is usually assUMned to be that of
the flowing fluid. When operating temperature differs
from that noted during calibration, an error is introduced
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due to dimensional changes of the housing and rotor. A
correction besed on Lhe thermal coefficient of expansion

may be approximated as follows:
K c

1 + 3 (To-Tc)

Note that K U decreases as operating temperature increases
and that the correction applies only when housing and rotor
have the same thermal coefficient.

6. 1,2 Flowrate

The calibration factor "K" is usually expressed as a con-
stant. When a range of flow rates is to be covered, error
can usually be reduced by expressing the factor as a linear
function of flowrate* either with or without temperature cor-
rection. In some cases a non-linear e-pression of calibra-
tion factor may be justified.

6. 1.3 Viscosity

If viscosity of the operating fluid differs from that uf the
calibrating fluid, or if it varies during operation due to
temperature change, it may be necessary to obtain cali-
bration data at more than one viscosity. These data are
best utilized as a single relationship of K factor vs Rey-
nolds Number if transducer characteristics enable such
a presentation. For simplification, the quantity f/ (out-
put signal divided by Kinematic viscosity) which is approxi-
mately proportional to Reynolds Number, may be used in-
stead. If transducer characteristics are such that a single
relationship is not obtained the data must be utilized as a
family of constant viscosity relationships of K factor vs
flow rate. '" In either case these relationships may be ex-
pressed as linear or non-linear functions.

*Either flowrate or frequency (of output signal) can be plotted, as
they are essentially proportional one to the other.
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6.2 Gravimetric Flow Measurement

When flow data obtained with a turbine-type transducer are desired
in gravimetric units, the volumetric rate or total flow must be mul-
tiplied by the specific weight of the metered fluid at operating condi-
tions. See paragraph 5.4.3.
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I. Purpose

This Recommended Practice has been prepared to serve as a guide in
the accurate calibration of turbine-type flow transducers for non-

cryogenic liquid servicc.

Z. scope

This Recommended Practice covers the techniques involved in the
calibration of volumetric turbine-type flow transducers as described
in RP31. 1.

3. Calibration Methods

Methods suitable tor the calibration of turbine-type flow transducers
may be classified as:

a) Direct Gravirnetric

b) Indirect Gravimetric
c) Volumetric

Each of these methods has advantages and disadvantages depending upon
the liquid being mnetered and the type of operation. The gravimetric

methods require that the specific weight of the liquid be determined ac-
curately to provide a basis for converting weight to volume, and, the
effect of the buoyancy of the air must also be considered. The volu-

metric method is advantageous where specific weight determinations
are difficult to perform, and is more direct in that conversions from
weight to volume arc not required.

The calibrator may be either of the open-type for use with low vapor
pressure liquids only, or of the closed-type in which a pressure greater

than atmospheric is maintained to prevent liquid loss from the rneasur-
ing vessel by evaporation. The calibration methods are further classi-

fied as Static or Dynamic.
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3. 1 Static Method

In this method, weighing or measurement of volume occurs urdy while
the liquid is not flowing into or out of the measurement vessel. This
method is capable of high accuracy under properly controlled condi-
tions and is conveniently traceable to the National Standards through
static chccks with reference units of weight or volume.

3.2 Dynamic Method

In this method, the measurement of volume or weight occurs while the
liquid is flowing into or out of the measuring vessel. Although more

suitable for many applications, it may involve dynamic errors which
cannot be detected through static checks with reference units of mass
of volume. Therefore, it is important that each new dynamic calibra-
tor of a different type or size be checked carefully to prove that sig-
nificant dynamic errors do not exist.

4. Calibration Procedures

Two procedures for conducting a turbine-type flow transducer are the
running start-and-stop and the standing start-and-stop. The procedure
which more closely duplicates the type of service anticipated in the ap-
plication of the transducer shuuld be selected whenever possible.

4. 1 Running Start-and-Stop

The running start-and-stop requires that a reasonably constant flow rate
be maintained through the transducer prior to, during, and immediately
after the collection of the liquid in the measurement vessel. This dupli-
cates the type of service encountered when the transducer is used for
the measurement of flow rate or for totalization of large throughputs of
long time-interval duration.
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4.2 Standing Start-and-Stop

The standing start-and-stop more closely duplicates applications involv-
ing totalization of small throughputs of a short time-interval duration.
This procedure requires that a "no-flow" condition exist at the trans-
ducer prior to the beginning and at the end of the calibration run.

5. General Precautions

General precautions wvhich should be considered in the design of a cali-
bration system for turbine-type flow transducers include the following:

5. 1 System Piping

The piping between the transducer and the measurement vessel should
be short, of small volume compared to the volume collected during the
calibration interval, and especially designed for the convenient elimi-
nation of all air and vapor. It should be so constructed to assure that
all of the liquid and only that liquid passing through the transducer is
collected in the measurement vessel during the calibration interval.

5. Z Throttling or Flow Control

Throttling or flow control valves should be located downstream of the
transducer to reduce the possibility of two phase flow occurring within
the transducer under test. When this is not practical, a back-pressure
regulator or similar device should be installed downstream to maintain
the required back pressure.

5.3 Leak Indicators

Positive methods, visual if possible, should be provided to assure that
no leakage occurs through the emptying mechanism of the measurement
vessel during the calibration interval.
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5.4 Measurement Vessel Capacity

The capacity of the measurement vessel should be not less than the vol-
ume delivered in one minute by the transducer operating aL its maximum
flow rate. Use of considerably smaller capacities may involve an appre-
ciable sacrifice in the accuracy of the calibration procedure.

6. Calibration Systems

6. 1 Direct Gravimetric, Open, Static, Calibrator

This system as shown in Figure I is applicable to the running start-and-
stop procedure of calibration and can be used only with liquids of low
vapor pressure. It utilizes a diverter to direct the flow as desired to

storage or to the measurement vessel (weigh tank) without disturbing
the rate of flow. The diverter actuates the electronic counter at the
midpoint of its traverse, diverts the flow quickly, and has approxi-
mately equal traversing speeds in each direction.

Prior to a calibration run, the diverter is positioned for return to stor-
age, the flow rate adjusted to the desired value, the dump valve closed
and the tare weight of the weigl- tank determined. The diverter is then
operated to divert the liquid into the weigh tank, automatically starting
the counter. After collection of the appropriate amount of liquid, the
diverter is repositioned to return to storage, automatically stopping the
counter. The total cycles accumulated and the liquid temperature at
the transducer are recorded, gross weight measured and net weight
determined. The volume of liquid corresponding to this net weight is
calculated from the specific weight of the li uid at the temperature of
the liquid passed through the transducer during the run. Considerations
are included for the effect of air buoyancy.

The modification of this system as shown in Figure 2 is applicable to
the standing start-and-stop procedure of calibration. In this method,
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the diverter is replaced by an on-off valve located near the end of the
line discharging into Lhe weigh tank. Prior to a standing start-and-
stop calibration, the on-off valve is opened and the flow rate adjusted
by means of other valves to the desired value. The on-off and dunp
valves are then closed, the tare weight measured, and the counter re-
set to zero. The on-off val\e is opened and the counter automatically
totalizes cycles from the transducer without external actuation. When
an appropriate amount of liquid has been collected, the on-off valve is
closed, liquid flow stops, and readings of gross weight and total cycles
are obtained.

6.1 Direct Gravimetric, Open, Dynamic. Calibrator

This method it used only for the running start-and-stop procedure of
calibration. The electronic counter is actuated by the counterpoise
beam of the weigh-scale. The principal components of a dynamic cali.-
brator are shown in Figure 3.

Dynamic factors which may influence the accuracy of calibration by
this method may include: change in inertia of the weigh system with
the resu.tant change in time required to accelerate the counterpoise
beam past the counter actuation point; the change in impact force of
the ialling liquid between the initial and final weigh points; the collec-
tion of an extra amount of liquid from the falling column by the rising
level in the weigh-tank; and surging of the liquid in the weigh-tank at
the instant the weighing is performed.

Prior to a calibration by this procedure, the weigh-tank dump valve is
opened, the flow rate adjusted to the desired value, the counter reset
to zero, and an appropriate counterpoise tare-weight selected. This
weight should be sufficiently large to prevent the counterpoise beam
from rising until forces resulting from the closing of the dump valve
have subsided and significant drip-off from the dump valve has ceased.
Generally, the tare time should be of 10 or more seconds in duration,
but shorter intervals are sometimes adequate when operating near the
maximum capacity of the system.
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The counter is triggered when the weight of liquid in the weigh-tank in-
creases to the point where it balances the counterpoise tare weight. An
additional weight, equivalent to the preselected number of pounds of

calibrating liquid, is then added to the pan depressing the counterpoise
beam. When the mass of liquid in the weigh-tank balances this weight.
the counter is automatically stopped. Data recorded for the run include
total cycles, net weight of liquid collected, and the tesaperatur,, of the
liquid at the transducer.

6.3 Direct Gravimetric. Closed, Calibratir

This calibrator provides a method of maintaining sufficient bach pres-
sure in the weigh-tank to prevent significant evaporation of high vapor
pressure liquids during the calibration interval. As a dynamic cali-
brator, it is used with the running start-and-stop procedure. The

standing start-and-stop procedure can be u.-ed when it is operated as
a static calibrator.

The schematic diagram, Figure 4, shows liquid flow out of the weigh
tank through the transducer during the calibration run. The pressur-
izing gas provides the necessary pressure level to prevent evaporation
and to cause the liquid to flow through ihe svst, in. Tht method i5.

equally suitable for applications in which flow intn the weigh-lank is
desired during the calibration run. li, this case. the test section of
flow straightener, transducer, and flow control is reversed from that
illustrated.

The procedures followed and data recorded in conducting a calibration
run with this calibrator are similar to those previously described for
the open-type gravimetric calibrators. However, in this closed sys-
tein, the weight of pressurizing gas enl,-ring or leaving the weigh-tank
during a calibration rim is significant. "Fihs. ad'qliate supple..entary
instrumentation must be supplied to determine accurately the weight of
pressurizing gas transferred to or from the weigh-tank during the run.
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6.4 Indirect Gravimetric, Open, Calibrator

This method is used only for the running start-and-stop procedure of
calibration. The principal component of the system, Figure 5, is a
vertical standpipe whose height is very large compared to its diam-

eter. The large L/D ratio is necessary to minimize the surface area
at which e, aporation may occur and to produce measurable changes in
pressure at the bottom of the standpipe as the liqtid level rises. In-
cremental increases in pressure are measured by means of a mercury
manometer equipped with eletri,,i contacts or by any other suitable
pressure measuring instrument which can be set to start and stop a
counter at preselected pressure increments. The weight of liquid
added to the itandpipe is then the product of the standpipe cro.-s-section
area and the measured change in pressure, and is indepencent of the
density of the calibrating liquid to the same extent that any ether weigh-

ing procedure is independent of the density of the liquid being weighed.
As in the case of other weighing procedures a correction must be made
for the effect of buoyancy of the atmosphere on the liquid. For a sys-
tem using a single leg mercury manometer as the pressure sensing
instrument, corrections are also made for the weight of liquid enter-
ing the manometer well and the change in elevation of the mercury
level in the well. The basic equation for exact head balance and liquid
weight is as follows:

P1l At )At (At At
W .03 6 1 3 ( -P1 a)Al o Hhg Phg (I + -'L-) - Pa (I + -t)- P

PI - Pa Aw Al AA
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Where. W = weight of liquid discharging from transducer being cali-
brated, which is the sum of that entering the standpipe
and that entering the mercury manometer as mercury
is displaced.

Hhg - Change in elevation of mercury nieniscus; i.e., distance
between contacts used in inches.

Phg = Mercury density at manometer temperature, grams/cc.

Pl = Density of calibrating liquid, gra,ns/cc.

Pa = Density of atmospheric air, which is assumed constant
at .0012 grams/cc.

Al = Cross-section area of standpipe, in square inches.

At = Cross-section area of manometer tube, in square inches.

Aw = Cross-section area of manometer well, in square inches.

The procedures followed and the data recorded are essentially the same
as those for the direct gravimetric calibrators.

Dynamic considerations applicable to this system are: (1) ascertain
that the pressure-measuring device 'as completed its acceleration and
attained a constant veloc:ty before the weigh-time interval is commenced,
(2) oscillations resulting from the natural frequency of the pressure in-
dicator must not exist and, (3) air compression in the standpipe, espec-
ially at high flow rates, can result when restrictions such as flame
arrestors are placed in the vent. It is readily seen that errors indi-
cating higher than actual flow can result when such restrictions exist.
Other important considerations are: Effects of thermal expansion on
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the standpipe cross-sectional area and on the density of the manoumeter
fluid, and incomplete drainage of the standpipe walls before starting the
weigh-time Jeterinination, a particularly significant factor when high
viscosity liquids are used.

6,. 5 Volumetric Calibrators

This mnithod of calibration may be subdivided into the same system,,
types as the gravinetric calibrators. Volumetric calibrators may be
designed as static or dynamic systemns and for open or closed opera-
tion. The liquid level in the measurement vessel nay be determined
continuously by employing a buoyant force technique or incrementally
using liquid level probes.

In using a volumetric calibrator, the true volume passed through the
transducer is that volume registered by the rneasurcnent container
with corrections applied to in-lude allowances for the change in:

a) Measurement contaiiier limenisions with c'hang, iI pressire , C
b) Measurement containier dimnensions with change in te .nperatu c, cmt.
c) Volume of liquid as a result of pressure differences existing be-

tween the transducer and the measurei-,ent container, CIp.

d) Volume of test liquid as a result of temperature differences exist-
ing between the transducer and the measurement container, Clt.

The calibration factor is then computed:

cycles/gallon = Total Count _ Total Count
V (Trans T,P-) VInd. Cmp * CIp . clt

Where: V(Trans T, P) = true volume at transducer temperature and
pressure in gallons.

VInd = volume indicated by the volumetric measuring container.
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7. Component Aceuracy

7. 1 Weights

Scale counterpoise weights for the gravirnetric calibrators shall con-
for form to the tolerances for Class C Commercial Test Weights as stated

in Circular 3 appearing in volume I1, Handbook 77 ol the National Bu-
reau of Standards, the acceptance tolerances (applicable to new or newly
adjust weights) being one-half the tabular tolerances. Calibration of
counterpoise weights shall be by comparison at regular intervals with
laboratory reference standards traceable to the National Burrcau of
Standards.

It is recommended that scale counterpoise weights procured in the fu-
ture for use on lever-type weighing systems of gravimetric calibrators
shall be made of a non-magnetic, free-turning, stainless steel similar
to AISI Type 303, shall be of one piece construction and suitably slotted,
when necessary, to permit centering of the weights about the counter-
poise hanger; they shall not be plated or laquered and the only adjust-
rnent permitted will be by removal of material. Surfaces of the weights,
including those exposed by adjustment operations, shall be smooth and
all corners and edges obviously rounded. Each weight larger than 0. 1
pound shall be engraved with its nominal weight and its counterpoise
value when used in connection with a scale of proper ratio; die-impressed
figures are not acceptable.

7.2 Pressure Sensing Devices

The intervals between electrical contacts in the mercury manometer
type pressure sensing instrument shall be measured by means of a
Shadograph, Cathetometer, or other optical techniques. Consideration
must be given in the application of these techniques to the possibility of
error introduced by image distortion when viewing the contacts through
the glass manometer wall. The measurements shall be made in a
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temperature controlled area, and at the same temperature as that to
which the manometer is normally exposed. Other pressure sensing
devices such as differential pressure transducers shall be calibrated
with precision dead weight testers, the accuracy of which is traceable
to the National Bureau of Standards. Further, they shall be tempera-
ture compensated or temperature controlled,

8. Calibration Liqiuids

8. I The liquid used in performing a calibration should, whenever pussib]e,
be the same as that for which the trans,wer is to be used in .ervie'e,
and the operatiing tnd itions should be dupl icflted.

8.2 A substittite calibrating mecliun, way be employ(d when it is impracti-
cal to use the operating liquid. When this is done, the kinvimatic vis-
cosity and specific gravity of the calibrating liquid should be within 10
per cent of that of the operating liquid. The lubricity of a liquid cannot
be as accurately defined as viscosity and specific gravity, but this
parameter should be conside red when using operating liquid sinulants
and should be matched as closely as pobsible.

8.3 Filtration shall be provided to protect the transducer against damage
and/or malfunction from solid particles or other ,inaterials such as
lint. As shown in RP3 1. 2, the degree of filtration required is a func -
tion of meter size. For general usage on a calibration stand where
various size meters are to be calibrated, a 50 micron or finer filter
shall be employed.

9. Installation Procedure

9. 1 When installing the transducer in the calibration rig, observe the flow
direction arrow, or wording, marked on the transducer regarding i,,-
let and outlet enIs.
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9.2 If flow straighteners or straight sections of pipe are used as an inte-
gral part of the transducer service installation, then the calibration
shall be performed with the same configuration. Under those circum-
stances where the transducer rnust be used immediately downstream
of pipe e&bows or other swirl producing pipe fittings, it is recommended
that the calibration be performed with the same plunbing configuration,
but this technique does not guarantee a good calibration.

9.3 The transducer shall be calibrated in a horizontal position with the
pick-off vertically upward since this is the normal attitude for most
service installations. However, when the service installation is other
than horizontal, a difference in axial thrust balance may cause a change
in the calibration factor. Pick-off orientation may also cause an error
due to the relationship of magnetic drag and gravitational forces in some
types of transducers. For maximum accuracy, these effects should be
known to be negligible for the design of the transducer being used or
the unit should be calibrated in the attitude in which it will be installed.
When a transducer is equipped with two or more pick-offs, the trans-
durer is to be calibrated with all pick-offs installed.

10. Calibration Procedure

10. 1 The meter shall be "run-in" for a period of at least five minutes prior
to calibration to insure good operation of the transducer during calibra-
tion.

10.2 During the run-in period, the rms millivolt output of the pick-off shall
be measured and recorded at the rated minimum and maximum flow
rates. The wave shape of the output signal shall also be observed on
a cathode-ray oscilloscope to check for transducer malfunctions.

10.3 The pressure drop across the transducer shall be measured at maxi-
mum rated flow (Ref. RP31. 1).
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10.4 The operating pressure shall be measured and should be such as to
preclude a change in the calibration factor due to various types of
two-phase phenomena. The pressure shall be hneasured four diam-
eters downstream of the flow transducer (Ref. RP31. 1). The re-
quired back pressure may be determined by specific tests, but in
the absence of exact data it may be set at a pressure equal to the
sum of the vapor pressure of the liquid at the operating temperature
plus three times the measured pressure drop across the transducer.

10.5 The temperature of the calibrating liquid shall be measured with a
thermocouple or other temperature sensor four diameters downstream
of the transducer. If it is necessary to install the temperature sensor
upstream of the transducer, because of installation considerations,
make certain that the sensor does not introduce swirl in the liquid.
In all installations, the sLun_,,r m.-f be imnemrsed to a sufficient depth
to minimize thermal conduction error.

10.6 The total number of pulses (or cycles) accumlated for each calibra-
tion point shall be dictated by the flow measurement accuracy require-
ment. Since the usual electronic counter has an inherent accuracy of
+ I pulse (or cycle), it is apparent that a sufficient number of pulses
(or cycles) should be accumulated to make that error negligible.

10.7 The total count method does not require that flow rate be maintained
absolutely constant when calibrating in the region in which the cali-
bration factor is essentially independent of flow rate. Variations in
flow rate of not more than 4 per cent should not introduce significant
errors. However, in the laminar and transition regions, the calibra-
tion factor is affected significantly by both flow rate and liquid viscosity.
Thus, in calibrating in these regions, flow rate should be maintained
constant to 1 per cent or better or the duration of the calibration run,
as well as the total pulse count, should be measured. These data then
provide means of determining the exact average frequency existing dur-
ing the run.
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10.8 All gravimetric calibration methods require an accurate basis for con-
ve:ting weight to volume. Thus, the specific weight of the liquid in
pounds per gallon at the transducer temperature and pressure should
be determined to an accuracy of 0. 05 per cent or better. Considera-
tions must also be included for the effect of air buoyancy. Suitable in-
struments for the determination of specific gravity include the hydrom-
eter, Westphal balance, and pycnornctcr.

The conversion from s ieii . gravity to specific weight should take into
consideration the effect of temperature on both the liquid and the specific
gravity measuring instrument. This may amount to as much as 0. 5 per
cent per 10*F for the liquid and .01 per cent per 10'F for the instrument
in working with typical hydrocarbons. Applicable tableE to provide for
these corrections are bometimes available, AST'M D- 125 * Petroleum
Measurement Tables for use with liquid hydrocarbons and soft glass
60*F hydrometers are an example.

Specific weight may also be computed directly when specific gravity is
measured ith a 60'F hydromncter at the I ran-,du e r cal ib ralion temn1p -
erature (t) by the relation:

Wuv(t) 8. 3372 (SG i + C) = pounds per gallon in vacuo at temperature, (t).

where: 8. 3372 = weight in pounds of a gallon of water in vacuo at 60'F.

SG i = true specific gravity as indicated by a soft glass 60/60'F
hydrometer at the temperature t *F.

C = 0.000025 (5) SG i 160 - t) = a correction for the expansion9

or contracticn of the hydrometer from the reference
temperature of 60*F. For liquid hydrocarbons having a
specific gravity range 0. 7 to 0. 9 the approximate value,
C 0.0001 per 10°F, is usually accurate.
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Similar cnrrections to compensate for temperature effects on other
specific gravity and density measuring instruments are usually avail-
able from the instrumnent manufacturer. A plot of specific gravity
versus temperature for the calibrating liquid in use is required for
this direct computation method when calibration temperature is not
constant or specific gravity cannot be determined at the exact cali--
bration temperature.

11. Data Handling

1 1. 1 The total number of pulses (or r ycles) accumulated on the counter dur-
ing a test run divided by the number of gallons passed through the trans-

ducer gives the basic calibration in cycles per gallon.

11.2 The i)uinber of calibration points shall not be less than five and should
include the minimum and maximum flow rates as specified by manu-

facturer.

11.3 The number of runs at each calibration point shall be not less than two
and shall be taken with the flow rate increasing and decreasing to deter-
mine the effect of hysteresis on repeatability. Successive runs should

have repeatability within + . 1 per c.nt.

12. Data Presentation

12. 1 Since the turbine type flow tranwd,,er is a volumetric device, the cali-

bration data should be presented in volune units. The standard format

should be a plot or cycles/gallon versus frequency. Cycles/gallons is
designated by the letter "K" (Ref. RP31. 1). For convenience to the
user, it is also correct to present the data in a number of other ways
such as: gallons/cycle, or pounds/cycle. When a transducer is cali-
brated with a number of liquids -with various kinematic viscosities, it

is useful to plot the data as cycles/gallon ("K") versus frequency di-
vided by the viscosity in centistokes. This in essence shows the effect
of Reynolds Number on transducer performance.
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12. 2 The volumetric data are convertible to gravimetric units by the follow-
ing relationship:

lb/hr =f x 3600 x Wuv (Trans T, IP)

K

Where. K =cycleu per gallon at a given frequency

f =cycles per second (mneter output)

Wuv =Weight per unit volume in vacuo of the test liquid at
transducer temperaturc and Pressure.

13. Correlation with NBS

13. 1 It is recommended that flow rate correlation checks shall be made with
the National Bureau of Standards at two-year intervals.

13.2 The correlation checks shall be miade using turbine type transducers of
proven repeatability as transfer standards. The transducers so used
shall be termed "Reference Transducers."

13.3 The liquid used shall be Mil-Spec. 7024 A Type-2 which is the liquid
used in the NBS calibrator.

13.4 A minimum' of five points covering the full range of the transducer shall
be taken in the calibration of the Reference Transducers.

13.5 The number of test runs Pit each calibration point shall be 8 to 10 and the
standard deviation shall be no greater than . 06.

13.6 The Reference Transducer shall be calibrated by the users on a monthly
basis to maintain surveillance of the accuracy of the calibration facility.
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14. Comparison Calibrations

14.1 In-place calibrations of turbine type flow transducers may be performed
when it is impractical to remove them from the operating system or
when it is desirable to determine the effect of pulsation or swirl which
may be present in the system.

14. 2 In-place calibrations are performed using turbine type flow transducers
which shall be termed "Master Transducers,"

14.3 The Master Transducer shall be installed in series with the transducer
to be calibrated and the proper steps taken to reduce pulsation and swirl
at the inlet to the Master Transducer.

14.4 A five-point calibration shall be made covering the rated range of the
transducer. The flow rate points are set by the frequency output of
the Master Transducer and the flow rate is held constant using a fre-
quency meter, electronic counter, or cathode-ray oscilloscope for in-
dication of flow variation. Cycles per gallon shall be used as the basis
for the comparison of indicated flow ,ates as follows:

CPS2
K2= K, CPS, Where: K I = Cycles per gallon of Master

Transducer.
K 2 = Cycles per gallon of transducer

being calibrated.
CPS 1 = Cycles per second of Master

Transducer.
CPS2 = Cycles per second of transducer

being calibrated.

This simple method can be used only if the temperature of the operating
liquid is the same at both meters. If the temperature of the liquid is
different at the two locations, then a correction must be made for the
difference in specific gravity.
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Then K2 = K ,~CPS? SP v Gr2
EP-,x § Gr 1

Where: SP *Gri = Specific Gravity at the Master Transducer

SP eGr 2 = Specific Gravity at transdu'-er being calibrated.
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in the May 1962 meeting of the A.P.I. Committee in Denver, there were

numerous changes made in the draft of January 31, 19,62 PROPOSED 1962

SUPPL.WEENT - API STANDARD 1101 - NCHANXCAL DISPLACEMENT METPR PROVERS.

These changes are for the most part revisions of grammar. The only

changes of any consequence are those which pertain to Section 7 - The

Water Draw Method of Calibration. Discussion of this method may be found

on page 30 and Appendix E.

It was agreed that for water draw pressures of 75 pounds and higher, the

water compressibility correction factor would be 0.0000032. For water

pressure of 25 pounds to 75 pounds the correction factor would be

0.0000042 and for water pressure up to 25 pounds the factor would be

0.0000055.

It was further agreed that the formula to be used to account for changes

in volume of a prover due to internal pressure would be
Pressure x Prover Diameter

- 23.2 x 10 x Prover Wall Thickness

J. Charles Halpine

A.P.I. Committeeman
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the preparation of the 1960 revision to API Standard 1101,

general developments were being made in the techniques of proving meters

by Mechanical Displacement provers. These developments are now sufficiently

advanced to warrant standardization and are covered in this supplement.

Improvement in the techniques of meter proving has progressed to the

extent that mechanical displacement provers reduce the expense and diffi-

culty of proving large capacity meters and makes more practical the appli-

cation of these meters in large pipe line, tanker and barge metering

operations. Yet these techniques apply equally well to smaller size

meters, as for instance those being u ned in LACT operations.

The 1960 Revisinn of API Standard 1101 includes a brief descriptiun

of some of the "Mechanical Displacement" provers in paragraphs 2026 and

2027. It is in this field that most of the new developments have occurred

and with which this Supplement is chiefly concerned. Mechanical displace-

ment provers have been developed for pipe line use which utilize a cali-

brated portion of the pipe line itself as the prover. Auxiliary sections

of piping, constructed specifically as prover sections, are also widely

used and these may be straight: sections of piping of "folded" and laid in

the form of a loop. Both portable and stationary provers may be constructed

on these principles. Some provers are so arranged that liquid can be dis-

placed in either direction, viz., the reciprocating or bidirectional types.

The chief advantage of most of these mechanical displacement type

provers is that during proving, the flow of liquid through a meter being
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proved is not interrupted. This permits the meter to be proved on a con-

tinuous flow without starting or stopping the mete:'.

When a meter is being proved while it is running under normal operat-

Ing conditions, such as is possible with mechanical displacement provers,

the volume required to be displaced from the prover by the displacing device

is depend.-nt upon (I) the resolution with which the meter register can be

read and (2) the resolution with whieh the position of the displacing device

can be located at the extremities of the prover section. The application

of high rate pulse generators on the meters and precision displacer detectors

in the prover section, combined with the elimination of errors arising from

the start-stop method, have enabled the use of considerably smaller provers

than previously described in API Standard 1101, paragraphs 202b, 3034 .ind

3035.

-2-
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II. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS

The continuous flow technique of meter proving is accomplished by

several types of mechanical devices, all of which are relatively simple

and commercially available. Each type, however, is dependent upon a common

basic principle of operation; accurately and repetitively displacing a

precalibrated and known volume of liquid from a cylindrical container with

a mechanical sealing displacing device driven through the container by

fluid energy from the stream being metered. Simultaneously, the corres-

ponding metered volume is Indicated. A ratio is determined between the

known volume displaced and the meter registration to determine the meter

factor.

A meter being proved on a continuous flow basis must be equipped at

the time of proof with two registers. The first may be either the mechan-

ical or electronic, driven by the mdter continuously and is the meter's

totalizing register. The second may be of the electronic pulse counting,

although not restricted to this type, and is gated on and off by the passage

of the displacing device across detectors at the extremities of the prover

section; and ia employed as the proving register.

In order to reduce the physical dimensions of these provers to a con-

venient and economic size, a high resolution of the meter's proving regis-

ter and detector device is necessary. High register resolution may be

accomplished by attaching a pulse generating device to the meter to provide

a high number of pulses relative to the rotation of the meter. These pulses

are counted by a proving register. High resolution of the detectors can

reduce the length of the prover.

_-3-
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When proving by mechanical displacement provers only those pulses

received during the proving rim must be counted and the limits of the

prover volume must be defined by detecting or sensing devices which are

actniated by the displacer. These detectors are utilized to &tart and stop

the proving counter at the limits of the displaced volume so that pulses

created by the meter during the proving run only are counted. Such detec-

tors must have the ability to detect and 3ignal the location of the dis-

placer with a resolution comparable to that of the pulse generating and

counting system,

There are two basic methods or designs of the continuuus flow,

mechanical prover, namely, unidirectional and bidirectional. As their

names imply, the unidirectional prover allows the displacer to travel in

only one direction through the proving section, while the bidirectional

type allows the displacer to move in either direction, for it incorporates

a means of reversing the f'iow through the prover section.

Both unidirectional and bidirectional provers may be constructed so

that the full flow stream of the meter or meter battery being proved may

pass through the prover. Mechanical displacement provers can be manually

or automatically operated.

The following describes details to each type of prover.

UNIDIRECTIONAL PROVERS

Unidirectional provers nay be divided into two categories; (1) the

non-return in-line type, commonly referred to as the "measured mile" and

(2) the return or circulating type often called the "endless loop."

(1) Non-Return Unidirectional Prover

This type prover is an in-line prover which utilies a

section of a pipe line as the prover section and is

-4-
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described in API Standard 1101, Paragraphs 3034 anti 3035. g 5

The system is usually most condusive to the proving of' a

battery of meters operating on a co non stream and the

entire metered stream flows continu+,'sly through the in-

line prover. Detectors are placed at selected points

which define the calibrated volume of the prover section.

This volume is usually determined by the master meter

method described in Section VII. A displacer launching de-

vice is placed up-stream of the prover section, and receiv-

ing facilities are installed at some point downstream of the

prover section. Often conventional scraper traps already

installed may be used. To make A proving run, a displacer

(scraper piston, or spheroid) launched upstream is allowed

to displace the prover volume and then receired downstream.

(2) Return Unidirectional ("Endless Loop")

The calibrated continuous rover loop technique Is a varia-

tion of the in-line proving described in the abovc paragraph

and is shown in Figures 4 and 5. This type prover involves

the passage of circulation of the displacer, usually a

spheroid, around a prover section consisting of a closed

loop of pipe in which a central control interchange unit

(special ball type valve modified to handle spheroid Figure

4) acts as a common launching and receiving device. In the

"endless loop" technique, the piping is arranged so that the

downstream end of a loop of pipe crosses over the up-stream

end of the looped section. The central interchange also

-5-.
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sometimes employs two valves which permits the displacer to be

launched through the prover without the necessity of removing

the displacer from the provinig system and reinserting it at

the upstream end of the prover. Such continuous or "end less"

calibrated prover loops may be manually operated or may be

power operated and automated to enable the proof of a meter by

actuation of a push button. The metered stream is usally

permitted to run through the loop section of pipe in a normal

operation and consequently need not be isolated from the

carrier line unless desired. This enables the movement of

a multiplicity of liquids through the prover section affording

a self flushing action and minimizing intermixing between

different liquids.

BIDIRECTIONAL PROVERS

These provers may be divided into two categories; (1) "Running Start-

Stop," (Figures 1, 2, and 3), and (2) "'Standing Start-Stopu (API Standard

1101, Paragraph 3033 and Figures 21 and 22.

(1) Bidirectioral "Running Start-Stop"

These are of the type which consist of a prover section in

which the displacer travels back and forth. Suitable

manifolding and valves either manually or automatically

operated enables the reversal of the flow through the

prover. The prover section is often a straight piece of

pipe, and normally employs a cylindrical displacer, or it

may be contoured or folded. The straight or the folded
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type can be designed in such a way as to fit into limited

space or enable its portability. A spheroid is normally

used in the $'folded" or 11contoured, type. The direction of

flow through the prover section, and consequently the direc-

tion of movement of the displacer, is alternated by manipu-

lation of the prover's manifold or directing valves. At

the end of each stroke, the liquid by-passes the displacer

until the valves are reversed. A meter proof run usually

consists of a round trip of the displacer for greatest

accuracy and consequently the volume displaced from this

type prover is expressed as the awn of the displaced volume

in two directions.

(2) Bidirectional, "Standing Start-Stop"

This type prover is built in relatively small sizes for

relatively small flow rates and is particularly condusive

to proving meters which make intermittent deliveries of

high vapor pressure liquids, such as LP Gas. Because this

type prover does not have the advantage of allowing the

meter to be proved on the "Running Start-Stop" basis its

volume must conform to volume specification described in

Standard 1101 for such type provers. The prover requires

no special high speed read-out equipment on the meter for

resolution, for the meter is operated and read in much the

same manner as with a conventional prover tank. After re-

cording the opening meter reading, and with the displacer

against the stop at one end of the calibrated section, the

-7-
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valve or valves are operated to reverse the stream through

the prover. The prover vol,-.e used is that displaced by

one stroke of the piston in either direction and a round

trip is not necessary for a proof run. Meters proved by

this type prover should be equipped with a totalizing

register having a least reading compatible with the dis-

placed volume.

---
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III - EQUIPMENT FOR HECHANICAL PROVERS

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS COMMON TO ALL MECHANICAL PROVERS

The rAterials selected for a prover should conform with the applicable

codes for the pressure rating and area designation of the system at the

point at which the prover is to be located. Proper corrosion allowances

and the usual design considerations for pressure piping should be made.

Suggested minimimn nutterial standards for any system are Grade B, carbon

steel pipe and fittings, and Grade 13 A181 carbon steel flanges. Pipe

should be selected for roundness, smoothness, and only the best lengths

employed.

In the fabrication of provers, care must be exercised to assure pro-

per alignment and concentricity of pipe joints and this should be made as

neat as practicable. All welding should be in accordance with applicable

codes. Care should be taken to prevent burn through, icicles, high-lows

and the like when applying the stringer bead in prover section welds.

For the lower ASA ratings it is often advantageous to butt the ends of

pipe and welding fittings together to reduce burn-through. Should flanged

joints be required, dowel pins for precise alignment of the joints should

be employed and gasket concentricity should be assure.

Internal coating of the prover section with a suitable coating

material which will provide a hard, smooth, long :Lasting finish will

reduce corrosion and prolong the life of the displacer and prover. It

appears that internal coatings are most useful when the prover is used with

liquids having little or no lubricity, such as aviation and motor gaso-

lines, LPG, etc. Generally, the more impervious the elastomer is to

petroleum liquids, the more desirable internal coating becomes. The

-9-
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impervious elastomers generally have the least wear resistanCe. However,

excellent results and satisfactory longevity of the elastomer have been

experienced by using common mill finished pipe without coating.

Insulation of provers, when installed above ground may contribute

to better temperature stabilization. Proper temperature stabilization

of the proving system is normally accomplished by the continuous circula-

tion of liquid through the prover section.

It is recomended that industrial thermometers having a suitable

range be used, graduated in single degrees or less and accurate to

1 degree F. or better. They shall be Installed at the meter and at the

fprover inlet. (A.P.I. Standard 2500)

Pressure gauges are required in closed Prover Systems. These gauges

shall be reliable and of suitable range, calibrated to an accuracy of 1%

of full-scale reading. (Refer to Par. #2018 in A.P.I. Code #1101.)

EQUIPNENT C01M4ON TO ALL DISP.ACDENT PROVERS

Displacin, Devices

One type of displacing device commonly used in mechanical provers is

the elastomer spheroid which is hydrostatically filled with water or

glycol-and-water under pressure, and expanded so that its minimum diameter

is slightly larger than the inside diameter of the prover section. Expan-

sion to between one and two per cent greater than pipe I.D. is considered

satisfactory for the operating diameter of the spheroid. This allows it

to act as a squeegee and leave only a minute consistent film on the %ell

of the prover section. Care must be exercised to assure that no air re-

rains inside the spheroid during its expansion. The elastomer must be

impervious to the operating liquids.

-10-
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A second type of displacing devict is the cylindrical mechanical pis-

ton with cups. It is made so that standard pipe line scraper cups can be

fastened to each end in such a way that the lip of the cup is facing away

from the piston. This forces tho lip of the cup out agains the Inside wall

of the pipe when a pressure differential is exerted across the cup. This

allows the cups to act also as a squeegee and leave only a minute consistent

film on the wall of the prover.

A third type of displacing device, somewhat similar in nature to the

cylindrical piston, is the "dumbbell scraper". This usually consists of a

solid steel shaft, of appropriate length with respect to the pipe diameter,

to each end of which is attached one or mare elastomer pipe line scraper

discs or cups. SteeL back-up plates may be used on each side of the discs

for rigidity. The discs are normally considerably larger in diameter than

the inside diameter of the pipe and hence fit the wall of the pipe tightly

to effect the squeegee action.

Other displacers will be acceptable if they give the same reproducibility

and accuracy as the three types described above.

Valves

All valves used in mechanical prover systemsi must be bubble tight on

low differential pressure tests. It is highly advisable to provide a

method for checking valve leakage in the system design. Full positioning

of flow reversing valves in bidirectional provers must be completed before

the displacer actuates the first detector to assure that liquid does not

by-pass the prover while the displacer is making its trip between detectors.

Detection Devices and Switches

For any given direction of the displacer, detection devices and

-11-
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switches must detect the position of the displacer at the same point within

close tolerance eacNi time it passes the detector. They must initiate a

signal to properly start or stop the proving register. They must be actuated

only by the passage of the displacer. Displacers composed entirely of an

elastomer normally employ or require detectors of the mechanically actuated

switch type. For displacers composed of both magnetic and elastomer ma-

terials, detectors may be of the mechanical, electronic proximity, or

induction pickup types. The tolerance to which the detectors in a prover

section can signal the position of the displacer is one of the governing

factors in determining the length of the prover section.

Meter Pulse Generators

A meter should be equipped with a pulsing device which will generate

electrical pulses of satisfactory characteristics for the type of proving

register employed. It should generate a sufficient number of pulses per

unit volume to provide the required resolution. For positive displacement

meters, these units ray consist of a gear increaser mounted on, and driven

by, the meter. On the output shaft of the gear increaser is mounted some

type of pulse generating device. There are several types of pulse gener-

ating devices which may be used.

1. The reluctance type meter pulse generator uses a reluctance coil

which is mounted a fixed distance from the teeth, grooves or blades of a

rotating wheel. As this wheel is rotated by the meter, the passage of the

teeth, grooves or blades in close proximity to the reluctance pickup coil

produces electrical pulsels, of an amplitude proportional to meter speed.

These pulses are transmitted to the proving counter. These devices have

a minimum speed at which they should be operated. Below this minimum speed

-12-
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they will not generate pulses of sufficient amplitude to be counted by the

electronic counter. Many turbine type meters employ pulse generators oper-

ating on this principle. The reluctance coils are wound on a pernitaient

magnet core. The teeth, grooves or blades of the rotating wheel or 'otor

must be constructed of a magnetic-iiy-permeable metal. This method is

described as "variable reluctance".

2. The inductance type meter pulse generator is similar to the re-

luctance type, except that inductance coils are wound on a core of mag-

netically-permeable oetal. The rotating wheel or rotor either has a magnet

in the hub or magnets in the blade tips or wheel tips.

3. The photoelectric type meter pulse generator uses a photoelectric

cell and fixed light source between which is interposed a marked, toothed

or perforaitcd rotating wheel or disc driven by the meter. The markings,

teeth or perforations on the wheel are concentric with the center of the

rotting wheel and arranged s" that rotation of the wheel causes interrup-

tions in the light hb.am to the cell . Manufacturers supply each devices with

various numbers of teeth or perforations on the rotating wheel to give the

desired number of irttrruptions per revolution. These interruptions of the

light to the photocell produce short duration pulses of equal amplitude

regardless of speed of rotation. These pulses are transmitted to the elec-

tronic counter.

Other types of pulse generators may be considered acceptable if they

operate with satisfactory reproducibility and accuracy.

Excessive or variable torque load on the cutput shaft of a meter can

effect the meters performance. Any pulse generating device, if permanently

installed on a meter, ihould create an absolute minimtui torque load on the

-13-
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output shift. Any pulse generating device intended for installation on a

meter only during its proof shall be suffieiertly torque free to produce

the same meter factor with and without the pulse generator being installed.

Uniformity of rotation of the pulse generating device with respect to

flow rate, is mandatory. Since the pulse generating device usually delivers

a relatively large number of pulses per revolution, the angular travel of

the pulse generating wheel for one pulse is extremely small. For this

reason, extreme care must be exercised in the design of pulse generator

driving systems to prevent a loping, jumping or erratic action of this

wheel. Wear on gear, back lash in gears, torsion in drive shafting of

mechanical ,accumulating systems mnd other mechanical faults must be elimi-

naed. Where employed, the type of meter eal ibrator, iJjuster or tempera-

ture compensator employing a continuous integrating mechanism is preferable

and will usually provide greater accuracy than the cyclic integrating or

cyclic rotation boosting type.

Electronic Pulse Counters

Usually an electronic pulse counter is employed as the meter proving

cowiter to effect high resolution and ease of remote indication. These my

be simple pulse counting devices, and may be equipped with a built-in start-

stop electronic switching circuit operated from the prover section detectors.

Solid state counters are rugged and adaptable for field use. Any such

couitrs nay display the count by ni-ie tubes, decimal counting units, decade

counting tubes and others. The ntmufacturer's requirements for grounding

circuits, use of proper shielded cable and its adequate isolation, proper

plugs and receptacles for cables etc. must be strictly follo-ied.

-14-
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Transients pulses must not he picked up by electronic counters. Where

remote pr~ving of meters is contemplated, electronic counters having binary

coded output for remote trnsmission of each counter digit are available.

Connections should be provided on these Prover Systems to allow water

calibration or master meter calibration at a later date. (Refer to con-

nections shown on Fig. #1, Fig. #2, Fig. #3 of this manual.)

t.QUIPWr.NT FORNI DIECTIONAL PROVE.S

1he equipment necessary for the proper operation of the return type

or "erdless loop" unidirectional prover is centered around the spheroid

interchange unit. It is within this unit that the spheroid is removed from

the flowing stream at the downstream end of the meter prover section and

caused to be passed through the interchange conduit by gravity and reinserted

at the upstream end of the prover section.

Spheroid interchange unit valving may be accomplished with several

different combinations of valves. Each of these comprises a system of

valves located in the interchange conduit for "locking" or Vassing the

spheroid vertically downward through the conduit, yet at the same time

preventing flow through the conduit which would by-pass the prover section.

Typical combinations of valves are:

1. Dual clapper type check valve assembly, with power oper-

ated clappers opening vertically downward, as illustrated

in Figure 5.

2. Dual through conduit type valve assembly with or without

power operators as illustrated in Figure 5.

3. Single special ball valve modified for spheroid handling,

insertion and removal, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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The controls and power operators employed In connection with the "end-

less" type loop valves, etc., will be dependent primarily upon the degree

of automation with ,hich it is desired to operate the unit.

All of the above "endless loop" units utilize spertial oversized

launching and separating tee assemblies as follows:

1. Separator Tees - Should be sized at least one pipe size

larger then the nominal sphere, or loop size. By the

use of fluid dynamics formulas, the required size of

the separator ay be computed by properly considering rate

of flow and density of ihe inflated sphere. Sizing of

the tee is very critical to assure dependable separation

of the spheroid from the stream. It is often necessary to

size the tee several pipe sizes larger at the higher flow rates.

For practical purposei, the liquid velocity through this tee

should not exceed 2-3/.A feet per second unless special baf-

fling Is employed within the tee to remove the spheroid.

Smooth flow transition fittings are important on both ends

of the run of the tee. Bars should be welded across the

outlet end of the run to prevent the sphere from leaving the

tee unit. Care hould be taken in designing the bars to

assure that they will not be damaged by the sphere. Fig. 4 shows

drtails of the sepirator tee.

2. Launching Tees - are generally only one pipe size larger than

the sphere, and have smooth transition fittings leading into

the prover section. The launching tee should lave a sight

inclination towan the prnver section to assure proper
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movement of the -iphvroid into prover during periods of low

flow such as might occur during a calibrati on by the uter

displacement method. A typical example of operation is

thitt of 'te special ball valve of Figure 4, with a blanked-

off bore tOat forms a cavity to hold the sphere, and prevents

fluid communication acress the valve. The valve should be

sized one pipe size larger than the sphere. This allows the

sphere to drop into and out of the bore of the valve. The

valve may also have provisions for a side outlet and closure

to facilitate easy insertion or removal of the sphere when

the ball plug is in the 910 position (cavity horizontal.)

The interchange unit must have bubble-tight seals at low

differential pressure.

Launching and receiving facilitinn for the non-return "measured

mile" provers shown in Figure 21 of APT Standard 1101 may be of almost any

type varying from simple hand operated scraper barrels to fully a Jtomated

units. lWunchers should be provided with means to isolate the barrel from

line pressure when loading the displacer and provisions should be made

for the rel.asu of only une displacer at a time when desired. Receivers

usually consist of an over sized barrel with pressure isolation means and

a suitable closure. Side outlets or other through flow means must be

provided on such receivers and when spheroids are being used as the dis-

placing device, such side outlets should be barred or shielded to prevent

the spheroid from entering or blocking the outlet. This is usually most

safely accomplished by installing an oversized, perforated sleeve per-

manently fixed in the receiving barrel to receive and confine the spheroids

in line while permitting the liquid to flow through and around the sleeve.

-17-
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.EuLPW.N-f FOR RTDIRFCTIONAL PROVERS

Components used on JPidirectional Prover systems are identified in

Figures 1, 2, and 3 of this supplement. The outlets on the prover barrel

tn the check valve .hould be driled holes or slots. The openings s},ould

he deburred and should have a total area equal to or greater than the check

valve size. The total area of the drilled holes is usually 11 times the

area of the outlet on the end of the prover barrel. (see Figure 1)

Hulti-port or four separate valves with linkage are usually employed

for reversing the direction of the displacer. All valves must provide

continuous flow through meter during proving.

-18-
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IV. IPPLICTION AND USES OF MEICANICAL DISPLACEMENT PROVERS

Mechanical Displacement type meter provers are applicable to any

liquid which can be metered provided that the liquid does miot have a

deleterious *ffect on any of the components of the prover system, and

provided the proving operations simulate the normal meter operating con-

ditions.

These meter proving systems are useful in oil industry metering

because:

1. They lend themselves to a high degree of automtion.

2. Errors resulting from evaporation of liquid during

a proof run are reduced.

3. The effects of temperature on previously known meter

proving techniques are reduced.

4. They provide a means of rapidly proving mi.ters under

actual operating conditions of flow rate, pressure,

and temperature.

5. They eliminate observation errors in quantity gauging.

b. They are suitable for proving prcperly equipped positive

displacement and turbine meters of virtually any size.

7. They are highly advantageous in their ability to prove

a meter under the meters actual undisturbed flowing

ccnditions without the necessity of shutting off flow

through the meter which allows the meter to perform its

normal measurement function.

J. Need of stand-by meter and pertinent switching of

valves during proving in eliminated.

-19-
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9. They eliminate problems associated with high viscosity

liquids and the tendency for such liquids to cling to

the prover surface.

10. Problem of wax deposition or incrustation is effectively

eliminated with the use of mechanical d1splac-mFnt provers

in that the repeated passage of the displacer through the

meter prover section precludes the possibility of wax

buildup which might otherwise effect the volLm.e of the

prover,

I

-20-
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V. DESIGN OF MECHANICAL DISPLACEHENT METER PROVER:5

Qioice of Prover Type

In approaching the design of a mechani: al prover it in necessary to

establish the type of prover required for an installation and the manner

in which it will be Interconnected with the meter piping. Common types

include the unidirectional (Figures 4 ff 5) and the bidirectional (Figures

is 2,j's 3). From a study of the application, usage, and space limitations,

it will be possible to establish the followingt

(a) That the system be portable or permanent.

(b) The number of meters to be proved at a site and whether

they are to he proved individuAlly or as a battery on

a common strean..

(c) That portions of the prover are desired above or below

ground level.

(d) The degree of automation to be incorporated in the proving

operation.

(e) If the prover is to be continuously kept in series with

the meter or isolated from the metered stream when not

in use.

Design of Prover and Related PipinR

A - Effect of flow rate through system

in determining the diameter of the pipe to be used in the

prover section, the hydraulic loss through the mechanical prover

should he compatible with the head loss considered tolerable in

the metering installation. Generally speaking, the diameter of

the prover section should not be less than the outlet diameter

of any single meter to be proved. It may be larger, and this will
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usutlly be necessary where a battery of meters is to be

proved as a unit on a common liquid stream. The inlet and

outlet lines including valves and connections to the prover

should be sufficiently large to prevent a significant change

in flow rate through the meter when flow is directed through

the prover.

Economical utilization of materials, space considerations,

and prover selection will usually indicate the displacer

velocity. The displacer velocity for a bidirectional system

may be approximately 2.5 ft/sec. as a typical design specific.ition.

For a unidirectional system, this may be 10 ft/sec. Velocitie

of up to 10 ft/sec. are considered to be tolerable for both

systems if the prover system incorporates means of reducing

surges and the velocity of the displacer before it: completes

its stroke.

8 - Design of volume displaced in prover

One approach to the design of the system would be to pro-

vide that the volume between the detector switches be approxi-

mately 0.5 per cent of the maximum flow rate through the

prover system. With this, other items that are considered in

determining the prover volume are:

(a) Reproducibility of the proving system.

(b) Repeatibility of detector switches to provide

the -equired resolution.

(c) Resolution of meter proving counter.

-22-
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The reproducibility of the proving system will be

dependent upon the stun total of the reproducibility limits

of the system components. This refers particularly to the

resolution action of the detectors and the meter proving

register. Therefore, if the designer seeks high reproduci-

bility he must select the components and establish dimen-

sions accordingly.

The repeatibility of detector switches to provide the

required resolution can be illustrated as follows:

The length of any mechanical displacement

prover from detectvr to detector is established

mathematically as a function of the resolution with

which the detector switches are .ible to locate the

displacer and the desired reproducibility of the

system to indicate the quantity of liquid displaced

from between the detectors. To illustrate, assume

that a prover Is to be designed which will have the

ability to repeatedly displace a quointity of liquid

which has a maxlmum variation of 0.02%, i.e., plus

or minus 0.01%. This represents a reproducibility

of quantity displacement of plus or minus 1 part

in 10,000. To obtain this reproducibility, the

length of the provcr from detector to detector

must be 10,000 times the lineal range or tolerance

within which the displacer detector can repeatedly

signal the location of the displacer. For the sake
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of illustration, assr me rhat e'ach of the two detector

switches chosen for a prover has the ability to sign~al

the location of a displacer somewhere within the range

of 1/32" or 0.0312". This neans that the length of oar

trip of the displacer can vary from the length of

another trip of the displacer by a niximum of 1/16"

or (.0625". To have a reproducibility ,.f displacement

of I pvtrt in 10,000, the prover would have to be 10,000

(0.03121) - 312 26' long from detector to detector.

It should be specifically noted that there are nimierous

kinds of detectors available and numerous conditions

ander which they may be operated in 'onjuviction wit[,

a displacer and that the theoretical rprodiicibility

of a prover is dependent on the practircrl repruduti-

bility of its detector signals with respect to prove'r

length. If a lesser degrec of accuracy is required,

the prover section may be mide proportionately shorter.

If a higher degree of accuracy is required, the prover

may be made longer or the detectors more resolute.

The resolution of the meter proving counter is illustrated

as follows:

Any type of meter proving register which can be

started and stopped by the first and second detectors

respectively and which has a least reading compatible

with the reproducibility desired of the system may be

used with .a mechanical displacement prover. To obtain

-24-
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high resolution of meter reading, it is usually expedient

to use it pulse generator on the meter and an electronic

counter as the meter proving register. Electronic counters

have the ability to indicate pulse intervals to within

+ I interval in any number of intervals counted.

Therefore, if it is again desired, as in the above,

to have a reproducibility of +
- 1 part in 10,000, it is

necessary to generate a minimum of 10,000 pulses (counts

or least reading units) on a meter proving counter during

a proof of a meter. This rray be accomplished by properly

designing the tachometer so that the product of the

tachometer pulse output per unit of volume and the dis-

placed vohme of the prover will equal the desired number

of pulse interval. or least rending units. Ciution is

suggested, however, in the use of pear driven tachometers

on positive displacement meters, to assure backlash, drive

shaft torsion, cyclic effects, etc., are not allowed in

any mnner to effect the pulse generation. Such effects

are usually most successfully eliminated by limiting the

pulse generation rate to approxinmtely 1000 pulses per

revolution of the meter .utput drive shaft and at the

same tijie adjusting the displaced volume of the prover to

produce the total number of pulses required during a proof.

A typical approach to thr. design of a mechanical displacement meter

prover is cited in the folJowing example for a six inch meter operating

at a 1200 B/H.
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ASSUMPTI ONS:

1 - Prover volume to be 2 .1k, of' maxiu1,m flow thirooj:h prover system.

2 - A desired repetition of prover system is within t .025%

3 - A pulse generator to be employed on the meter will generate

1000 pulses per barrei and this will bc fed into a digital

counter having an indicating ability of t one count for any

nunber of pulse intervals counted.

4 - Resolution of each of the detector switches will be assumed

to be + .030 inch meaning that there could be a maxin.n, un-

detected difference In length of the p rover section f-om one

meter proof run to the next of 0.12 inch.

5 - Maximum dimplacer velucity up to 10 feet pz. second.

DESIGN

By assumption one, the volume between the detector switches would be

0.005 x 1200 - 6.0 barrels.

By the second assumption, a series of proof rims must be produced with

the largest variation not more than .05%.

By the third assumption the total variation of two counts that nay exist be-

tween proof runs. To satisfy assumption #2, the total number of pulses re-

quired is obtained by 2 pulses/run =4000 pulses. This means that the
.05%

volume of the meter proof must be 4000 pulse/u 4 barrels.
1000 pulse/barrel

Treating the fourth assumption, the minimum length of the prover section

would be governed by the resolution of detector switches. As it is required

to calibrate provers within a total difference of 0.02 percent between cali-

bration runs, the length between detector switches would be 0.12 inch/0.0002
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eqtuals 600 inches or 90 feet. If the resolution in asununption four h;Md been

+ .015, the length between detectors would )ave been 25 feet.

OMhEil DESIGN FEATURES

The designer should refer to Section III for details on equipment that

are applicable to the type of prover that i.s being considered.

It is recomnended for the reciprocating type prover and others where

applicable that the inlet connections to the prover section be located

on the bottom side to prevent acculation of foreign material.

Al1 valves associated with any type prover system must be designed

to provide bubble tight shut-off. The locations of thermometers, pressure

gauges, valves and other appurtenances are reconmendcd on Figures 1, 2,

and 3.
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VI. INSTALLATION OF ME(OiAICAL PROVERS

Mechaniral Features

All components of the prover installation, including conecting

piping, valves, manifolds, etc., shall be in accordance with applicable

pressure codes. Once the prover is on stream, it becomes a part of the

pressure system. The prover section and related components, if installed

above ground, shall have suitable hangers and supports as prescribed by

applicable codes and sound engineering principles. Adequate provisions

should be made for expansion and contraction, vibration, reaction to pres-

sure surgen, etc. Consideration should be given to the installation of

suitable valving to iaolate the prover unit from line pressure when not

on stream, for maintenance, removal of the displacer, etc. ,1' units

should be equipped with suitable vent and drain connections. Prov-' Ions

should be made for the dispoal of liquids or vapors drained or ventwl

from the prover section, by pumping back into the system, or by divurting

it to some collecting point. Thermometers and pressure gauges shall be

installed at or near the inlet and outlet of every mechanical prover in

order to accurately determine the average temperature and pressure of

the liquid between the detectors. It is usually advisable and expedient

to provide permanently blinded flanges or valve connections on either side

of a bubble tight block valve in the carrier stream which can serve as a

permanent connection for proving portable meters, or as a means such as

required for calibration of the prover by the raster meter procedure or

the waterdraw procedure. (See Figures 6 and 7).

Electrical Features

All wiring and controls shall conform to applicable codes. Explosion

proof components shall conform to the appropriate class and group applicable
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to the location and opcratloo. All electrical cortrols and compoteta

should be placed in a convenient location for operation and malnterance.

Manufacturer's instructions for installation and groiuding of such Item. as

tachometers, electronic counters, signal cables, etc., should be strictly

followed.

Safety Features

Safety relief valves with adequate discharge piping and suitable for

the control of thermal expansion and contraction of the liquid in the

prover section, while Isolated from the main stream, shall be installed.

Power controls and remaote controls should be auitably protected with lock

out switches and/or circuits between renote and adjacent panel locations

to prevent accidental remote operation while a unit is being controlled

locally. Suitable safety devices and locks should be installed to pre-

vent inadvertent operation, or unauthorized tampering. All automated or

power operatPd meter proving systems may have emergency ifiual operators

for use in the event of failure of the power source or in the event of an

accident.
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VIT. T.ll: C\.lIItIATION OF MEMIIANI(CAl I)I.I'IA I*-NT METER I'ROVR.IS

Introduction

Any mechanicail prover must be c;librited before being placed in meter

proving service to determine the quantity of liquid which will te dis-

placed from It during a meter proof. This volume shall be knowo as the

"Base Volume' of the prover and will be the volme displaced during a

proof when the prover is at 60 degrees F and the liquid at .Ltmospheric

pressure. it should be clearly established that the proof of a meter with

a unidirectional prover will comprise i single trip of the displacer be-

tween the two detectors while the pro'of of a meter with .a bidirectional

prover will comprise a complete round trip of the displacer between de-

tectors. For this reason the base volume of a unidlrectiomil prover .s

the calibrated volume displaced between detectors whereas the base volume

of a bidirectional prover is the sum. of the calibrated volumes displaced

between detectors for a round tri p of the displdcer.

Two general methods for the calibration of mechanical displijee-

ment meter provers are recognized. These are: (a) Calibration by means

of NBS certified test measures and water and (b) calibration by means

of Master meters. Appendis IT describes another method of calibration

using precise dimensional measurements and subsequent calculations and

conversion to the desired liquid measure units of barrels or gallons.

This method has been found to be suitable in certain cases, and may be

used where mutually agreeable to all parties concerned.

CALIBRATION OF PROVER USING WATER DRAW METHOD
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General

The calibration of provers may be simplified, when possible, by placing

the prover, test measures, and test liquid in a constant-temperature en-

closure to allow the equipment and test liquid to reach an equilibrium tem-

perature. The displacer will have to be moved through the prover section

several times. This will provide for reaching equilibrium temperature con-

ditions and eliminate any air pockets. The temperature and pressure of

the water at each end of the prover should be obierved and the average

considered as the temperature and pressure in the prover at the start of

the calibration. When a temperature change occurs in the measures with-

drawn during a calibration, corrections must be nude in accordance with

Paragraph 2123 through 2125 of AI Standard 1101.

It is recognized that some pro eers will be calibrated outside under

extreme hot or cold temperature conditions. In these cases, the prover

should be temporarily isolated and sheltered to reduce the extreme tem-

perature effects.

Test measures for the calibration of the prover using the waterdraw

method are to be in accordance with Paragraph 2041 through 2047 of API

Standard 1101.

Preparation of Prover for Calibration

The prover can be calibrated by using temporary small diameter water

lines and valves as shown in Figures 6 and 7 or by using the valves and

piping that will be part of the field installation. This is shown in Fig-

ures 1, 2 and 3. In both cases, the prover, including all valves and

fittings, shall be tested for leaks. A suitable means is to be provided
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for precisely locating the rosition of the displacer when the displacer

causes the detector to react. Figures 6 and 7 show a suggested method

employing signal lights. Solenoid valves activated by the detector

switches have been successful Ly used.

Calibrating Procedure

The following paragraphs describe the method of calibrating a mechan-

ical displacement mete)' prover by water withdrawal. A volume in either

direction must be eith..r an "off to off" switch (light) indication or an

"on to on" switch (light) indication. The procedure described below in-

volves an "on to on" switch light indication.

After the displacer has been moved back and forth in both directions

several times and a trial run has been made to determine the approximate

volume so as to closely anticipate the final switch operation, the dis-

placer is driven past one of the switches into the dead space just out-

side the prover volume on eithe- end of the prover. Observe when the

switch goes "on" and then stop the water while driving the displacer

across the detector toward the dead space, Just as the switch goes "off"'.

Reverse the valves so the displacer travels toward the prover section,

wasting water. Waste the water slowly through the slow-rate bleed or if

the adjustment is sensitive enough, through the nozzle. Stop the waste

just as the switch indication is in the "on" position. The water is then

directed into test measures of suitable size. Continue these measure with-

drawals until the last several gallons of the approximate volume. Reduce

the withdrawal to a slow bleed rate until the "on" switch indication is

observed, whereupon the water to the measure is stopped. The condition

of the drain hose and other withdrawal equipment shall be the same at the
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end of the last withdrawal as it was at the beginning of the first with-

drauel. A displacer trip is now made in the opposite dire. 'on, repeating

the above procedure. These two trips do not necessarily have to agree in

observed displaced volume since the switching action may be different for

each direction, but the total round trip volume is considered the observed

volume of the prover at this point.

Repeat the above described round trip procedure until two consecutive

round trip volumes are dctermined which, after correction, agree with each

other within 0.02 per cent. The average of two such round trip corrected

volumes is considered the "base" round trip volume for the prover at 60

degrees F. and atmospheric pressure.

The corrected volume for two consecutive trips in the same direction

should also agree within 0.02 pa' cent.

The procedure for water calibrating a unidirectional type of prover

is substantially identical to the procedure described above for a single

stroke or trip of the displacer In the bidirectional prover after proper

consideration of the difference in method of manipulating the displacer.

In the above discussion, the volumes observed as the sum of the test

measure volumes for each trip of the displacer must first be corrected for

temperature effects on the observed volume by the procedure described in

Paragraphs 2123-2125 of API Standard 1101 and this temperature corrected

volume in turn corrected for %ater compressibility using the factor F

0.0000032 per psi shown in Paragraph 2122 of API Standard 1101 from the

calibrated pressure to atmospheric pressure. Then a reduction must be

made because of the increased size of the prover under pressure by applying

the proper factor for the calibrating pressure as described and shown in
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Table 2. The observed volupw for each trip should be corrected individually

to get the base trip volume displaced at 60 degrees F. 4d atmospheric

preisure.

At the completion of a calibration, the data sheets should be used

to prepare a suitable certificate for the prover and these should be signed

by all parties witnessing the calibration. A sample data sheet and certi-

ficate is shown in Figures 10 and 11.

CALIBRATION OF PROVER USING MASTFR EThER METHOD

General

The procedure for determining the displaced volume of a mechanical

displacement type prover hy the master meter method involves essentially

(1) the very accurate determination of the performance of a suitable sin-

gle master meter or rf each of a battery of several meters comprising a

master meter calibration unit by proving them against some acceptable

standard in accordance with techniques described in API Standard 1101

using preferrably a liquid of low volatility which can subsequently be

flowed at normal operating conditions through the prover to be calibrated,

(2) the connecting of this precalibrated master meter unit in series with

the prover section to be calibrated in such a way that the total flow

through the prover section must also pass through the master meter unit,

(3) the connecting of the mechai.ical displacer signals at the extremities

of the prover .ection to suitable meter proving registers on the master

meters, (4) the launching of the mechanical displacer through the meter

prnver section and (5) the assignment of the corrected volume indicated

by the master meters as the displaced volume of the prover, (6) the master

meter should be proved again after the calibration of the mechanical prover.
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For precise calibration, it is recommended that the master meter be non-

temperature compensated, and be equipped with a direct drive shaft between

meter measuringea]-nent and proving register. thus eliminating all cyclic

corrections by the meter.

Procedure

Select a master meter calibration unit, either one meter or a suitable

battery of meters in parallel if the flow rate is too high for one meter,

wherein the meters are in the best of repair and operating condition and

have a history of consistent performance. Each is equipped with a suitable

high resolution meter proving register which can be gated "on" and "off"

by the displacer detectors. In addition this master meter calibration unit

should have the normal totalizing registers producing the necessary reso-

lution, if these registers are to be used in proving the unit. The meters

should be protected with suitable strainers or filters. Air vents should

be installed at their high points and at the high points of their asscciated

piping.

Each master meter is first connected individually between a suitable

source of supply of liquid and a meter prover. The prover used shall be

one that has been calibrated by use of NBS certified test measures.

After making a suitable number of preliminary meter proofs to assure

that all the air is out of the meters and associated piping and that equip-

ment and liquid temperatures are stabilized, a series of meter proofs is

mwde to accurately determine the perforance of the waster meter over the

range of flow rates which will encompass the flow rate anticipated through

the meter when it is subsequently used to calibrate the prover. Usually

it is expedient to make an accuracy curve for the meter, plotting meter
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factor vs. flow rate, and at the same time showing the observd Pieter

and prover temperatures and pressures. Sufficient runs of this nature

should be wade to assure that consistent and reproducible fac¢t-r. a;e

being obtained and that the average results are accurate and reproducible.

The meters' proving regi'ters may or may not be used in these curve de-

terminations depending on the proving method but will subsequently be

used in the calibration of the mechinical prover section. Because of

this, it is mndatory that the operation of the meter proving registers

do not in any way effect the meter performance. Data for these meter

proofs may be kept on a form similar to Figure 12.

When the proof of the master meter unit is complete and the curves

for each meter known, the unit is connected in series with the mechanical

displacement prover to be calibrated, mtking certain that no liquid can

by-ss the aster meter unit. The unit may be connected at either the

upstream or downstream end of the proving section. The master meter

proving registers are connected to the displacer detector. in the came

manner as the proving registers of the normally installed operating meters.

Flow of liquid of the type used in the proof of the master meters

is started through the meter prover section and master meters at a rate

not to exceed the capacity of the master meters and not less than 25 per

cent of the expected nornasl operating rate for the mechanical prover. The

rate must be within the range for which the master meter was proved. This

flow is continued until it is certain that all vapor is out of the meters,

associated piping, meter prover section, etc., and temperature observations

show that temrnpeiatures in the system have stabilized. When such ccnditions

prevail, the mechanical disp]acing device is launched through the meter

-36-
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prover section and tallowed to move through the section to its noniml point

of stoppage. The mechanical displacer must be identical to that which will

be used in future normal operatinn of the prover. Durins such a run, the

temperature and pressure of the stream at the master meters should be observed

just after the displacer has passed the first detector, again when it is

approximately half way through the section and finally just before it en-

counters the second detector. These observations are averaged and recorded

as the temperature and pressure of the stream at the master meter during the

run. Similarly, the temperature and pressure at or near both detectors

should be observed immediately before the displacing device passes the first

detector and these observations averaged and recorded to give the average

temperature and presnure of the liquid displaced between the detectors

during the run. The quantity Indicated by each proving register should he

recorded for each run made.

A suggested form, "Report of Calibration of Unidirectiornl Meter rrover

Section by Master Meter Method", Figure 9, shows the manner in which the

prover volume is calculated, including the manner in which pressure cor-

rections may be made to a master meter factor when it's case pressure is

not the same during its use as it was when it was proved. This form is

shown for a master meter unit having three meters, viz, A, It and C, in

parallel when a prover section is calibrated. A form similar tn Fiyure H

or 9 may be used for recording and calculating the prover volume of a bi-

directional prover.

It is usual practice to make a reasonable number of repetitive runs

in this calibration procedure, for once the master meter and other equip-

ment is located and operating, it is relatively simple and quick to make

test runs. Acceptable practice is to average the results of a number or
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obviously consistent test runs to get the final prover section displaced

volume. However, tlh., average of two consecutive runs which are within 0.02

per cent are .imil-rly acceptable.

-.18-
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VIII. OI'ERATION OF I*FRANICAL PROVERS

Lmneral

The basic principles of meter operation and proving as outlined in

Standard 1101 definitely apply to mechanical displacement proving systems

except as doscribed in this supplement. Attention is called to Appendix

C of Standard 1101, "General Information of Meter Operation", t;3 el as

individual laragraphs describing displacemont provers. This section pre-

sents some additional basic operating fundamentals applicable to rechanical

displacement provers, particularly of the von stream" or "running st-art-

stop" type, which are unique to the techniqiie.

Preoarat ion for Proving

Equipment checking prior to proving should include inspection of all

valves where leakage could effect results, the attachment of any accessories

used for proving, and the energising of any electrical circuits required.

Thermometers ard pressure gaugen should be checked as frequently as required

to maintain accurate temperature and pressure measurement.

The entire stream from the meter or battery of meters to be Froved

is diverted to flow through the prover. In most unidirectional permanently

installed provers the flow through the meters is normally continuous through

the prover section as well. Flow is maintained through the meters and prover

section until stable conditions of temperature are reached. Vent connections

must be checked to insure that the meter and prover sectton are completely

purged, and that no pockets of air or vapor remain in tht System.

A trial proving run is frequently conducted as a final check before

comencing the recorded meter proving. This is good practice, and is recon-
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mended, particularly on tho-c type provers where this readily accomplished

with little loss of time. The trial runs should include checking of the

electronic or other read-out equipment. Observation of the readings from

the trial run will often indicate equipment maladjustment not other-wise

apparent.

Conductini Provin, Runs

The physical operations necessary to conduct proving runs will vary

with specific installations, these installations ranging from complete man-

ual operation to fully autoli tic. Bailcally, however, the opera:ion will

consist of operating a valve or combination of valves that caube the metered

stream to move the displacing device through the calibrated section of the

prover. The proving counter reading is recorded prior to the st-irt of every

run, or if so equipped, it way be reset to zero.

In the case of mantally operated provers, it is desirable to perform

the valve switching with deliberate, uniform speed, completing the operation

well before the displacement device enters the calibrated section of the

prover. In automated systems, a purh button normally initiates a complete

meter proof cycle and the timing of the operation is a matter of adjustment

of the valve operators and the proper sequencing of the control system.

In unidirectional provers, a proving run consists of one trip of the

displacement device through the calibrated section.

In bidirectional provers, a proving run usually consists of a round trip

of the displacing device.

Upon completion of each proving run, the data is recorded, the inirial

counter reading again determined and additional proving runs are made as
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required. The data for each direction may also be recorded for bidirectional

provers. Sufficient runs should be nude to verify the accuracy of the

measurement, A suitable meter proving report should be prepared upon which

to indicate the data and final meter factor as described in Appendix C. A

sample report is illujtrated in Figure 12 for liquids with vapor pressures

at or below atmospheric pressure. Figure 13 is a suggested report for

liquids with vapor pressure above atmospheric pressure.

Special Technioues for Specific rvi.w. of Provers

Proving A Battery of Htetei With Any Mechanical Proverl

Most of the operating procedures described herein have been for the

proving of a single meter, the simplest case. If the meter to be proved

is part of a battery of meters handling a c*mmon stream, it is merely

necessary to divert the stream from the meter to be proved through the

prover. The flow is then adjusted to the desired rate.

A battery consisting of two or more meters operating in plrallel on

a comuon stream may be substantially the same during proof as during nor-

mal measurement. The orover must, of course, be sized for the total flow

through the battery. Each meter may be equipped with its own proving

register or a combining or swmuning system may be employed to accumulate

the registration of two or more meters into a common output which is in

turn transmitted to a single proving register. If such mechanical or

electronic totalizing equipment is employed, extreme care must be exerce3ed

in the selection and use of such equipment to prevent the introduction of

errors. The proving operatior. is the same as that for proving a single
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meter. The registration recorded on the provi.g report in the combined

totAl of that for the individwl meters. The meter f'.actor thus obtained

i. pplied to the combined observed readings of the meters in the bat-

t err.,

AWJ&asek jan
January 31, 1062
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CALIBRATION DATA SHEET
FOR PISTON DISPLACEMENT METER PROVER

IPolt _______ ____ O-A E - - --... SHEET - O~........f

LOCATION P@ usuto .-

SIZE -______ DIA. _ ~ BETWEEN I)FU(CTOI? SWITCHES. MFGS. SERIALNPO.

REF. 0WG, NO. ___________MANIFOIrI'SZE . WO1KN0 PRESSURE -_____PSI

CALIBRAYCCI BY MASTERI METER SEE P.D. METER PROVINU~ PEPORT SHEET - -,__ ,ATTACHED

I.S9YRONI COUNTERN 0PIGIINAION NoIft T bgiuaPI YSMPIKIIATUPIE *
RUN -- - -TIME

NO. MOUJND ~Uvif IVN
6"1 wa. *G..mf vaim ?R, ml.T%; PNOV9EN M99X ::NIE3"U

AV#G.

RATE Of FLOW 1.4 _______

REMARKS-.... ____ __________ _ _ _

S'GNAIUNE ArRKPIRIEEN1ING

FIGURE -9
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APPENDIX 

Pg

G:RTTFIC\T, OF ALIBRATION OF KIHANICAL DISPLACEMENT
METER PROVER

OCTOBER 6, 1961.

C.RTIFICATE NO. I

TO WHOM IT MIY CONCLR

SULJ1EFCT - M;TER PROVMR
'1:RIAL NO. 101

OWNER - JOHN DOE COMPANY
mL\NUFCTUI-; - X COMPANY
LOCATION - HOUSTON, TEXAS

This is to certify that on October b, l961 we the unersigned calibrated
subject prover and established the atmosphrric vulume at tbl" F. which
would be displaced for a round trip of the displacer using w iter as a
calibrating medium.

VOLMM: 11SPLAPD VOLUM DI.'iI'LA02. VULIMO: DISIPLAM
JJ.;tT TO IJI.1IIT . lfo TI mT rs)t1n TIlJIl _

l2O.bluZ gallois 120.ht,?7 gallons 241.2M2 giallons
120.61,0 gallons 12U.bt'b gallons 241.2k2w gallons

Average volta displaed per round trip
or displacer at atmospheric presnure
and 60 F. 241.2830 gallons or

S.744H barrels

The following NOS certified test measures were used in establishing the
volume displaced between the detector switches per round trip of. the
displacer.

NIIS No. 44%5 Certified to Deliver I US Callon at 601 F
NIIS No. 45 5'Certificd to Deliver 5 US (.*lions -it bO F
NI S No. 456 Certified to Deliver 50 US (6illons at (09 F

The calibration wa3 conducted according to the latest edition of APT
Standard 1101 and Its Supplements, and was witnessed by the uxersigned.
All parties concerned were .ati3fied with the procedure follawed and the
volume eCth lished.

Signed Signed

For For

FIGUM[' 11
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EXPLANATION OF I'tL NC REPORT OF F1cirIn: 12

Line 1. Final Meter Readin
Meter proving counter reading taken at completion of run -- total
pulses * pulses per bdrrel.

Line 2. Initial Heter HIeadin
Meter provinf counter readiug taken before start of run = total
pulses * pulses per barrel.

Line 3. Re/istru ion by Meter - Ha;rrls
Gross neter registraten during run. Line I minus Line 2.

Line 4. Total Registration f'r Rn
Sum of all meters operating on a cofmon ntr'eam.

Line 5. Temperature of' Registration OF,
Average temperature of product -it meeter from temperatures taken
at starr and completion of the proof run.

Line 6. Factor For M .ter Temprratare (F i
Temperature correction factor for te.,ptrature recorded in Line 5
to convrt gross volutme in Line 4 to a b0.O0 F. volume. This
factor mAy be obtained from the ASTM-1P Petroleum Measurement

Tables - D-1250, T:able 6, Reduction of Volume to 600 F. agninst
API Vr.ivity at 6O F.

I.ne 7. Corrected Meter lteaistratinn
Meter registration corrected to bO.0' F. barrels. Line 4
multiplied by Line 6.

Line H. Meter Chse Pres.sure - Inlet and Outlet
Average of pressures -1bserved on inlet and outlet sides of meter.

Line 9. Pressure at Detector Nj. 1 and Detector No
Read just before displacer hits detector No.1.

Line 10. Averaze Prover Pressure
Sum of No. 1 and No. 2 detector pressures ; 2.

Line 11. Temperature at Detector No. 1 and Detector No. 2.
Read just befure diajlacer hits detector No. 1.

Line 12. Average Prover lemperature
Sum. of No. I and No. 2 detector temperatures 4 2.

Line 13. Base Prover Volume
Displaced volume of meter prover section with pipe temperature of
60.0' F. and internal pressure of 0 psig. This volume has been
accurately determined by special calibration and will remain fixed
for any given prover.

Line 14. Factor for Prover Pressure Cps
The circumference of the prover pipe stretches with imreasing pres-
sure; thus the base volume of the prover changes with internal
pressure. This cocrection factor (Cps) is used to adjust the base

volume of the prover pipe to the volume it will contain when com-
pletely full of liquid under pressure. The factor is obtained by
entering Table 2 of the Appendix E with the average prover pressure,
Line 10, and picking the factor for the proper size prover pipe.
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Line 15. Factor For Prover Temperature Cts
The volume of a steel vessel increases with increasing tem-
perature; thus the base volume of the prover changes with
pipe line temperature. This correction factor (Cts) is used
to adjust the base volume of the prover pipe to the volimie it
will conr.tin at its average observed temperature. The factor
is obtained by entering Table 1 of the Appendix D with the
average temperature, Line 12, and selecting the proper factor.

Line 16. Factor For Liquid Pressure Fp1
Thi3 factor (F"I) is usea-to convert the base prover liquid
vol',me at the berved pressure of Line 10 to its equivalent
volume at standard pressure conditions. The factor is ob-
tained by solving the equation shown in API Standard 1101,
Table IT.

Line 17. Factor For Liquid Temeriture
Temperature correction factor (Fit) to convert base prover
liquid volume at its average temperature, Line 12, to its
equivalent volume at 600 F. Use ASTM-IP Petroleum Measurement
Tables - D-.1250, Table 6.

Line 18. Not Prover yolume .. Barrels
Volume of liquid displacerfrom prover section during proof
run at standard reference conditions of pressure and tempera.-
ture. Equal to Line 1.1 X Line 14 X Line 15 X Line 16 X Line
17.

Line 20. Elapsed Time Run
Measured with stopwatch to nearest second. Head in minutes
and seconds.

Line 21. Flapsed Time for Run - Hours
Line 22. Rte of flow - RPH

Line 4 times Line 24 divided by Line 21.
Line 23. Meter Far ' tor (With temperatu-e compensator,

Line 18 divided by Line 4.
Line 24. Meter FactLr (Without temperature compensator)

Line 18 divided by Line 7. Fill in factor to be used and rate
In RPM at bottom of sheet and sign report. (Ceck report and
make sure all items are properly filled in.

FIRMULA USED FOR CALCULATIONS

Formula for Line 18t V1 - K x cps X Cta x Fpl x Flt (1)

Where: VI - Net prover volmne displaced 1 600 F. and
standard pre-,sure

K = Ba.,e prover volume when prover is at 60 F.
and 0 psig.

cps = Correction factor f,-r change in pipe volume
(dimensions) with change in pressure. (Appen-
dix E - Table 2).
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Cts = Correction factor for change in pipe
voltic. (dimensions) with change in tem-
perature. (Appendix D - Table 1)

1 pl- Correction factor for change in liquid
volume with change in pressure. (API-ll-
Table II)

F = Correction factor for change in liquid
volume with change in temperature (ASTM
Tables D-1250 - Table 6)

Formula for Line 7: V2  0 (F ) (2)
Where: V2  Net Nter registration 0 606 F. and operating

pressure.
G - Gross meter registration (observed)

Frmt - Correction factor for change ii meter
registration with change in temperature
(Line 6)

Formla for Line 24t f VI - NoL Pauver volume (0)

V2 Net Meter Registration

Where: i - Meter Factor for meter without temperature
compensator.

SPLE CAILT tN
Product - 60.7' APJ -Gasoline

P - 50 psig Average Prover Pressure
T - 74.4' F. Average Prover Temperatme
O 49.112 Bble. Gross Meter Registration

Tm 74.4' F. Meter Temperature
K - 49.362 Base Volume
P. - 0 sig Standdrd Pressure for Product being

pumped.
C = 1.0001 from Table 1, Appendix E.
Ct - 1.000. from Table 3, Appendix DO

Solving for "F4 from Standard 110k, Table II, the
average prover temperature of 74.40 F. is closest to
74.00 F. and the API gravity of 60.7 is closest to
610 API. From Table Ii, Standard 1101 Compressibility
Factors per PSI for Liquid Hydrocarmons, the compres-
sibility F per lb. is found to be 0.0000082.
Fpl = 1 + (P-P.,) (F) from Standard 1101, Table I.

= I + (50-) (.0000082)
= 1 + 0.0004
= 1.0004

Flt = 0.9910 (ASTM-IP Table 6)
V1  X x Fpp x Fpt x Flp x FIt

= 49.362 x 1.0001 x 1.0003 x 1.0004 x 0.9910
V1 = 48.957
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0.9910 (ASTM-IP Table 6)

- 49.11.2 x 0.9910
V2  4t 4, 01

f V1 = 48.957 - 1.0059

V2  48.670

USE OF METR FACTOR

The meter factor as shown on Line 24 of report is multiplied by the
observed meter registration, obtained from meter totalizer counter, to give
the gross meter volume at standard (atmospheric) pressure condition. and
meter operating temperature. This volume may then be corrected to give net
600 F. barrels, if de.ircd.

Meter factors obtained .s above ar. accurate nnly so long am the
internal moter aperating pressure oxistent during the proof in maintained
during its routine operation.

Where electronic registers are employed as proving counters, the
formulas useJ above are unchangeii but the pulses per Indicated barrel must
be considered.
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MLTER PROVTG POW - PROVM SWTION K1CWOO
(For Metern With or Without Twmperature Coneeimmtors)

Statinn or Tewuinal SAMC Oil COMAMY Report No. 2d
Meter No. 3 Serial No. 7A3521 j. ate f__. J__n

Meter Makie Avg Site o.--t- I 6/-/2
Initial Totpllsor Reaing , -Pro" t -- AMOS"
Date Mters lat Repeir*d , Spectca'rty T -Vapor Premssue 9 IOW

DZESIPTIOI (w QtIAIT.T RUN 30. 1 RN 30. 2

1. Final Meter Reading - Total
Puses_4 r l ..bl....-... -

2. Initial Meter Reading t.otaule.. * |' _______._._,

3. &d!twatLoq. iMtr - Bbl;. =l1z I e 2 ____

Te.ttraa at motor - F 4k-f~-wbAn- --
Factor for a q-evtbil f liquid 1h_.z.a--

j Fct7o~rj~rter.,,--. riuiw, D1" --F.I Z L-,-92
tt~m9 1 (litoe I X line 6 X jibe) 4,!7

• l V Vfl"h-- 1E "kYA . . . . . . . -
' - '

9. Preesue at Trip No. 1&Trip No. 2
"1 , Aw rq Prover Pressure sm of line 100.-J. ,!. _,___i._ !_TnfiE iT z . 1~ .-

12. Average Prover Tem s um of line 1I.2 - .

15 Factor for Prover Tomp. O1a y
Factor for om e ro lblitz or l___!4____ e  

_Iv ~tor for ii esf(iro AWN a~ ] , .
Ia. nost Vol 1 pr reduced to stamar

eeadttcmo*"e ) (1m* 13 a Ilno 14 a lime 13

19 gs~o4tm .*an- d , L, ee. _3Q

20-at Il~ ne 19in SOC.)3& --
21. V1ter factor tline 15 line -

ote: TUie aster factor converte siter read4ba
to metered volume at siteeA comUtoa .
To nonvert to steasiaa conlition ee
Sectie IT of A111 std. 1101.

line 6 a l.-(Pressurs a meter - equAllbruax vapor eh uosw)F
ON line 1I a lo1-(1'resur prover - .quli~brium vapor preeaurs)F

wore F Is the liquid *noreeaiblity factor from appendi of API Standard 1101.

* Volms reduced to est*Ard conditlons mane tke volum the liquid voud4 ooaew if
it were at UP and at equi.librim preaswe at 60.

Signed byChecked by_
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APPENDIX 0

STEEL CORiMTION FACTOR Cts- TLIVER\TURE

(See Parag.aph 3045, API Standard 1101)

A volumetric correction factor must be applied to the base prover
volume to account for the chanre in volwne of the pii-v,&*' with change in
its steel temperature.

Ct3 -w Correction factor for converting the volume of the prover at
600 F. (base volume) to its volume at some observed average
temperature
I + (Tp - 60) (Em)

Where

Tp - average temperature of the sLel comprising the prover section,
usually avaumed to be the same as the average liquid temperature
in the prover section, in degrees fahrenheit, as indicated at
Detec-:or3 No. 1 and No. 2.

F~m - coefficient of cubical expansion of 0.0000IM2 per degrea fahren-
heit for a mild steel vessel as reocoawended in ASA Standard 0
31.3.-1959: Petroleum lefinery Piping.

The following is a convenient tabular fvrm" of values of Fpt from
-J.JI Y. to 150.19F.:

TABDL 1

Ty (Observed Temoeritture) Fi~ t

-3.3 - 2.1 .9989
2.2 - I.b .9990
7.7 - 13.1 .9991

13.2 1S.7 .992
1H.8 - 24.2 .99)3
24.3 - 2917 .9994
29.8 - 35.2 .9995
35.3 - 40.7 .991)6
40.8 - 46.2 .997
46.3 - 51.7 .99q9
51.8- 57.2 .9999
57.3 - 62.6 1.0000
62.7 - 68.1 1.0001
68.2 - 73.5 1.0002
73.6 - 79.0 1.0003
79.1 - 84.5 1.0004
84.6 - 90.0 1.0005
90.1 - 95.5 1.0006
15.6 - 101.0 1.0007
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(Cont'd.)Tp (Observed Temperature)

101.1 - 106.5 1.000M
106.6 - 111.9 1.0009
112.0-- 117.4 1.0010
117.5 - 122.9 i.0011
123.0 - 12b.3 1.0012
128.4 - 133.8 1.0013
133.9 - 139.2 1.0014
139.3 - 144.6 1.0015
144.7 - 150.1 1.0016
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APPEND1X E

DERIVATION OF FORVJL FOR Cps - FOR IUM FOR CHANGE !.4 VOLU: OF PROSP WTH

CKANGM IN PRWSSUK

Paralp'aph 2116 - 2122 - API Standard 1101 describes a method for
determining experimenta1ly the volwe of a prover under pressure. However
because it is sometime more convenient r-, calculate the change in volume
with change in pressure, the following derives a formulAe for this calcu-
lation.

There are several approaches to the derivation of the formula for determining
the charge in volume of a cylinder with change in pressure one derivation
follows:

Nomenclatore

Cps - the iactor for determining the increase in prover vlume
with increase in pressure.

i) - internal diameter in inches of prover voction at sero &Age
pressure.

L - length in inches of prover sectiun at zero gage pre.ssure.
C - internal circumference In inches of the prover sectlo,, 4t

zero gage pressure.
V _ interral volume in cubic inches of prover section ut xero

9A4e piessure.
P - Increaae in pressure in pounds per sqare inch of the

prover sec.ion.
D - increase in prover Internal diameter in inches with increase

in pressure P.
A L - increase in prover length in inches with increase in presawe

P.
6 C - increase in prover internal circumference in inches with

increase in pressure P.
1 V - increase in prover volume in cubic inches with increase in

pressure P.
E - modulus of elasticity in pounIs per square inch.
t - prover wll thickness in inches.
a - hoop atress in pounds per square inch in prover wall due to

pressure P.
u - Poisson's ratio.

Then: Cps V+A VV

As: V - .7F54 D2 L

And: V+AV = .7854 (D+AD) 2 (L+ AL)

Cps = .7854 (D+L 0)2 (L -ALQ

.7854 D21.
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1 (2.5-.2n) (.+ .)

Xt

If We assume E = 30,000,000 and u = .25

Then: Cps . I + P(O'"); + 0.6t) (4)
is x 106 t

If We assume that a buried pipe prover will be: restrained so that the in-
ternal pressure causes no longitudinal stress but does cause hoop stress,
then AL becomes zero and AD is not affected by Poisson's ratio. Thus,
from equation (1)

CpR - 2
D2L

And from equation (2)

AD -

Then: Cps - I +

Substituting from equation (3)

Cpq - I + 0.(

Et

If E iS 30,000,000

Then: Cps - 1 + i",D + 0.61) (5)
is x 10 6 t

It will be noted that the equation for a free end prover, equativi (4) and
for a buried prover, equation (5) are the s3me. It will also be noted that
if a value other than 0.?. i u ed for Poisson's ratio the two equttlons
will not be the same.

Because the term (0.6t) is insignificant in equation (5), it can be eliminated
ard the final formula .'dmilified as 'ollowsr

Cps = 1 + PD.1 P

Where: P (Pp - Pa)

Pp - Operating or observed pressure psig

Pa Pressure, psig at which base volume of prover was
determined (usually 0 psig)
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Cp DL + 2DLAD + LAD2 + D2 AL + 2DAD AL + 6 L AD 2

D2L

.Asmuch as AD and AL are quite small, AD2 , AD AL, and AL AD2 are
extremely sall and way be neglected.

1ten cps - 1 + 2AD+ D 2  (1)

D2 L

If a material has stress in only one plane, the strain will be equal to
the length of the segrent multiplied by the stress over the modulus of
elasticity. However, if the mterial is stressed in two directions, the
strain will be reduced by an amount equal the stress in the perpendicular
direction divided by the modulus of elasticity and multiplied by the con-
aidered length and a factor known as Poisson's ratio. A pipe prover with
free ends will have a longitudinal stiess equal to one half that in a
circtuferential direction. Thus, the changes in diameter ( Dl) and
length L of a prover can be written in ters of either circumferential
or longitu imel stress.

A82 AC - C(a -- )

And, AD - AC
D C

Then, AD - D(! - ..) (2)

And: 46L - L(- - j

2D L( . + 1)2 ~
E 22r

Thens Cps = 1 + D2 L

+ a5S -u2S
E

As the hoop stress (reference, Section VIII, A$S/ Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code) is:

t

(2.5 - 2u) P( + 0.ft)Cps 1

t
K
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CALIBRATION OF PIPE PROVERS

(use nf dmens nnal -ne.a:.ure.!nto)

The fullowing outline describes the methods used in determining
the actual volume of the calibrated pipe prover by iieans of accurate
dimensional measurement and subsequent calculation and conversion
to liquid measure, barrels or jallons.

The prover pipes on whic.h this procedure has been used assd the
accuracy actually established have been internally honed. It is not the
intent in this honing to achieve a perfect cylinder, rather to provide a
polished surface free of burrs and ruughnesu. Also careful pre-
sslecti, of the pipe is essential tu asiture it is free ol dents. ilattening
or internal fisures that would create extreme diametric variations.

MTlTHOD NO. I - DIAMErIlUC MICI(OM TU;R MEASURk;MkNTs

This can only be- arriud olit where the pipe I.D. is large enough
to permit a persLn to work iniide taking measurements. It has been
accomplishtd in provers as small as 16" .

I. For diaimetric ineawururnents an aiagad, micrometer calibrated
to 681F is used. It is irft in contact with the pipe at all times
except when in use so that it will be at pipe temperature. Further.
it is equipped with a handle insulated from it to reduce any
expansion uftict duo to manual handling.

2. A cylindrical jig vcoered on Owi ,.taide with felt, for thermal
insulation, rnarkpd at 450 imterv-',ln and haviiii a level atta..hed to it
is used to determine the measurement points ind is pulled through
the pipe ahead of the person Inabng the measurements. The
person making the measurements lies on a felt pad to insulate his
body heat from the pipe. The jig is moved forward through the
pipe in even increments, usually 4, S or 6 inches and 4 diametric
measurements are made at each position.

3. Every fourth set of measurerrier t. i T . . re-checked.

4. All mCasurcmcnts are recorded as to longitudinal location and also
to each radial position. First and last longitudinal locations are
jr.sa outside the calibrated section.

5. Trh. onitudiim zne surCr.ent is made with an accurately calibrated

steel tape (68'F) from centre to centre ol detection switch hoies.
the final part increment on the tape being measured by calipers.
This measurement is made inside the pipe with the pipe rolled so
that the detection switch holes are vertically downward.
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6. From the recorded n.easrementa calculations are made of the
precise volune An this manner:

(a) .rihmetic average of 4 diameters is worked out.

(b) The RMS value (standard deviation) of these 4 diameters Is
also calculated to establish the difference between this and
the arithmetic averagL,.

(e) Using (a) or (b) (gen, rally the differunce is negligible and
.he arithmetic aves aglu can be used) the average cross

sectional area it established and the volume can thots be
accurately wArkrd out,

(d) As a furthor chuck the aiaxim'ini probable error is calculated
for all the isr.ts:trunints takten.

7. Using the change tU, volunc Loifficient (0. O00008Z) of the pipe for
tesaiperature deviation from that at the Lalibration temperature
a graph and a tiblu is sat up for the actual volunip at all oil
tempe raturre oncuunturcd.

METHOD NO, I - CII;UM'l;RENTIAL, NM.ASUL*'MENTS

This method has been usa', in smlil and largq, diameter pipes
(as emall a. fil norninal pipr).

1. A jig is made up to take internal carc umferential measurements
at even incrertcnts (4. 5 or 6 inehes) along the pipe. A brie"
description of one such jig in as follows:

(a) A heavy metal shoe resting tin the pipe bottom has anchored
to it and resting on the pipe the fixed end of a flexible steel
tape(about 1I2"'Aide). It also holds a very strong ,pring
device and a dihl gauge reading in thousawdths.

(b) The absave ta- 0% attached tr. O2,w jig by flexible fingers to
maintain it in the precise vertical and ho0azontal planes.

(c) From the fixed end in the jig the tape is held very tightly
against the pipe internal circumfcrence by the free-end being
under the prcsiure of the spring in (a) above. Any movement
of this free end is linked to the dial gauge.

2. At some point near the end of the pipe where the person making
the rneasurcments can reach, a tape of aimilar materia l which

has been made up just slightly shorter thin the arternal circurn-
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ference of the pipe iad with its ends machined square. is
positioned. Using a blued wedge thig tape is forced against
the Pipe wall arid the tcuo. length is estiablished %with the tapej
rtLPcavCC ;aid 1'vid fIlt. This length toi that of the tape hold
flat. ptun VLedge (reason for bliving). The true length
of the tape in its curved titate to then %.AIcuited aisc the
true nuittral of a tiape moes from centre to 444w from the
inside and 56% from the outsicie when it is formed into a ca.

3. Now the jig is bk-t up at this saim- Point and the dial gims is
zo rve~d, All bubitectucist readings oaf the dial gauge so it moves
down the pispe are ruitzved lilUM o: minus of this datum. Ke"as
can be taken by looking dnwti the Pipe through a nagifyinflg Iht..-

4. If Paipe sizr e ritui, dianivetv a'aku ie sIits tas in Method No.L
artz coaae .at soarac Lucatasts ag a &c osb check.. - --

5.As a furtht-r c rows cheek a l'iv, a, &. pip, tit out %ill and isatia;hined
to a cirauf' eiciqu.&l to ihsot e sliblashed ini 44) alsove. The tapme
and wedgericedar .prcthr - 'tol diatorivionh any deviation of
the 111p internal cit ans .gc ruin that uf a true cirile. No
Oi~i acait diffoie Cnc lids. yvt 1) i 1-v

6. L.osiagtudiail nesaea ix imaade ximaiIa r v Ica thatl in Method
1no. 1. T1 asia t i Ii .ig thei mintre of the ue'atiton switch holve,
a very xhariply laiittd Loiacaal -'i' is miat hkrnd &o tat Its poasint
is 1l-auh w~ith the pipua iitt a aut i eiit it is he Id into the b.lk rectss
by a plug ociewed !tito the 'act ctun ;%%ttch £aujilia swo the paipe.

7. Fruma the% average of cach. -. f the cis uunfereuaLv'j squared the
av.. rag-' L oar sectional ar.'a a . alcula-cd sin

a. As in method No. 1. the volmit a.-. cu'-it fcat and barrels is then
calculatcd. ato tviiitlit it t (it. fli.i. rat is simila rly applied.
The mathemnatics. of p.ru 1 1 , .'rr,'r an %to o ba a4uisihcd if sot
desired.

It is felt thdt usv ui eithaer c~f th.: above tanetthtds wall a.:hievc
a very accurate true, voluine ri tiz prover pipe, this volums-e being
capable Qf 'k-rifiraticn by the Mathi-nnaticr. Also, in either method
(particularly No, Z an it a-- m-uch laister) a rouirber of calbrmtian runsa
can be nriadc and conia.ared.
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